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A.

PREFACE

With the establishment of National Assessment and Accreditation Council
(NAAC), Higher Educational Institutes in India entered into an era of sustained
quality enhancement and promotion of quality culture. Manipur College,
established in the year 1958, true to its vision ‘To grow into a multi-disciplinary
study centre of academic excellence’, opted to be assessed and accredited by
NAAC in 2007.
The College, after accreditation at the ‘B’ level, in March 2007, has made
significant progress in academic activities, research works, social responsibilities
etc with a view to attain quality culture. In spite of many constraints, most of the
suggestions, offered by the Peer Team during their first visit, have been
materialized, while steps are being taken to implement the rest in due course of
time.
In our endeavour to continuously adhering to quality assurance in the next cycle,
the College IQAC Core Team, which also acted as Steering Committee, together
with the active support and cooperation of the College administration and the
faculty members, has prepared the Self Study Report (SSR) for reaccreditation.
The Report embodies the progress and achievements made, the infrastructural
additions and the academic development witnessed, during the last five years.
The institute has the pleasure to submit the SSR before the NAAC, for reaccreditation, in recognition of our humble and sincere efforts to further promote
quality in higher education in this remote part of our country.

(Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh)
Principal
Manipur College, Imphal
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B. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE COLLEGE
Manipur, an erstwhile princely state, part of Indian Union since 1949, is one of
the seven-sister states of the Northeast India. A small state in terms of area and
population, very vibrant with art and culture, a proud and highly self conscious
people with more than 2000 years of history, a rich language, and a home to a
variety of tongues and tribes with their own unique customs, traditions and
traditional political system, Manipur is indeed fit to be described as the ‘Jewel of
India’ as Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister had praised it.
Manipuris have excelled in different chosen fields, especially in games and sports,
martial arts, performing arts etc. The game of ‘polo’ has its roots in the soil of
Manipur. ‘Mukna’, a traditional form of wrestling, ‘kang’, a rare form of indoor
games are indigenous sports of the state. Its famous Manipuri dance is one of the
few classical dances of India. In fact, Manipur is better introduced to the rest of the
country and outside by her famous dances such as ‘Ras lila’ and ‘Pung Cholom’
(Drum dance), and colourful tribal dances and martial arts than as a battlefield of
the Second World War.
Manipur today, despite various deficiencies, has made steady progress in
many fields, including education. The literacy rate and the gross enrollment rate in
higher education are much higher than the national average. The Human
Development Index (HDI) too is one of the highest in India, mainly because of the
progress in education and health components, despite relatively lower per capita
income and economic progress.
Higher education in Manipur began only in the mid-twentieth century with the
establishment of D.M. College in 1946 in Imphal. The state, at present, has made
considerable progress in this sector. There are 2 Central Universities, 1 Central
University Regional campus and more than 70 Under Graduate colleges. But, in
the post-Independent period, higher education was a privilege of the few who
could afford to go outside the state or study in the two colleges of the state with
limited intake of students. College education was a far cry for those matriculates
who were employed. It was in this background, a few public spirited men in the
Singjamei (place where the college is located) locality met together and decided to
establish a college. As a result of their efforts, Manipur College came into
existence on 21st August 1958, inaugurated at Singjamei Girls High School, as the
third (private) college in the state. Initially, the college functioned as a Night
College on the said school premises. In the year 1961, the college moved to its
present location, after the Government allotted an area of 5.86 acres at the foothill
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of the Chinga Hill. Day shift was added to the existing Night shift. In the beginning
the college offered only Pre University Course (Arts) affiliated to Gauhati
University. In 1964, P.U.C in Science was opened. In 1965, Gauhati University
granted approval for Degree Courses in Arts and in 1969 in Science. Consequent
upon the establishment of Manipur University in 1980, the college got its
permanent affiliation to the former. In 1968 the college became a grant-in-aid
college and in 1978, it was converted into a full-fledged Government college.
The college has come a long way since its inception. It has celebrated the
golden jubilee in 2008. Previously, in March 2007, the college was accredited at
‘B’ level by National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) Bangalore.
The accreditation has become a watershed in the history of the college. A marked
and visible change is seen in every activity of the college since then. There has
been a quantum leap in the number of students getting admitted in the college from
448 in the year 2006-07 to 1132 in the year 2011-12. The number of Faculty
members taking up Research projects has gone up. UGC schemes are operative in
the college. The Students’ performance in the University examinations is showing
improvement. The NAAC accreditation has put the college in the right track of
progress. With the strong belief that it will move forward to achieve greater
heights, the college has prepared the Self Study Report (SSR) for reaccreditation.
I. Curriculum Planning and Implementation:
Curriculum is a combination of various programmes aimed to promote
professional and personal development of the students. Curriculum planning is also
a complex process involving the cooperation of various stakeholders. Manipur
College as an affiliated college under the Manipur University has been an active
member of curriculum planning at the university level. Some of the members of
the teaching faculty are members of the Syllabus Framing Committees.
Suggestions for improvement of curriculum are given in the meetings with the
Professors of the university, and their views have been incorporated and the syllabi
have been accordingly modified.
The onus for implementing the curriculum lies entirely with the college.
The institute takes utmost care in planning and implementation of the same. There
are different institutional mechanisms available in the college for successful
operationalisation of the curriculum. As the first step, the college prepares an
Academic Calendar following the academic schedule of the university. All the
departments and the faculty strictly follow the academic calendar both in letter and
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spirit. Teaching Plans are being prepared by individual teachers for effectively
carrying out the curriculum.
Issues that have social and environmental relevance are part of the
curriculum. Students are provided enrichment lectures by the teachers themselves.
The relevance of curriculum and the changes if any has been made possible from
the feedback obtained from the stakeholders. As the semester system replacing the
annual system is in its third year, there has not been any formal feedback obtained,
as one batch of students is yet to pass out. Specific complaints or suggestions are
yet to be received from the stakeholders.
II. Teaching-Learning and Evaluation:
As in any educational institution, teaching-learning and evaluation form the
core of college activities. Admission to various courses of study is done in a purely
transparent manner, keeping in mind the Government norms, within the stipulated
time. The student profile of the college shows a good mixture of students
representing all sections of the society, a convergence of cultures.
Teaching-learning and evaluation activities demand a highly qualified
teaching faculty. Most of the teachers of the college are recruited by the
Government of Manipur through Manipur Public Service Commission, following
UGC guidelines in force from time to time. The college has a set of well qualified,
experienced and dedicated teaching faculty. As of now, there are 80 teachers in all,
59 Regular teachers, 20 Part time teachers and 1 Guest faculty member. Among
them, 29 are PhD degree holders, 26 MPhil, and 25 P.G. degree holders. 6 teachers
are pursuing their Ph D. The faculty members continually update their knowledge
by attending Orientation Programmes, Refresher Courses, Summer/Winter
Schools, Workshops/Conferences/Seminars etc. Some of the teachers are engaged
as resource persons in Refresher/Orientation courses, conducted by the Academic
Staff College of the university. After the NAAC accreditation in 2007, the number
of teachers undertaking Minor/Major projects has increased. Some of the teachers
have published papers in national and international journals, edited books,
contributed chapters in ISBN books, presented papers in International, National,
Regional and State level seminars. Seminars at National and State level also have
been organised by the college at regular intervals. The teachers’ profile of the
college is very encouraging.
Teaching-learning activities have been streamlined in tune with the
requirement of UGC guidelines. Internal Quality Assurance Cell of the college
established in August 2007, as a post-accreditation quality sustenance measure,
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prescribes quality benchmark for every academic, administrative and other cocurricular activity. The vision and mission of the college outline the goals and
objectives of the college. With the view to achieving the goals, the college gives
place of prominence to teaching-learning activities. Most of the resources, human
and material, are used in this area. The traditional classroom teaching, interaction,
various teacher-directed inputs like Demonstration, Questions are provided to the
students. In Science stream, different participatory learning activities like
Individualised instruction, Programmed instruction, Project Work, Field Study,
Assignment, Practical and other learner-directed inputs are used to make the
learning student-centred. Modern teaching aids like LCD projectors, Smart Boards,
Computers with Broadband internet connectivity, Inflibnet facility, Xerox
machines, printers, dust-free white boards etc., are made available in the college.
Evaluation is an important component of teaching-learning. Summative
evaluation is done by the external body, the university, while formative evaluation
is an on-going process in the college. The institute has introduced various methods
of formative evaluation. Oral tests, class tests and unit tests are continuously held
to assess the quality of both teaching and learning. Students’ progress in learning
has been continuously monitored by the individual teachers and the departments.
The summative evaluation result is also analysed by the college and appropriate
steps are taken to improve the quality of teaching-learning.
III. Research, Consultancy and Extension:
Manipur college is an under graduate college offering only UG degree in
Arts and Science. Even though it is not a recognised research institute, it
nevertheless promotes ‘research culture’ by facilitating the staff to undertake
Minor and Major projects, undergo research leading to PhD degree over and above
their normal classes. Basic infrastructural facilities, library, ‘Inflibnet’ facility are
made available in the college. Individual teachers have collaborated with other
agencies in sharing research facilities. Some of the faculty members are approved
research scholars under Manipur University and under their supervision some
research scholars have been awarded PhD degrees.
The college, realising its social responsibilities, has been actively
undertaking extension activities for the benefit of the society. Extension lecture
programme were conducted by the teaching faculty. Teachers in their individual
capacities, use their expertise in various extension activities, such as giving Talks
in All India Radio, in various social and cultural issues and events etc.
Environmental awareness, gender issues, community services have always been
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emphasised. Environmental club of the college has conducted programmes on
environmental awareness, climate change, and tree plantation within and outside
the campus.
NSS volunteers and NCC cadets of the college have taken part in extension
activities like visiting Children’s Home (Children with special needs), participating
in blood donation, conducting of social surveys etc. The college in close
collaboration with Red Ribbon Club has organized programmes to spread
awarenesss on HIV/AIDS. These activities have sensitised the students to the
social issues and made them aware of their role in addressing some of the problems
of the society.
IV. Infrastructure and Learning Resources:
With the construction of one-wing academic block in 1962, the college has
literally grown by bits and pieces. Many new structures have been added to the
existing ones. As there is limited space for horizontal expansion, steps have been
taken for vertical expansion, replacing the old structures. New proposals for
Academic, Administration Blocks and Boys Hostel, have been submitted to the
Government and other funding agencies. UGC funded projects like Indoor
Stadium, Girls’ Hostel are nearing completion.
Library is an important component of teaching-learning activity. The
college has a good collection of books and reference books. The ‘Inflibnet’ facility
has added a new set of 75000 e-books and 3000 e-journals, making it one of the
well-equipped libraries in the state. Library automation has been done with the
installation of SOUL software. Computers with internet facility, printers and Xerox
machines are set up for the benefit of the staff and students.
Since the last accreditation, the college has been sufficiently equipped with
IT infrastructure. Central Computer Laboratory has been functioning since 2009.
All the departments are provided with computers and internet facility. The ICT
promotion cell of the college is imparting basic computer training to the teachers
and students.
V. Student Support and Progression:
Students are the focal point of any educational institution. The college takes
utmost care in ensuring their holistic development. Slow learners are identified
through class tests and unit tests. Remedial and tutorial classes are arranged for
them. Teachers are available in the department for consultation and guidance. The
institution has career guidance and counseling cell. It offers guidance to students
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on individual and collective bases. Since the college is only offering UG courses,
students progression to PG courses are not monitored, even though guidance is
provided to them for higher studies. In order that students get gainful employment,
the college conducts coaching under Service Entry schemes sponsored by UGC.
The teachers of the college are engaged in taking classes and by conducting mock
tests, in order to prepare them to appear competitive exams.
Students’ Union of the college plays an important role in imparting
leadership training. The election of Students’ Union has been regulated by the
Director of Education and conducted by the college. The union together with the
teachers participates in extension programme. They receive training in community
living, social responsibility and promote good citizenry among themselves.
Manipur College has been in the forefront in respect of sports and cocurricular activities. They actively participate in University, State and National
level competitions. The college conducts social and cultural functions. Students of
the college also participate in Youth Festivals, Cultural Programme organized by
the University. The college continues to promote the overall personality
development of the students, which is the mission of the college.
VI. Governance, Leadership and Management:
Manipur College being a full-fledged Government institute comes directly
under the control and management of the Government. Nevertheless, the college
enjoys a degree of autonomy in effectively planning and implementing the
curriculum. Internal management is under the Principal. He has constituted a
number of committees for the effective management of academic and
administrative activities. He coordinates the academic and administrative activities
in order to achieve the values spelt out in the vision and mission document of the
college.
Every member of the teaching and non-teaching staff extends his maximum
cooperation to bring quality improvement in the college. Teaching and nonteaching staff are appointed by the Government. The institute has made it a policy
to depute the staff for training in concerned area in order to empower them. Faculty
members are appointed as conveners of various committees and cells so that they
receive leadership training. Teachers’ participation in different activities and their
personal academic achievement are monitored by Self appraisal. In fact, Self
appraisal serves as the basis of placement to higher scale.
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As the college is a government institute, the salaries of the staff are met by
the government. The Principal together with Overall Infrastructural Development
Committee of the college and Construction Committee prepares plans for
infrastructural development and puts them up to funding agencies for grants.
Additional resources are mobilized by the college from agencies like UGC, DST,
NEC, Central government etc. UGC sponsored schemes like Service Entry,
Remedial Coaching, Career Guidance and Counseling, Day Care Centre etc, are
operative in the college during the 11th plan period. As the UGC schemes are to be
implemented by committees set up for the purpose, decisions are arrived at
collectively ensuring transparency in financial management. The income and
expenditure are audited by external agency. Steps are also taken up to conduct
internal audit.
The Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) has been set up as a postaccreditation measure to promote quality in the college. It is a very vibrant cell. It
holds meetings at regular intervals and decisions taken at the meetings are
conveyed to all concerned for implementation. Various measures were taken by
IQAC to streamline teaching-learning and other activities so that quality is assured
and ensured.
VII. Innovations and Best Practices:
North east India is ‘one of the 12 mega biodiversity rich zones in the world
and forms the distinctive part of the Indo-Burma hotspots that ranks 8th among the
34 biodiversity hotspots of the world. The region also falls in the bio-geographic
tri-junction, and is a centre of gene diversity for many domestic crops and a
secondary centre for several economically important plants and animal species’.
The state of Manipur which forms part of the region is also very rich in biodiversity. Manipur ranks 5th in Environmentally Sustainable Index (ESI) while a
state like Gujarat ranks 23rd in all India level. Manipur has a very high Length of
Growing Period (LGP) in the range of 300-330 days. Practically everything grows
here almost throughout the year. In such surroundings, environmental
consciousness comes about as an inborn character of the people. Manipur College
makes concerted efforts to preserve and promote this unique element of the place
and the people. The college has a very active Environmental Club in which all the
staff and students are members. The Executive Committee of the Club organizes
various programmes involving the staff and students both for the college and the
neighbourhood. The college has a small garden in which medicinal plants, flower
plants and some indigenous plants are grown. It conducts Green audit to monitor
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the progress of green environment in the college. As the college is located at the
foothill with lush green forest, a naturally healthy environment prevails within the
campus.
The institute has tried to promote an ambience of creativity and innovations
in the college. It has maintained complete transparency in matters of admission.
The college makes sure that it has a good mixture of students from different
communities. Manipur has been experiencing social unrest for quite sometimes as
different communities of the state begin to articulate their demands thereby causing
inconvenience to the people at large. Manipur College has tried to ward off such
discomfort by having a good combination of students from the locality and farflung areas, and all communities. There is a good convergence of cultures and
communities, promoting social and communal harmony. Taking into account the
grievances of the outstation students, the college has constructed a Girls’ Hostel
which is expected to be functional from the next academic year.
As a part of innovation in the area of teaching-learning, teaching plans and
course progress/completion reports have been made mandatory. The teachers
strictly adhere to the plans prepared by them. In the area of discipline, the students
are disallowed to use mobile phones inside the classrooms. Uniform is prescribed
for students. Girl students are to wear traditional dress as a part of uniform.
Women employees, who outnumber men, wear only traditional dress, preserving
and promoting local culture in the college.
Committee systems constituted for the smooth conduct of various curricular
and co-curricular activities is another innovation and best practice of the college.
Through the committees, teachers get ample chance for leadership training,
cooperative functioning among themselves, and transparency in financial
management. All decisions are taken collectively and implemented in a transparent
manner.
There are a number of best practices, two of which have been analysed in
the Self Study Report.
VIII. SWOC Analysis:
Manipur College in its 55 years of existence has contributed immensely to
the state in particular and the nation in general. Its former faculty members and
alumni consist of former union minister, state minister, MLAs, social workers,
professors, teachers, civil servants and many others. The college has its strengths
and weaknesses and prospects for further progress.
SSR Manipur College 2013
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Strengths:
The college is sandwiched between a hillock on the eastern side and a river
on the western side. While the former shields the college from the crowded market,
the latter keeps the busy traffic at bay. At the same time, being not far from the
national Highway No.2, the college is also easily accessible for students from all
over the state. Its ideal location has in fact, helped to provide a very peaceful
atmosphere, very conducive for teaching-learning activities. The temperate climate
of Manipur is nature’s gift suitable for academic pursuits.
The institute is also ideally located in a thickly populated student catchment
area. A good number of students also come from remote areas of the state. There is
convergence of cultures and communities, social inclusion etc.
The students attend the college in full uniform, which promotes equality,
disciplines and easy identification of bonafide students. The strength of the
students too has increased substantially, from less than 500 in 2006-07, to 1132 in
the academic year 2011-12.
Just as the students, the teaching faculty also consists of teachers from all
over the state and even outside. There is very good friendly atmosphere prevailing
among the teachers and the students. Some of the departments conduct classes in
the departmental rooms, narrowing the gap between teachers and students. The
teachers promote healthy discussions and critical thinking among the students.
Some of the students of the college have secured University ranks not only
in their papers, but also have topped in all the subjects put together. Weak students
are identified by the teachers and they are provided special remedial and tutorial
classes. UGC sponsored Remedial Coaching is being carried out in the college.
Students of the college are taken on exposure trips to some historical sites,
organic farms, vermiculture units, and small scale industries etc, so that they get
ideas on some job oriented skills. As Manipur is close to Myanmar, study tour
conducted by the college has helped to make comparative study of India and
Myanmar in many respects.
The students of the college are very talented. They have brought laurels to
the college in games and sports and other co-curricular activities.
Most of faculty members have been recruited by Manipur Public Service
Commission, fulfilling the UGC guidelines in force from time to time. The college
has well qualified and talented staff. Some teachers are also NET or JRF qualified.
SSR Manipur College 2013
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The teachers are very active in teaching and research. Since the last NAAC
accreditation, the number of PhD and MPhil degree holders has increased. A
number of teachers are pursuing their PhD. While some of them are undertaking
Minor Research Projects, a few of them have applied for Major projects. At
present, the Zoology Department is undertaking a major Research Project under
Bio-Tech Hub sponsored by DBT, Government of India.
The college library has a good collection of books. Inflibnet facility has
added as many as 75000 e-books and over 3000 e-journals. Every department in
the college has its own departmental library where latest publications are available.
Paper publications in refereed journals, books, editing of books have gone
up. Some of the faculty are members of Syllabus Framing Committees in the
University, thereby contributing towards curriculum planning.
Women faculty in the college outnumbers their male counterparts in the
college, which is a sign of women empowerment. Moreover, women staff and girl
students wear their traditional dress in the college, preserving and promoting the
local culture, which may be described as an example of ‘think globally and act
locally’.
The college has a sufficient number of teaching staff in most of the
departments. Most of the teachers have computer knowledge. Almost all the
departments have at least one teacher with evidence of research, with M Phil or
PhD. A large number of the teachers are middle aged; albeit a good mixture of
‘seniors and juniors’. Teachers not involved in research, actively participate in
other different activities of the college.
UGC provisions have been fully implemented in the state of Manipur. All
the regular teachers enjoy full UGC scales of pay. The college does not face any
problems with regard to payment of salaries as it is a full-fledged Government
College.
Manipur College is the only college in the state, offering Bio-Chemistry at
the UG level.
Weaknesses:
The college does suffer from certain weaknesses which need to be
redressed both by the college and the government.
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Since the college has a number of old structures till today, the infrastructure
available at the college is not sufficient to meet all the modern teaching learning
requirements. No extra classrooms are available at the college for the opening of
new courses.
As the land area is limited, there is insufficient space for any horizontal
expansion. Boys Hostel is not available. There is also lack of parking space in the
college. The toilet in the college facilities are not sufficient.
Hard copies of Text Books and Reference Books, Journals etc. cannot be
purchased by the College due to lack of fund. The procurement of text and
reference books, journals etc, has been done by the Government directly and no
financial assistance has been given for the same.
The college does not have regular Principal and regular librarian. The nonteaching staff is not adequate. In fact, many posts need to be filled up, which can
be done only by the government.
The service condition of the Part time lectures, who constitute one-third of
the total teaching faculty, is very poor. Their pay structures are not revised. It is
practically difficult to expect full service from them as their pay is very low
compared to the regular teachers, thereby creating a feeling of discomfort among
them.
The college does not offer any vocational or professional courses. There is
not enough autonomy to take any initiative for opening of new courses due to
paucity of fund. Special permission is to be sought from the Government of
Manipur.
Lack of proficiency in English language among the students makes them
difficult to understand the lectures delivered in English.
Some of the departments do not have sufficient number of faculty. There
are only a few students seeking admission to Philosophy. All the Arts Departments
do not have any support staff. State-of-art laboratories are not provided to Science
departments.
There is no provision for internal assessment under Manipur University in
the Under Graduate courses. Since the introduction of semester system, students do
not take the class/unit tests seriously as such tests do not carry any credit in their
final marks. This makes it difficult to monitor the progress of the students.
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Staff quarters are not available as the land is under litigation. The college is
still without boarding facilities for male students, whereas the Girls’ Hostel is still
to be completed.
Opportunities:
Despite a number of weaknesses, the college has potential for further
growth. There are some opportunities the college could develop.
As some departments have a good number of the faculty with PhD, the
college could opt for opening of PG courses.
At present, there is UGC sponsored Service Entry coaching operative in the
college, more such courses, like coaching for NET, JRF, and Civil Services could
be opened, as there is good number of experienced teachers who could give
coaching.
Certificate/Diploma courses on Women Studies, Human Rights, Spoken
English and some vocational courses could be offered. The college could also opt
for linkages with Virtual Universities for sharing of knowledge.
Challenges:
Manipur, despite lots of progress it has made, is a trouble-torn state with a
number of problems.
Social unrest is one of the biggest challenges faced by the college. As the
state comprises of different ethnic groups, each one tries to assert its demands and
deploy a number of strategies to achieve their goals. Frequent bandhs, strikes, road
blockade in the state due to poor law and order situation cause lots of disturbances
in the smooth functioning of college affairs.
Students also have their demands to pursue. To pursue them, they organize
boycotting of classes, strikes etc. hampering the academic atmosphere of the
college.
Erratic power supply is also another big challenge as the staff and students
are not able to carry out any activity requiring power. Indifferent attitude of the
authorities to provide uninterrupted power supply aggravates the problem further.
As the Manipur University is under the transitory period of closing the old
Annual system by introducing the new Semester system, the academic calendar is
not properly maintained. Too many days are taken for examinations of old courses
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and new semester courses, as such the time available for conduct of classes is too
short, thereby it has become a big challenge to fully implement the curriculum.
Since the College is not permitted to charge extra fee other than fixed by
the government, there is no scope for internal mobilization of fund to meet the
necessary expenses for further development of the college and for opening
vocational and other job-oriented new courses.
Future Plans:
As it has been visualized in the vision and mission document of the college,
the college has plans for making the college as a ‘multidisciplinary study-centre for
Academic excellence.
The institute plans to submit proposals to the Government and the
University, to introduce PG courses in some Arts Departments, like Political
Science, Manipuri and History, and Geography
The college plans to submit proposals to open some vocational courses like
Mushroom cultivation attached to Botany, Food processing attached to BioChemistry, Civil service coaching attached to Political Science, History and
Economics Departments.
The college proposes to bring a complete transformational change in terms
of infrastructural development. State-of-the-art buildings are planned to be
constructed with the funding from the Government.
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C. PROFILE OF THE COLLEGE
1. Name and address of the college:
Name:

MANIPUR COLLEGE

Address:

SINGJAMEI

City:

IMPHAL

Pin:

www.manipurcollege.net

Website:

795008

State: MANIPUR

www.manipurcollege.com (old)

2. For communication:
Designation
Principal

Name
Dr. Kh.
Jayantakumar
Singh

Telephone with
STD code
O:
R:

Mobile

Email

08974584838

Jayantamc1@
gmail.com

Vice
Principal

O:
R:

Steering
S. Benjamin
Committee
Nattar
Co-ordinator

O:
R: 0385 2445615 09862011510

nattarsbn@
gmail.com

3. Status of the of Institution :
Affiliated College
Constituent College
Any other (specify)
4. Type of Institution:
a)

i. For Men
ii. For Women
iii. Co-education

b. By shift
i. Regular
ii. Day
iii. Evening
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5. Is it a recognized minority institution?
Yes
No
If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide
documentary evidence.
Not Applicable
6. Source of funding:
Government
Grant-in-aid
Self-financing
Any other
21/08/1958

7. a) Date of establishment of the college:

b) University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college (If
it is a constituent college)
Manipur University, Canchipur, Imphal
c) Details of UGC recognition:
Under Section

Date, Month & Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)

i. 2 (f)

07/10/1980

ii. 12 (B)

07/10/1980

Remarks
(If any)

d) Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than
UGC (AICTE, NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.)
Not Applicable
Under
Section/clause

Recognition/Approval
details Institution/
Department/ Programme

Day, Month
and Year
(dd-mm-yyyy)

Validity

i.

N/A

N/A

N/A

ii.

N/A

N/A

N/A

iii.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Remarks

8. Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as
recognized by the UGC), on its affiliated colleges?
Yes
No
If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status?
Yes
No
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9.

Is the college recognized
a) by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)?
Yes
No
If yes, date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
b) for its performance by any other governmental agency?
Yes
No
If yes, Name of the agency ………N/A…………… and
Date of recognition: ……N/A……………… (dd/mm/yyyy)

10. Location of the campus and area in sq.mts:
Location *

Urban

Campus area in sq. mts.

23714.58 Sq. mtrs.

Built up area in sq. mts.

3915 Sq. mtrs

(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify)
11.

Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and
provide numbers or other details at appropriate places) or in case the
institute has an agreement with other agencies in using any of the
listed facilities provide information on the facilities covered under the
agreement.
• Auditorium/seminar complex with infrastructural facilities
• Sports facilities
 play ground
 swimming pool×
 gymnasium – Indoor Stadium under construction
• Hostel
 Boys’ hostel ×
i. Number of hostels
ii. Number of inmates
iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
 Girls’ hostel
i. Number of hostels - 1 Hostel (nearing completion)
ii. Number of inmates
iii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
 Working women’s hostel ×
i. Number of inmates
ii. Facilities (mention available facilities)
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• Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give numbers
available -- cadre wise)
• Cafeteria

-- 1 Canteen (Manipur College Golden Jubilee Canteen)

• Health centre – Nearby Government run Primary Health Centre
First aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, Emergency care facility,
Ambulance…….
Health centre staff –
Qualified doctor
Qualified Nurse

Full time
Full time

Part-time
Part-time

• Facilities like banking, post office, book shops – Available near the
campus
• Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff – Public
transport facilities available
• Animal house ×
• Biological waste disposal
• Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity
and voltage √
• Solid waste management facility
• Waste water management

UnderGraduate

B.A. (Hons)
B. Sc Pass

Medium of
instruction

Sanctioned
proved Student
strength

No. of
students
admitted

3years

Entry
Qualification

B.A. Pass

Duration

Name of the
Programme/
Course

Programme
Level

• Water harvesting
12. Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current academic
year)

HSSLC

English Not fixed

423-Arts

/Equiv.

659-Sc.
=1082

B.Sc (Hons)
Any Other

Nil

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

(specify and
provide
details)
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13. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes?
Yes
No
If yes, how many? N/A
14. New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any?
Yes

No

Number

1

15. List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like
Library, Physical Education as departments, unless they are also offering
academic degree awarding programmes. Similarly, do not list the departments
offering common compulsory subjects for all the programmes like English,
regional languages etc.)
Particulars
Science

UG
1. Botany
2. Bio-Chemistry
3. Chemistry

PG

Research

No

4. Physics
5. Zoology
6. Geography
7. Mathematics
Arts

1. English
2. Education

No

3. Economics
4. History
5. Manipuri
6. Philosophy
7. Political Science
Commerce

NO

NO

Any Other not covered above

NIL

NIL

16. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like
BA, BSc,MA,M.Com…)
a) annual system
b) semester system

2

c) trimester system
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17. Number of Programmes with
a) Choice Based Credit System
NIL
b) Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach 2 Maths with Science & Arts
Geography with Science & Arts
c) Any other ( specify and provide details)
18. Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education?
Yes
No
If yes,
a) Year of Introduction of the programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy)
and number of batches that completed the programme
N/A
b) NCTE recognition details (if applicable) N/A
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:………………………..
c) Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher
Education Programme separately?
Yes
No
19. Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education?
Yes
No
If yes,
a) Year of Introduction of the programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy)
and number of batches that completed the programme
N/A
b) NCTE recognition details (if applicable) N/A
Notification No.: ……………………………………
Date: …………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy)
Validity:……………………
c) Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical
Education Programme separately?
Yes
No
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20. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution
Positions

Teaching faculty
Associate Assistant
Professor Professor
Total *M *F *M *F

Sanctioned by
the
UGC / 71
University /
State
Government
Recruited
59
Yet to recruit

Non-teaching
staff
*M

*F

Technical staff

Total *M *F

17

23

17

20

9

13

11

2

13

12

Sanctioned by
the
Management/s
ociety or other
authorized
bodies
Recruited
P/T
Guest Faculty
Demonstrator
Yet to recruit

Total

7

2

9

10

8

Assistant
Professor

Total

11
1

9
1

*M-Male *F-Female
21. Qualifications of the teaching staff
Highest
qualification

Professor

Male
Permanent teachers

Female

Associate
Professor
Male

Female

Male

Female

D.Sc./D.Litt.
Ph.D.

9

2

6

4

21

M.Phil.

3

5

2

3

13

PG

5

14

1

5

25

Ph.D.

2

5

7

M.Phil.

7

6

13

Part-time teachers

PG
22. Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College.
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23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last four
academic years.
STUDENT ENROLMENT
Categories

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

M

F

M

F

M

F

M

F

SC

14

10

6

5

6

3

2

3

ST

18

5

22

5

9

6

20

15

OBC

156

92

343

201

516

340

541

513

Gen

284

153

170

98

14

10

9

7

-

-

21

2

27

7

24

2

472

260

562

311

572

366

596

540

Mino/ Others
Total
Grand Total

732

873

2011-12

938

1136

24. Details on students enrollment in the college during the current academic year:
Type of students

UG

Students from the same state where 1082
the college is located

PG M. Phil.

Ph.D.

Total

-

-

1082

-

Students from other states of India
NRI students
Foreign students
Total
25.

1082

1082

Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches) 2010-11 &
2011-12
UG
3.9%
PG
NIL

26. Unit Cost of Education
(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total
number of students enrolled )
(a) including the salary component
Rs.68,550/(b) excluding the salary component
Rs.4,163/27. Does the college offer any programme/s in distance education mode (DEP)?
Yes
No
If yes,
a) Is it a registered centre for offering distance education programmes of another
University
Yes
No
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b) Name of the University which has granted such registration. Not Applicable
c) Number of programmes offered
NIL
d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education Council.
Yes
No
28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered
B.A. – Total No. of Teaching /students Staff:
B.Sc. – Total No. of Teaching/ students Staff:
29. Is the college applying for
Accreditation :
Cycle 1
Re-Assessment:

Cycle 2

Cycle 3

11:1
16:1

Cycle 4

(Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4
refers to re-accreditation)
30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and reassessment only)
Cycle 1: 31/3/2007 Accreditation Outcome/Result: ‘B’
*Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and Peer team report(s)
as an annexure: Enclosed Annexure -1 & Annexure-2
31. Number of working days during the last academic year.

198+45 = 243

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year
198
(Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the
examination days)
33.

Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)
IQAC
27/08/2007

34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR)
to NAAC.
AQAR (i)
04/10/2008
AQAR (ii) 18/12/2009
AQAR (iii) 25/03/2011
AQAR (iv) 30/03/2012
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35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include.
(Do not include explanatory/descriptive information)
Comparative Progress/Achievement of the College between 2007 and 2012
Particulars

YEAR
2007

2012

No. of Teachers with Ph. D.

18

28

No. of Teachers with M. Phil.

11

26

No. of Teachers undergoing Ph.D.

12

6

No. of Teachers undergoing M.Phil.

1

-

No. of Major Projects

1

1

No. of Minor Projects

1

12

No. of Approved guides

2

4

No. of State/National Seminars organized by
the college.

1

3
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D. CRITERIA-WISE INPUTS
CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS
1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation:
Curriculum has been designed and assigned by the affiliating University.
The Institution does not have freedom to modify or alter the prescribed
curriculum or the syllabi. Some of the teaching faculty of the college are
involved in curriculum planning, syllabi prescription/revision at the
University level, as members of Board of Studies, Academic Council etc.
1.1.1

Vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and the way these are
communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other stakeholders.

The Vision:
To grow into a multi-disciplinary study-centre for Academic Excellence.
The Mission:
1) To produce competent graduates in the field of Science, Social Science
and Humanities, in order to meet the man-power needs of the country;
2) To help our youths develop their potential to the full by cultivating right
interests, attitudes, moral, intellectual, aesthetic and socio-economic
values, in physical fitness and by disseminating scientific knowledge; and
3) To foster among the staff and students the attitudes and values needed for
developing good life styles.
Communication of Vision and Mission to the stakeholders:
The vision and mission of the College is displayed at the main entrance and
in front of the administrative block of the College. They are also printed in the
College prospectus. The vision and mission are also explained to the students and
the stakeholders at the Induction Ceremony held at the beginning of the academic
year.
1.1.2

Details of the Action plans developed and deployed for effective
implementation of the curriculum with specific examples:

The College has devised action plans for effective transaction and
implementation of the curriculum. In order to meet the curricular requirement, the
teachers engage themselves in conducting classes and other curricular and cocurricular activities by following the prescribed schedule as envisaged by the
University.
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The University Academic schedule is notified to the teaching, and nonteaching staff and students. On the basis of this, the College prepares and
circulates its own Academic Calendar mentioning all the curricular and cocurricular activities to be carried out in the Academic Year.
The next process is the Departmental meetings on allotment of works to
teachers keeping in mind the UGC guidelines. Individual Teachers prepare their
own Teaching Plans, to be executed during the course of the semester/ year.
ACTION PLAN FOR EFFECTIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
CURRICULUM
UNIVERSITY ACADEMIC SCHEDULE
ACADEMIC CALENDAR
(Prepared by College Academic Committee)
Circulated to departments
English
Economics
Pol. Science
Philosophy
Education
Manipuri
History

Botany
Zoology
Mathematics
Bio-chemistry
Geography
Chemistry
Physics

Department meeting
Departmental work allotment
Teachers
Teaching Plans/Class Tests/Unit Test
Course Completion Report
Semester Examination
RESULT
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1.1.3

The type of support (procedural and practical) do the teachers receive
(from the University and/or institution) for effectively translating the
curriculum and improving teaching practices:

From the University:
The procedural support by the University is prescribing syllabi, supplying
Academic Schedule for different courses of study under the University, conducting
Semester examinations, evaluation and declaration of results. The University also
convenes meetings of the Academic Council, the Principals, Boards of Studies etc.
From the College:
The institution arranges its own Academic calendar to effectively carry out
the curriculum.
In order to improve the teaching practices, some modern teaching aids are
made available in the college.
Smart Boards
:2
LCD Projectors
:2
LED TV (42´´)
:3
Computers with internet facilities
: 32
Xerox Machines
Printers

:3
: 15

All Classrooms are provided with Dust free White Boards.
Most of the teachers have undergone basic computer training either on their
own or deputed by the Government. Faculty members participate in Refresher
Courses, Summer/Winter Schools, Seminars, Conferences, Workshops etc. Newly
appointed teachers are nominated for undergoing Orientation Courses. The College
also organizes State level and National level seminars at regular intervals.
1.1.4 Initiatives taken up or contribution made by the institution for effective
curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by the
affiliating University.
Since curriculum has been provided by affiliating University, the College has
no authority to alter it. The College has taken steps for effective delivery of
curriculum by framing academic calendar, teaching plan, work allotment and
course progress completion report.
Co-curricular activities aimed to promote overall personality development of
the students are organized by the college. The students of the college participate in
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programmes organised at University/State/National level. Through these steps, the
college effectively transacts the Curriculum.
1.1.5 Institution’s network and interaction with beneficiaries such as industry,
research bodies and the university in effective operationalisation of the
curriculum.
The College primarily produces Arts and Science graduates. There are few
industries established in this part of the country, and hence the college does not
receive any facility to network and interact with industries. However, the college
interacts with the affiliating University for effective operationalisation of the
curriculum. The College Principal is a member of the University Examination
Committee. In all the meetings convened by the University, the Principal or a
senior member deputed by him represents the College and puts forward the views
for effective implementation of the curriculum. Senior faculty members of the
college are also involved in Syllabus Drafting Committee and Board of Studies at
the University level.
1.1.6

The contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the
development of the curriculum by the University (number of staff
members/departments represented on the Board of Studies, student
feedback, teacher feedback, stakeholder feedback provided, specific
suggestions etc.

Curriculum has been prepared by the affiliating University. Faculty
members of the college who were involved in the development of curriculum:
1. Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh,
Principal

Member

Syllabus Drafting Committee of
Economics

2. Dr. K. Biren Singh, HOD &
Asoc. Professor, Physics

Member

Syllabus Drafting Committee of
Physics

3. Dr. W. Shambhunath Singh,
Assoc. Prof. Physics

Member

Syllabus Drafting Committee of
Physics

4. L. Mahendra Singh, HOD &
Assoc. Prof, English
5. S. Sobita Devi, HOD & Assoc.
Prof. Pol. Science
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1.1.7 Development of curriculum by the College for any of the courses offered
(other than those under the purview of the affiliating university):
The college has not developed any curriculum other than the courses
offered under the purview of the affiliating University.
1.1.8

Methods adopted by the institution to anlayse/ensure that the stated
objectives of curriculum are achieved in the course of implementation.

The college employs following methods to analyse/ensure the achievement of
the stated objectives:
•

Monitoring the completion of Course as per the Teaching plans
prepared by the teachers

•

Conduct of class/unit tests to monitor the progress of the students

•

Encouraging participation of students in various co-curricular activities
organized in the College, University, State and National levels

•

Monitoring the help given to weaker sections through Remedial
Coaching

•

Encouraging students to join schemes like Service Entry, Career
Counseling etc.

In the Departmental meetings, the teachers analyse the performance of the
students. The Principal holds meetings with the HODs on the students’
performance after the declaration of University results. The top performers of the
subjects are awarded Institutional Scholarships. Prizes are given to the winners in
various co-curricular activities.
1.2
1.2.1

Academic Flexibility
The goals and objectives and details of the certificate/diploma/ skill
development courses etc., offered by the institution.

The Department of English conducts Spoken English course as a part of
Communicative skills development.
1. Rationale for introducing the course:
Considering the urgent need of the students to cultivate the skill of Spoken
English, to enable themselves pursue a good career in future and also in
consideration of the easy availability of teachers/instructors for the proposed
course amongst the faculty members of the institute, the college opted for a course
in Spoken English. In pursuance of the guidelines of the UGC for the 11th Plan
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(2007-2012) under the Section “Special Grant for Enhancement of Initiative for
Capacity building in Colleges”, the institute opened a six-month course in Spoken
English from November 27, 2007, for which purpose the faculty members of the
Department of English rendered their services generously.
2. Goals and objectives:
a) to enhance job opportunity for the students after the completion of their
graduation ensuring them better access to a wide range of job options
through communicative skill and personality development.
b) to provide easy switch-over from academic courses to professional
careers through the skill of communicative English.
c) to groom one’s personality so as to adapt oneself to service of the
society.
3. Sponsored by : UGC
4. Period of the course : 2007-2010
5. Teachers involved in conducting the course:
1) L. Mahendra Singh
Co-ordinator
2) Ch. Jamuna Devi
Member
3) B. Shantikumar Sharma -do4) Ratnabali Sanasam
-do5) Th. Sangeeta Devi
-do6. Total classes taught
7. Target group
8. No. of beneficiaries (Period-wise)
For the period 2007-08
For the period 2008-09
For the period 2009-10
9. Course Content:
i)
Essentials of English
ii)
iii)

163
Students of Manipur College
42
35
40

Grammar
Pronunciation

iv)
Personality Development through communicative skills
10. Outcome:
a) Students became more confident in communicating in English after the
completion of the course.
b) The intensive course in the English Grammar as a part of the Course was
found helpful in improving writing skill of the students.
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c) A good number of students over the last few years have been reported to
have been selected in public and private sectors, while some of them have
gone for higher studies in and outside the state with greater self-confidence.
d) The teachers of English Department get a platform to utilize their expertise
for the benefit of the student community.
The College does not offer any other certificate/ diploma/ skill
development courses, as the institution could start such course only with the
permission and approval of the Government. However, different departments
conduct skill development oriented classes as a part of the practical classes.
The Geography department, for example, train their students for surveying,
collection of weather report, weather map analysis, GIS, GPS, rock structure and
formation, physiographical map analysis. They also teach the students to conduct
surveying like economic survey of village, on population, migration, marital
status, educational status, sex ratio, economic structure etc.
The Science Departments impart practical training to the students for
operating scientific instruments, computer training etc.
1.2.2

Any programme offered by the college that facilitate twinning /dual degree.

The college does not offer any programme that facilitates twinning/dual
degree as the affiliating University does not permit it.
1.2.3 Details on the various institutional provisions with reference to academic
flexibility and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skills
development, academic mobility, progression to higher studies and
improved potential for employability
•

Range of Core /Elective options offered by the University and those
opted by the college

COURSES OFFERED
The following courses are offered under the present Semester System
which was introduced since the Academic Session 2010-2011, having six
Semesters in B.A./B.Sc. degree Course. In each Semester there will be three
Elective subjects and one compulsory Foundation Course paper up to the IVth
Semester. One has to offer any one of the Elective subjects offered/taken in the
previous Semester as Honours subject compulsorily to obtain the degree of
graduation.
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(A) B.A. DEGREE
Each Semester shall have the following subjects (from Semester I to
Semester IV)
1) One foundation course: i) Modern Indian Language (MIL): Manipuri
(MAN) / General English (GEN) from 1st Semester to 2nd Semester,
ii) Regional Studies (RS) in the 3rd Semester and
iii) Environmental Studies (EVS) in the 4th Semester.
2)

Any Three Elective Papers from the following subjects provided that
the student should not fail in the 10+2 Examination in the subjects to
be offered.
a) Economics(ECO)
f) Manipuri (MAN)
b) Education (EDN)
g) Mathematics (MAT)
c) English (ENG)
h) Philosophy (PHI)
d) Geography (GEG)
i) Political Science (PSC)
e) History (HIS)

In Semester V and VI there will be three Honours Papers per Semester.
The Honours subject shall be one of the Elective offered/taken in the previous
Semester I -IV above.
(B) B.Sc. DEGREE
Each Semester will have the following subjects (from Semester I to
Semester IV)
1) One foundation course:
i) MIL (MAN)/General English (GEN) from 1st Semester to 2nd
Semester,
ii) Regional Studies (RS) in the 3rd Semester and
iii) Environmental Studies (EVS) in the 4th Semester.
2) Any Three Elective Papers from the following subjects:
a) Botany (BOT)
e) Physics (PHY)
b) Chemistry (CHM)
c) Geography (GEG)

f) Zoology (ZOO)
g) Biochemistry (BCM)

d) Mathematics (MAT)
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Provided that each student shall have to choose anyone of the following
subject combinations given below:
(a) Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry
(b) Chemistry, Botany, Zoology
(c) Physics, Geography, Mathematics,

(d) Chemistry, Biochemistry, Zoology
(e) Chemistry, Biochemistry, Botany

Provided further that a student who would like to offer Honours in any one
of the subjects in Column (A) below must have passed the subjects shown in
Column (B) in the 10+2 (Science) or Equivalent Examination recognized by the
University.
Sl. No.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Column (A)
Botany(BOT)
Zoology(ZOO)
Mathematics(MAT)
Physics(PHY)
Chemistry(CHM)
Biochemistry(BCM)

Column (B)
Botany/Biology, Chemistry
Zoology/Biology, Chemistry
Mathematics
Physics, Mathematics
Chemistry, Mathematics
Chemistry, Biology.

Choice Based Credit System and range of subject options:
There is no Choice Based Credit System.
•

Courses offered in modular form:
No course is offered in modular form.

1.2.4

•

Credit transfer and accumulation facility:
No Credit transfer and accumulation facility,

•

Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programmes and
courses:
Lateral and vertical mobility within and across the programmes are
also not permitted as per the University regulations.

•

Enrichment courses:
Enrichment classes are given by the concerned departments after
identifying the students’ abilities.

Self-financed programmes offered by the College. (If ‘yes’, list them and
indicate how they differ from other programmes, with reference to
admission, curriculum, fee structure, teacher qualification, salary etc).

As a Government college, no extra fee collection is permitted, so the
college does not offer any self financed programme.
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1.2.5 Additional skill oriented programmes, relevant to regional and global
employment markets provided by the college and the details of such
programme and the beneficiaries.
The Department of English conducts Communicative skill development in
the form of Spoken English Course. Details of the programmes is given in
Criterion 1.2.1
The number of beneficiaries under this course from 2007-08 to 2009-10 is 117.
1.2.6 Provision by the University for the flexibility of combining the
conventionalface-to-face and Distance Mode of Education for students to
choose the courses/combination of their choice” and the advantage taken
by the institution for the benefit of students.
There is no such provision of combining regular course offered by the
University with any distance education programme of any University in the
college.
1.3
1.3.1

Curriculum Enrichment
The efforts made by the institution to supplement the University’s
Curriculum and to ensure that the academic programmes and
Institution’s goals and objectives are integrated.

The Academic Programme of the college is carried out as per the
University curriculum. In order to supplement the programme and to integrate
intuition’s goals and objectives, the college has taken the following steps:
•

Enrichment Lecture Programmes are organized by the teachers of
the departments.

•

Invited Lecture Programmes on moral values, current affairs,
environmental awareness, climate change, disaster management,
duties of voters etc. are organized.

•

Promotion of Environmental Awareness: Environmental
consciousness is one of the best practices of the college. The
institute takes initiatives to maintain a clean and green environment.
Flower plants, medicinal plants, hedge plants are planted in the
college. The college has an active Environmental Club which takes
up such activities.
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•

Maintenance of Discipline in the campus: Realising the importance
of discipline for pursuing the curriculum, students are to maintain
good discipline inside the campus. It is compulsory for students to
attend the college in full uniform as prescribed in the Prospectus.
Use of mobile phones is disallowed inside the classrooms. Students
are to pay due respect to the staff and their fellow students.

•

Organising Seminars/Conferences: The college organizes state and
national level seminars on socially relevant issues for the benefit of
the staff and students.

•

Career Oriented Programme: The college provides Career
Counseling, invites experts to deliver talk on career, conducts
service entry scheme etc.

•

Healthy and Friendly Environment: The college maintains and
promotes a healthy and friendly environment by fostering
professional ethics, mutual respect, help and support, care and
concern, co-operation between the staff among themselves and the
staff and the students.

1.3.2 The efforts made by the institution to modify, enrich and organize the
curriculum to explicitly reflect the experiences of the students and cater to
needs of the dynamic employment market.
The college does not have autonomy to modify the curriculum prescribed
by the University. Curriculum enrichment is done through various activities
conducted by the college. It has taken steps to prepare the students who would not
only be knowledgeable in the concerned course, but also be able to face
competition in the job market. Programmes like Service Entry Scheme, Spoken
English programmes, Student Career Counseling are offered by the college.
Service Entry course sponsored by the UGC prepares the students for employment
market.
1.3.3

The efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross cutting issues such
as Gender, Climate Change, Environmental Education, Human Rights, ICT
etc., into the curriculum.
Issues such as Gender, Environment, are included in the part of the

curriculum as a non-credit paper.
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In addition, the college has an active Environmental Club. The club
organizes Environmental Awareness talks, conducts camps, observes Environment
Day.
Talk Programme on Disaster management, Climate Change were also
organized in the college. World Environmental Day and National Voters Day were
also observed in the college.
1.3.4 Various value-added courses/enrichment programmes offered by the college
to ensure holistic development of students.
 moral and ethical values
 employable and life skills
 better career option
 community orientation
The college does not offer any Add-on Course. However, value-added
lectures for career opportunities, career counseling are conducted. Community
orientation programmes are also organized with the help of NSS units NCC cell.
For better career option, the students and other eligible candidates are
offered coaching under Service Entry Scheme and Career Guidance and
Counseling sponsored by UGC.
1.3.5 The extent of use of the feedback from stakeholders in enriching the
curriculum with few examples.
Curriculum has been assigned by the University. Even though the college
does not enjoy any autonomy to modify curriculum, it makes all efforts to offer
feedback obtained by the college, from the stakeholders to the University.
Suggestions from the departments, students, alumni etc. are put forward by the
Principal at the Academic Council meetings held in the University.
On 4th August 2012, the Department of Political Science facilitated in
organising a One Day Symposium on Political Science Curriculum, by Manipur
Political Science Association, the recommendations are to be submitted to the
University for necessary consideration and action.
1.3.6

Monitoring and evaluating the quality of enrichment programmes of the
college.

Each department organizes enrichment lecture programme. Monitoring and
evaluation of the enrichment programme are done through informal interaction
and feedback is obtained during the lecture programme.
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1.4
1.4.1

Feedback System
Contributions of the institution in the design and development of the
curriculum prepared by the University.

Faculty members of the college have contributed to the design and
development of the curriculum in different capacities.
1. Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh,
Principal

Member

Syllabus Drafting
Committee of Economics

2. Dr. K. Biren Singh, HOD &
Assoc. Professor, Physics

Member

Syllabus Drafting
Committee of Physics

3. Dr. W. Shambhunath Singh,
Assoc. Prof.,Physics

Member

Syllabus Drafting
Committee of Physics

4. L. Mahendra Singh, HOD &
Assoc. Prof, English

Member

Syllabus Drafting
Committee of English

5. S. Sobita Devi, HOD &
Assoc. Prof. Pol. Science

Member

Board of Studies, Social
Science, Manipur
University (2006-2009)

1.4.2

Formal mechanism available in the college to obtain feedback from
students and stakeholders on Curriculum.
If ‘yes’, the way is it communicated to the University and made use
internally for curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/new
programmes
As feedback on curriculum has the potential to improve with it, the college

has formal mechanism to obtain them, process and consolidate and communicate
them to the University. The formal mechanism are:
•

Principal’s Office

•

IQAC

•

Departments

•

Grievance Redress Cell

•

Students Union

•

Alumni

IQAC of the college prepares feedback form and supplies to any one
willing to offer suggestions. All feasible suggestions are put forward to the
Principal for further action. Much of the suggestions are obtained informally from
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students during classroom teaching and interaction with the students inside and
outside the class. Other stakeholders from whom feedback is taken are the Alumni.
Its views if any are also consolidated by the Principal and submitted to the
University.
1.4.3

New programmes/courses were introduced by the institution during the last
four years. The rationale for introducing new courses/programmes.
Any other relevant information regarding curricular aspects which the
college would like to include.

New Course offered by the college during the last four years:
BIOCHEMISTRY
The Course of Bio-chemistry at the UG Level was not available in the state
of Manipur. There were demands from various sections of people to open Biochemistry in Manipur College.
Knowledge of Biochemistry would be applicable in all fields of Science.
This is also a job oriented course as graduates in Biochemistry are employed in
Food Technology sector.
It may be mentioned here that Manipur College is the only college in the
state of Manipur to offer Bio-Chemistry at the Under Graduate level.
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CRITERION II: TEACHING-LEARNING AND EVALUATION
2.1
2.1.1

Student Enrolment and Profile
Publicity and transparency in the admission process ensured by the
college.

Information on Admission to various courses offered by the college is
widely published in the local media i.e. newspapers and local cable TV network
which has connectivity throughout the state. Application Forms and Prospectus are
made available at the college office to all the aspirants who wish to study in the
college. Efforts are on to make the admission forms available online in order to
attract students from outside.
The College ensures complete transparency in the admission process. The
Principal constitutes an Academic Committee which scrutinizes the application
forms and prepares a list of candidates purely on the basis of merit and norms fixed
by the Government. The list is put up to the Principal for approval, after which it is
displayed in the College Notice Board.
2.1.2

Detail explanation on the criteria adopted and process of admission (Ex.
(i) merit (ii) common admission test conducted by state agencies and
national agencies (iii) combination of merit and entrance test or merit,
entrance test and interview (iv) any other) to various programmes of the
Institution.

The criteria followed in the college for admission to 1st Sem. B.A. &
B.Sc., are merit, i.e, marks obtained at the entry level, i.e. +2 or equivalent, and
norms fixed by the Government.
There is no provision for State/National level Admission tests for the
course of study.
The task of admission is entrusted to an Admission Committee consisting
of some senior faculty members. It scrutinizes the applications, prepares a list of
selected candidates recommended for admission and submits the same to the
Principal for final approval. All these are done within the parameters set by the
Government.
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2.1.3

Minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at entry level
for each of the programmes offered by the college and a comparison with
other colleges of the affiliating university within the city/district.

Name of College

Minimum percentage of marks for admission
Gen
Category

SC/ST/Mino/
Handicapped/
Sports Person

Manipur College

40 (Arts)
45(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

Ideal Girls’ College,

40 (Arts)

36(Arts)

36(Arts)

Imphal

45(Sc)

40(Sc)

40(Sc)

T. S. Paul College,
Imphal

40 (Arts)
45(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

Imphal College

50(Arts)
55(Sc)

45(Arts)
50(Sc)

45(Arts)
50(Sc)

Modern College

40 (Arts)
45(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

MB. College

40 (Arts)
45(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

36(Arts)
40(Sc)

2.1.4

Remarks

NCC (B or C Certi)
/OBC

Mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and student
profiles annually. If ‘yes’, the outcome of such an effort and how has it
contributed to the improvement of the process.

Admission committee of the college is entrusted with the task of
reviewing the admission process. At the end of the admission, the committee
together with the Principal’s office prepares a Students’ Profile, to know the
composition of the students. It also reviews whether the admission has been done
strictly according to the norms fixed by the Government. Any discrepancy
committed or any grievance received is immediately addressed by the Committee.
The committee also makes sure that students from remote areas are given
preference in admission.
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The outcome of such process is that, it has helped to maintain
transparency in the admission process. Even though it is located in an urban area, a
good number of students from all over the state, SC, ST, OBC and Minorities have
been admitted in the college. There is a convergence of communities and cultures
providing multi-cultural environment and opportunity to interact and understand
diverse cultures and harmony in the state of Manipur. The number of students
admitted to the college has also increased year by year.
STUDENT ENROLLMENT
Categories

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

M

F

M

M

M

M

SC

14

10

6

5

6

3

2

3

10

6

ST

18

5

22

5

9

6

20

15

30

20

OBC

156 92

343

201

516

340

541

513

411

393

Gen

284 153

170

98

14

10

9

7

98

98

Mino/ Others

-

21

2

27

7

24

2

15

01

Total

472 260

562

311

572

366

596

540

564

518

Grand Total

732

F

873

F

938

F

1136

F

1082

The student enrolment has grown from 732 in 2008-09 to 1136 in 2011-12.
The number of enrollment has marginally come down to 1082 in the current
academic year.
2.1.5

Strategies adopted to increase/improve access for following categories
of students, and the admission policy of the institution and its student
profiles demonstrate/reflect the National commitment to diversity and
inclusion.
* SC/ST
∗ OBC
∗ Women
∗ Differently abled
∗ Economically weaker sections
∗ Minority community

∗ Any other
The college strictly follows the Government norms in the admission
process. There is relaxation in marks obtained at the entry level examination for
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SC/ST/OBC students. They are fully exempted from Tuition fees, besides,
scholarships are also provided by the Government. There is a positive trend of
more and more students from these communities taking admission in the college
ever since the last NAAC accreditation.
Students Enrollment during the last four years
800
689

700
600

559

552

500

447

445
379

400
321
300

245

200

Arts

100
Science
0
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Composition of Students (in percentage) in the year 2012-13
MINO
2%

SC
1%
ST
5%

GEN
18%

OBC
74%
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Composition of Students (in number) from 2008-09 to 2012-13
1200
1054

1100
1000
900

804

800

717

SC

700
600

544

500

ST

437
OBC

400
300

268

248

196
200
100

2423

0

1125

23

1114

29

5

35 1626

50
16

26

0
2008-09

2.1.6

GEN

112

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

MIN
O

2012-13

Details of various programmes offered by the institution during the last
four years and comment on the trends. i.e. reasons for increase / decrease
and actions initiated for improvement.

The Number of programmes offered by the college in the last four years
has remained the same. However, one programme in Physical Education is
abolished as the Government had not appointed any teachers after the retirement of
the teacher in Physical education. The Department of Bio-Chemistry is added to
the existing number of programmes. There are at present, 14 departments, 7 in Arts
and 7 in Science. The number of students admitted to has increased in the last four
years. However, very few students are seeking admission to study Philosophy.
The following tables and charts show the number of applicants and
number of students admitted to different programmes during the last four years.
There is a steady increase in both the columns. In the year 2008-09, the number
admitted in B.A was only 245 but it increased to 447 in 2011-12. Similarly, while
445 students got admission in B.Sc. in 2008-09, the number shot up to 689 in
2011-12. This is a very significant improvement after the NAAC accreditation.
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Number of Students admitted according to Programme and male and female
Composition during the last four years
Programmes

Year

No. of
applications

No. of students
admitted
Male Female

B.A.

Demand
Ratio

Total

2008-09

245

159

86

245

1:1

2009-10

321

192

129

321

1:1

2010-11

379

219

160

379

1:1

2011-12

447

248

199

447

1:1

B.A.
300
248
250

219
199

192

200

160

159
150

Male

129

Female
100

86

50
0
2008-09
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Programmes

Year

No. of
applications

No. of students
admitted
Male Female

B.Sc.

Demand
Ratio

Total

2008-09

445

291

154

445

1.09:1

2009-10

552

370

182

552

1.09:1

2010-11

559

353

206

559

1.09:1

2011-12

689

348

341

689

1.09:1

B.Sc.
400

370

353

348 341

350
300

291

250
200

206
182

Male

154

Female

150
100
50
0
2008-09

2.2
2.2.1

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Catering to Diverse Needs of Students
Catering to the needs of differently-abled students and ensuring adherence
to government policies in this regard.

The institution does not discriminate between students. Adhering to
Government Policy, all are given equal chance to get admission in the course
offered by the college. Special facilities are provided for physically handicapped
students. Even separate room for examination is provided. Ramp facility at the
ground floor is provided for movement of wheel chairs for ortho-handicapped
students. Most of the classrooms are on the ground floor. So, the physically
challenged students could have easy movement to and fro classroom.
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2.2.2

Assessment of the students’ needs in terms of knowledge and skills before
the commencement of the programme. If ‘yes’,the details on the process.

The institution assesses the students’ knowledge and skills before the
commencement programmes on the basis of marks obtained at the entry level
examination. The Admission Committee renders necessary advice regarding the
choice of the subjects, to the students. The members counsel the students and
suggest them the choice of subject. A week’s time is provided for the students to
attend all classes. After which the students are asked to make the final choice of
their subject combination within Science or Arts stream.
2.2.3

The strategies drawn and deployed by the institution to bridge the
knowledge gap of the enrolled students to enable them to cope with the
programme of their choice. (Bridge/Remedial/Add-on/Enrichment Courses,
etc.

After the admission to the courses of their choices, the students’ strength
and weakness are identified through classroom interviews, class tests, unit tests etc.
Slow learners are provided Remedial Courses arranged by the departments.
When students from Science stream in higher secondary courses opt for
Arts programme, they find it difficult to cope with the programme. Such students
are identified by the departments. At the end of the first unit, class test is held to
identify slow learners, for them remedial coaching is given. For advanced learners,
the departments provide enrichment lectures classes only as there are no
enrichment courses offered by the college.
REMEDIAL COACHING PROGRAMME OFFERED BY THE COLLEGE
Under the auspices of the University Grants Commission, Manipur College
was granted the permission to open Remedial Coaching Programme during the XI
Plan Period (Vide letter NO. F.6-17/2007-12 (NERO). Accordingly, a SubCommittee was formed to oversee the organization and conduct of the Programme
in line with the guidelines and instructions of the University Grants Commission.
Taking into account the nature of the Programme to be conducted in a
variety of subjects, the Sub-Committee in its various meetings decided to organize
the Programme in a two-module format. While the General Module dealt with the
enhancement of linguistic competency of the students along with Foundation
Courses both in Arts and Science the Departmental Module took care of subject-
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related remedial teaching including practicals wherever required. Both the
Modules ran alongside the regular aspects of the prescribed syllabus.
From the academic session of 2010-11, the Programme commenced in July
with over three hundred students from SC, ST, OBC and Minority communities
and slow learners. About thirty teachers got involved altogether in different
subjects under the respective Heads of Departments.
The Programme could successfully extend the expected benefits to the
students involved in widening and deepening their orientation as well as inspiration
in general and specific areas of study. The response of the students was quite
appreciable in terms of their enthusiasm with which they showed their interest in
the conduct of the Programme being held at both ends of the regular academic
time-table.
In short, it could well be said that the Programme, in its execution at
Manipur College, substantially achieved its original objectives being followed in
all its aspects as envisaged in the UGC Scheme.
2.2.4

Sensitization of the staff and students on issues such as gender, inclusion,
environment etc., by the college.

The staffs and students continually get sensitized on gender issues,
environment, social inclusion etc. through various programmes organized by the
college. The college had organized a ONE-DAY STATE LEVEL SEMINAR ON
“MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEMS OF THE ELDERLY PERSONS IN THE
NOTHEASTERN REGION WITH SPECIAL REFERECE TO MANIPUR”, on
28th March 2008, to sensitize people on the problems of elderly persons. The
college had also organized a Two-Day State level seminar on “WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT AND DEVELOPMENT WITH SPECIAL REFERECE TO
MANIPUR”, on 20-21 March 2009, in order to create awareness on gender issues.
Both these seminars were jointly sponsored by Indian Council of Social Science
Research – Northeastern Regional Centre, Shillong, and Department of Higher
Education, Government of Manipur.
Environment Club organizes talk programme and conducts activities for
environmental cleanness, tree plantation, green audit etc.
Environmental Studies is compulsory as a non-credit paper.
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In order to promote social inclusion, the college strictly prohibits any form of
social discrimination. Cultural programme organized in the college always has a
mixture of items from different communities.
2.2.5

Identifying and responding to special educational/learning needs of
advanced learners, by the college.

Advanced learners are identified on the basis of marks at the entry level and
in the class/unit tests marks. The learning needs of such students are ascertained
through classroom interaction, discussion with the students and accordingly
enrichment classes for them are conducted by the teachers.
2.2.6

Collection, analysis and use the data and information on the academic
performance (through the programme duration) of the students at risk of
drop out (students from the disadvantaged sections of society, physically
challenged, slow learners, economically weaker sections etc.)
The institution collects the data and information on the academic

performance from Attendance Register, Class/Unit tests, marks, semester exams
marks.
 Students not attending classes regularly are identified from the
Attendance register. Their parents are informed of the irregular
attendance.
 Economically weaker sections: Lower income groups are identified
through the Income Certificates. Financial incentives are given in the
form of Scholarships.
 Students are informed of the University Regulation of minimum
attendance requirements for appearing in the Semester exams. Analysis
of the data is done by the Departments and remedial steps are taken up.
 Slow learners are provided Remedial / Tutorial classes by concerned
departments. In fact UGC sponsored Remedial Coaching is operative in
the college.
 Personal counseling and guidance and encouragement given to students
to complete their studies, both by individual teachers, departments and
counseling cell of the college.
Through these steps the students are helped from dropping out of their
studies.
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2.3
2.3.1

Teaching-Learning Process
Planning and organising of the teaching, learning and evaluation
schedules. (Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blue print, etc.)

Teaching-learning forms the core of the college activity. As the students
come from different socio-economic background, the first task of the college is to
prepare a Students Profile to get a view of the composition of student community.
The college minutely plans to execute the teaching-learning activities. For
this purpose the college has constituted different committees for the smooth
functioning of the institution. Academic committee takes up the task of preparing
the Academic Calendar of the college on the basis of the University Academic
Schedule and the General Holiday List of the Government. Academic Calendar
indicates teaching-learning and evaluation schedules. Due care is also taken to
fulfill the UGC norms regarding the minimum number of working and teaching
days.
Departments also prepare their own Departmental Calendar. Teachers hold
Departmental meetings, for work allotment. Teaching Plans are prepared by each
teacher. Course Progress is continually monitored by the departments and the
Completion reports are submitted to the IQAC office.
2.3.2

Contribution of IQAC to improve the teaching –learning process.

IQAC of the college is a very vibrant cell. It holds meetings at regular
intervals. The decisions of the cell are conveyed to all the concerned persons for
necessary action. IQAC after a series of deliberations has prepared Common
Formats for Teaching Plan/Course Progress/Completion Report, to be followed by
all teachers, in order to maintain certain degree of uniformity in the college. Course
Completion Reports have been maintained by the IQAC.
IQAC holds meeting with all the HODs of the college and collective
decisions are taken for strict enforcement of the Academic Calendar.
2.3.3 Process adopted to make learning more student-centric, and the Details on
the support structures and systems available for teachers to develop skills
like interactive learning, collaborative learning and independent learning
among the students:
Though most of the teachers in the college follow traditional teachercentric lecture method, efforts are being made at present for the adoption of more
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student-centric teaching-learning methods. To fulfill this, the college has improved
its support structures available for teachers and students like extension of Reading
Room, providing computers with internet facility, printers, Xerox machines in the
Library, Inflibnet facility, Centre Computer Lab, LCD Projectors, Smart Board
etc. The students are encouraged to make use of the facilities to develop studentcentric learning.
In addition to these, Home Assignments, Project Works, Class room
seminars, field visit, exposure trip are undertaken by the students under the
guidance of teachers.
Group discussions, Question-Answer session on previous year’s questions
are arranged as a part of collaborate learning.
2.3.4

Nurturing of critical thinking, creativity and scientific temper among the
students to transform them into life-long learners and innovators by the
college

The institution’s mission is to produce knowledgeable, competent graduates
who would be socially useful in facing the challenges of life. In addition to subjectknowledge, steps are taken to nurture critical thinking, creativity and promote
scientific temper among the students. For example, the college organizes topicwise Discussions, Debates, Essay competition, Literary meet for the students. Field
Study Tour Programmes are organized and the students are asked to prepare and
submit Field study reports. Project works are assigned to develop creativity and
scientific temper among the students.
2.3.5 Technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for effective
teaching. Eg: Virtual laboratories, e-learning - resources from National
Programme on Technology Enhanced Learning (NPTEL) and National
Mission on Education through Information and
Communication
Technology (NME-ICT), open educational resources, mobile education,
etc.
The college has acquired modern technologies and facilities for the use by
faculty. E-learning is promoted through internet and inflibnet. Facilities like LCD
Projectors, big screen LCD TV, Smart Boards, Computers etc, are made available
in the college. Central Computer Laboratory is functional. All departments are
provided computers with broadband connectivity. The institute also has availed the
facility of National Mission on Education through Information and Communication
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Technology (NMEICT). Teachers also use their own laptops, smart phones as part
of ICT enabled lectures.
2.3.6

Exposure of the students and faculty to advanced level of knowledge and
skills (blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)

College organizes national and state level seminars on issues
problem of the elderly, women empowerment, political economy.
Programmes on AIDS awareness, environmental consciousness,
management, value of voting in democracy, etc. are conducted in the
Students and faculty participate in them, in order to gain advanced
knowledge.
Teachers

also

participate

in

programme

such

as

such as
Lecture
disaster
college.
level of

Refresher

Courses/Orientation/Conferences/Workshops/Winter/Summer School, and attend
Research methodology courses etc. for gaining advanced level of knowledge.
2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students \benefitted) on the academic,
personal and psycho-social support and guidance services (professional
counseling/mentoring/academic advise) provided to students.
During the period of Admission, the Admission Committee counsels those
applicants in need of guidance, with regard to the choice of subject combination.
Approximately, 100 students a year gain from this guidance.
Psycho-social support to students: The college gives encouragement to
students from all sections to pursue their course of study peacefully and
harmoniously.
Apart from this, the faculty members interact with the students and offer
them guidance to them both inside and outside the classrooms. The Career
Guidance Cell of the college takes care of providing necessary guidance to
students on career opportunities or further studies.
2.3.8 Details of innovative teaching approaches/methods adopted by the faculty
during the last four years. The efforts made by the institution to encourage
the faulty to adopt new and innovative approaches and the impact of such
innovative practices on student learning.
A few of the faculty members have learnt new methods of teaching in the
last four year. Dr. Shambhunath Singh, Associate Professor in Physics has adopted
Data acquisition using Analog to digital converter from PHOENIX equipment
developed by Inter University Accelerator Centre, New Delhi.
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Dr. K. Khamba Singh, Asst. Prof. in Biochemistry has acquired the use of
Biometric methods.
A number of them have learnt ‘Power point’ presentation of lectures, and
use them in classroom teaching.
The college has deputed teachers to attend computer training. Most of the
teachers have acquired a working knowledge of computer. For those teachers who
desire to refresh heir computer knowledge, facilities are given by the ICT
Promotion Cell of the college. Computers with Internet facilities are provided to all
the departments.
The impact of use of these methods in teaching learning is that learning has
become simplified with the adoption of these technologies. Learning process has
become easier as new areas of learning and study materials are easily available
through ICT.
2.3.9 Use of library resources to augment the teaching-learning process
College library has a stock of 19230 books. Each department also has its
own Departmental Library. Teachers and students have access to books and other
learning materials. Inflibnet, Computers, Xerox machines available in college help
to augment the teaching-learning process.
2.3.10 Challenges in completing the curriculum within the planned time frame and
calendar. If ‘yes’, elaborate on the challenges encountered and the
institutional approaches to overcome these.
The institution faces various challenges, some of which beyond our control,
in carrying out the programme as per the prepared plan.
The biggest challenges are

- Social Unrest
- Frequent strikes launched by different
groups
- Poor power supply
- Boycotting classes by students in pursuit of
certain demands.
- Time taken in Conduct of different types of
examinations as the University is in the
transition period of switching over from
Annual system to Semester system.
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2.3.11

Method adopted by the institute to monitor and evaluate the quality of
teaching learning.

Evaluation of teaching-learning is a continuous process, helpful to the
teachers and students. At the end of every class, students are asked to interact with
the teachers. Question-Answer method is the traditional form followed by every
teacher to access his/her quality of teaching. Class test /Unit test is also a
mechanism adopted in the college to monitor and evaluate the quality of teachinglearning. Analysis of results of summative evaluation is another step in this
direction.
2.4

Teacher Quality

2.4.1

Details of Teachers qualifications and the strategies adopted by the
college in planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its
human resource (qualified and competent teachers) to meet the changing
requirements of the curriculum.

Highest
qualification

Professor
Male

Female

Associate
Professor

Assistant
Professor

Total

Male

Female

Male

Female

Ph.D.

9

2

6

4

21

M.Phil.

3

5

2

3

13

PG

5

14

1

5

25

1

1

Permanent Teachers
D.Sc./D.Litt.

Guest Faculty
Ph.D.
M.Phil.
PG
Part-time teachers
Ph.D.

2

5

7

M.Phil.

7

6

13

PG
Demonstrator
B.Sc

1

1

The college being a full fledged government college does not enjoy any
autonomy in recruitment and retention of teachers.
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The teachers are recruited and appointed by the Government through
Manipur Public Service Commission, following the Minimum Standard and
Qualifications prescribed by the UGC from time to time. In order to meet the
changing requirements of the curriculum, the college sends up the proposal for
appointment of teachers in the new area of study.
2.4.2

Method adopted by the institution to cope with the growing demand/
scarcity of qualified senior faculty to teach new programmes/ modern areas
(emerging areas) of study being introduced (Biotechnology, IT,
Bioinformatics etc.) Details on the efforts made by the institution in this
direction and the outcome during the last three years.

The institution being a Government undertaking, can only submit
proposals to the Government indicating staff requirements for new
programmes/modern areas. The teachers of the college are also sent for training in
new and emerging areas, by way of participating in Refresher
Course/Workshop/Conference/Winter/Summer School/Short Term Course etc.
The efforts made by the institution in the last three years to open new
course was successful, with the introduction of Bio-Chemistry department in the
college.
2.4.3

Details on staff development programmes during the last four years and the
strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the teacher quality.

a) Nomination to staff development programmes
Academic Staff Development
Programmes

Number of faculty nominated
2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

Refresher courses

7

1

3

7

HRD programmes

3

-

-

-

Orientation programmes

-

3

3

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

6

60

27

57

1

-

-

-

Staff training conducted by the
university
Staff training conducted by other
institutions
Summer
/
winter
schools,
workshops, etc.
Any other
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Strategies adopted by the College:
The Principal notifies to the teachers on the courses available for
enhancing the teacher quality. The teachers also come to know of programme
schedule of training programmes conducted by different institutes and universities
from websites. Depending on the need of the programme, the Principal deputes
teachers to undergo the training. The teachers too choose the course they would
like to attend. Any teacher willing to attend the course applies for it, after
consulting HOD and other faculty members of the department. Special
arrangement is made by the department so as not to disturb the normal teachinglearning process during his/her period of training. The institute also encourages the
staffs to participate in Seminars/ Conference/ Workshops etc. There has been a
steady increase in the number of teachers presenting papers and participating in
Seminars/ Conferences/ Workshops etc since the last accreditation.
b) Faculty Training programmes organized by the institution to empower and
enable the use of various tools and technology for improved teachinglearning
 Teaching learning methods/approaches:
The college has not organized any formal training programme in this
area.
 Handling new curriculum:
A One-Day Symposium on the Curriculum of Political Science was
organized by Manipur Political Science Association in the college on
4th August 2012. The meet delebrated on the methods to be adopted in
handling the new curriculum and the changes that need to be done in
framing the curriculum
 Content/knowledge management:
No programme was conducted in this area.
 Selection, development and use of enrichment materials:
The college has an ICT Promotion Cell under a well qualified faculty
member of the college. The Cell imparts training to individual teachers
to use ICT for selection, development and use of enrichment materials
available through inflibnet, NME-ict, etc.
 Assessment:
The Principal has circulated the new pattern of Assessment followed by
the affiliating University.
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 Cross cutting issues:
The college has organized State and National level seminar on issues of
the elderly, women, political economy etc. It has also conducted
programmes on Envirnmental awareness, climate change, disaster
management etc.
 Audio Visual Aids/multimedia:
ICT Promotion Cell of the college imparts computer training , hand on
training on the use of Audio Visual Aids/multimedia such as the use of
LCD projectors for Power point presentation, Smart boards, internet
etc.
 OER’s:
ICT Promotion Cell gives training to the teachers on the use of Open
Educational Resources (OERs) which is available through facilities
such as internet, inflibnet, online library etc.
 Teaching learning material development, selection and use:
No such programme was organised in this area.
ICT Cell of the college gives computer training to staff of the college.
c) Percentage of faculty
 invited as resource persons in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences
organized by external professional agencies:
No. of Teachers invited as Resources persons in the last four
years: 8
 participated in external Workshops / Seminars / Conferences
recognized by national/ international professional bodies:
No. of Teachers participated in the last four years: 45
 presented papers in Workshops / Seminars / Conferences conducted
or recognized by professional agencies:
No. of Teachers presented papers in the last four years: 15
2.4.4

Policies/systems that are in place to recharge teachers. (eg: providing
research grants, study leave, support for research and academic
publications teaching experience in other national institutions and
specialized programmes industrial engagement etc.)

The college broadly follows the UGC policies and Government rules for
the recharging the teachers. The teachers are encouraged to participate in
programmes such as Orientation Course, Refresher Course, Seminars/ winter/
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Summer School etc., take up UGC/ DST/ Government sponsored major/minor
research projects. Research Advisory Committees (Arts & Science) are entrusted
with the task of assisting and monitoring the progress of the projects undertaken by
the teachers.
The college regularly organizes State/National Level Seminars under the
sponsorship of different agencies like UGC/ICSSR/State Government etc.
1. Seminar on Old Age – State level
2. Seminar on Women Empowerment - State level
3. Seminar on Political Economy of North East - National Level
Teachers also presented papers at Seminars at the college and at different
places.
One book edited by teachers was released in the college.
There is no provision in the budget to provide research grant for doing
research.
Study leave is granted by the Government for those who apply through
proper channel. In the last four years, no faculty member has availed any study
leave. Teachers pursuing research leading to PhD are issued ‘No Objection
Certificate’ by the Government. The College makes special arrangements for their
class.
Teachers enrolled for PhD undergo Course work on Research
Methodology. The departments make internal arrangements for their classes.
Academic publications are undertaken by the teachers themselves. No
permission is required by the authority to do so.
There is no policy by the college or the Government to permit the teachers
of the college to teach in other national institutions or have any industrial
engagement.
2.4.5

Number of faculty who received awards / recognition at the state, national
and international level for excellence in teaching during the last four years.
Enunciate how the institutional culture and environment contributed to
such performance/achievement of the faculty.

There is no award given by state Government to College teachers. No
teacher has received any award at national or international level.
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2.4.6

Evaluation of teachers by the students and external Peers introduced by the
college. If yes, how is the evaluation used for improving the quality of the
teaching-learning process?

Evaluation of teachers by students is not done formally, but informally.
Teachers freely interact with students and continually receive feedbacks on the
method and content of their teaching. This has helped to improve teaching-learning
activity. The HODs also meet the students and ask their views on teachers’
performance. The suggestions offered by students are conveyed to the individual
teachers, to improve the quality of teaching-learning process. Evaluation by
external peers is also done only informally.
2.5

Evaluation Process and Reforms

2.5.1

Method adopted by the institution to ensure that the stakeholders of the
institution especially students and faculty are aware of the evaluation
processes.

At the beginning of each Academic Year, during induction ceremony, the
students are informed of teaching and the evaluation processes, the Question
pattern etc.
In the departmental meetings, the teachers discuss on the evaluation process
followed by the College/University. The concerned subject teachers further discuss
with the students with emphasis on design of the questions, weightage to areas like
knowledge, understanding, application, skill and different type of questions like
Long Answer, Short Answer, Very Short Answer, Objective, etc. The internal class
tests are on the pattern of the University questions.
2.5.2 Major evaluation reforms of the university that the institution has adopted
and the reforms initiated by the institution on its own.
The evaluation process has changed with the introduction of Semester
System. The students are informed of the pattern of question setting by the
University. The teachers also prepare ‘Question Bank’ of their papers and conduct
class tests and unit test to make the students familiar with the system of evaluation.
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2.5.3 Mechanism adopted by the institution to ensure effective implementation of
the evaluation reforms of the university and those initiated by the institution
on its own.
The college has constituted an Examination Committee. The committee
holds meetings at regular intervals. It is entrusted with the responsibility of
ensuring the effective implementation of the evaluation reforms of the university.
On its own, the institute has taken up the following measures. It has
directed all departments to regularly conduct the tests. In order to encourage
students, incentives are to be provided to those students who get highest marks at
the Semester examinations. The weightage for incentives will be on Attendance,
Unit Tests and Mid-Semester Tests. Every teacher is to prepare model questions
three times the number of questions set by the University in every paper.
Unit tests/class tests are conducted by the departments. The examined
answer sheets are returned to the students for self examination and improvement,
while their marks are maintained in the department for monitoring their progress
2.5.4 Details on the formative and summative evaluation approaches adapted to
measure student achievement. Cite a few examples which have positively
impacted the system.
Formative Evaluation: This is an on-going process in the college. Class
tests/Unit tests/ Assignments/Classroom seminars are conducted by the teachers,
even though the marks obtained in them do not carry any credit in the final result.
But it is done with the view to prepare the students for the University examination.
Summative Evaluation: This is done by the external body, the affiliating
University. The University conducts examinations at the end of each semester.
Unit tests have helped the students to approach the semester examinations
with confidence and ease and to score higher marks.
2.5.5 Enumerate on how the institution monitors and communicates the progress
and performance of students through the duration of the course
/programme? Provide an analysis of the students results/ achievements
(Programme/ course wise for last four years) and explain the differences if
any and patterns of achievement across the programmes/ courses offered.
During the entire course of study, the students’ performance in different
types of class tests and examinations are collected by the department and college
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respectively. Their performance and progress are discussed and analysed by the
Principal together with the HODs. It is communicated to the faculty members.
Teachers are asked to take remedial measures to improve the performance of the
students.
STUDENTS RESULTS/ ACHIEVEMENTS (PROGRAMME/ COURSE WISE
FOR LAST FOUR YEARS
2008-09
B.A. 3rd Year

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

23

11

34

No of students appeared

23

11

34

No. of students passed

18

09

27

Pass Percentage

78.3%

81.8%

76.5%

Completion Rate

100%

100%

100%

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

42

44

86

No of students appeared

42

39

82

No. of students passed

39

29

68

Pass Percentage

92.85%

74.35%

82.9%

Completion Rate

100%

88.6%

95.3%

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

37

32

69

No of students appeared

37

23

60

No. of students passed

30

16

46

Pass Percentage

81%

69.6%

78%

Completion Rate

100%

71.9%

85.5%

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

44

53

97

No of students appeared

44

40

84

No. of students passed

38

38

76

Pass Percentage

86.4%

95%

90.5%

Completion Rate

100%

75.5%

86.6%

B.Sc. 3rd Year

2009-10
B.A. 3rd Year

B.Sc. 3rd Year
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2010-11
B.A. 3rd Year

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

66

38

104

No of students appeared

66

28

94

No. of students passed

55

17

72

Pass Percentage

83.3%

60.7%

76.6%

Completion Rate

100%

73.7%

90.4%

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

74

79

153

No of students appeared

74

79

153

No. of students passed

25

66

91

Pass Percentage

33.8%

83.5%

59.4%

Completion Rate

100%

100%

100%

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

103

38

141

No of students appeared

103

38

141

No. of students passed

88

33

121

Pass Percentage

85.4%

86.8%

85.8%

Completion Rate

100%

100%

100%

Honours

General

Total

No of students enrolled

109

90

199

No of students appeared

109

77

186

No. of students passed

50

71

121

Pass Percentage

45.9%

92.2%

65%

Completion Rate

100%

85.5%

93.5%

B.Sc. 3rd Year

2011-12
B.A. 3rd Year

B.Sc. 3rd Year
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B.A. III Year Pass Course
40

38

35

33

30

28

25

23

20

17

16

Appeared

15
11

Passed
9

10
5
0

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

B.A. III Year Honours Course
120
103
100
88
80
66
Appeared

55

60

Passed
37

40

30
23

20

18

0
2008-09
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B.Sc. III Year Pass Course
90
79

80

77
71
66

70
60
50

Appeared

40 38

39

40

Passed

29

30
20
10
0

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

B.Sc. III Year Honours Course
120
109
100

80

74
Appeared

60

50
42
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44
39
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38
25

20

0
2008-09
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University Positions Secured by Student
2009
Sl.
No.
1

Name of Student
Atyaraj N.

Class
B.A.- III

Rank

P.C.

1st class First and Topper in 77.1
Geography of Manipur
University, B. A. Examination,
2009
2011

Sl. No.

Name

Class

Rank
st

1

M. Jane Devi

B.Sc. III yr.

1 Class and Placed in 3rd
Position in Physics Hons.

2.

S. Lilly Chanu

B.A. III yr.

1st Class and Placed in 4th
Position in Geography Hons.

3

Kh. Baby Roshni Devi

B.A. III yr.

1st Class and Placed in 9th
Position in Geography Hons.

The performance of the students in terms of the number of students
enrolled, appeared, completed and the pass percentage have shown steady increase.
Some students have also secured University Ranks. The result in the year 2009-10
was poor due to law and order problem in the state. The students were launching
class boycott for more than four months because of which the full syllabus could
not be completed.
2.5.6 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and
transparency in the internal assessment during the last four years and
weightages assigned for the overall development of students (weightage for
behavioral aspects, independent learning, communication skills etc.
The affiliating University had followed Annual system of examination for a
long number of years. The system of internal assessment was dispensed with more
than fifteen years ago. During that period, the college in order to prepare the
students for the final annual examinations, had conducted Mid-Term examinations
regularly.
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From the academic year 2010-11, the university introduced Semester
system, without giving weightage to internal assessment. The conduct of MidTerm examinations too was not possible due to shortage of Teaching Days. The
college on its own opted to conduct class tests/unit test to help the students prepare
themselves for the University examinations. These practices have helped to
improve their performance in the final examinations.
The teachers, together with the Students Union of the college, also lay
stress on the behavioral aspects of the students, like maintaining discipline in the
college, giving respect to the staff, promoting friendly relations among students,
encouraging the participation of students in all curricular and co-curricular
activities of the college etc. Participation in various co-curricular activities like
literary meet, cultural events, debate etc, has helped them improve communication
skills.
The college promotes student-centric Independent learning through Home
Assignments, home works, projects, classroom seminar, classroom interactions etc.
There is no systematic weightage given to different aspects of development.
Best performers in every programme are awarded prizes and certificates.
2.5.7 Use of assessment/evaluation as an indicator for evaluating student
performance, by the teachers for achievement of learning objectives and
planning. If ‘yes’ details on the process and with a few examples.
There is no internal assessment as per University curriculum. However,
through Unit test/class tests, the performances of the students are assessed for
making improvement in learning objectives.
The learning objectives for each of the paper are defined by the concerned
teacher. He/she evaluates the learning through interaction at the end of the class. At
the closure of a particular chapter or unit, test is held to assess the learning
outcome. Discussions are followed on the answers written by the students, and
suggestions are offered by the teacher to improve the presentation and content of
the answer.
For instance, in the department of Political Science, at the end of Unit I of
‘Socialist thought’, a class test was held on Chapter on ‘Utopian Socialist thought’.
The answer scripts were examined in the class, and shortcomings were pointed and
suggestions were made. In the next test on ‘Marx, the students made few mistakes
and properly presented their answers.
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In every paper, teachers follow similar process to monitor the achievement
of learning objectives.
2.5.8

Mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to evaluation both
at the college and University level.

The college has a Grievance Redressal Cell with 4/5 teachers and Students
Union General Secretary as members. A senior teacher is a convenor of the cell.
Any student can make a formal or informal complaint. A complaint box also is
kept up for where students can drop a complaint. No formal grievance with
reference to evaluation has been received by the cell. Informal complaints are
immediately redressed.
Students can seek redressal of grievance on the evaluation done by the
university. The grieved student can apply to the Controller of Examinations of the
university through the Principal of the college.
2.6 Student performance and Learning Outcomes
2.6.1

Learning Outcome of the college and the details on how the students
and staff are made aware of these.

Learning outcomes are the knowledge and skills acquired at the end of the
course. The learning outcomes are stated in the mission document of the college.
The staff and students are made aware of them during the Induction ceremony
and through display of mission statement in the college. The learning outcomes
also form part of the teaching plans prepared by the teachers. The students are
constantly reminded of the objectives of each lesson taken and of the whole paper.
2.6.2

Teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution structured to
facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes.
Structures to facilitate to achieve learning outcome:
 University Academic Schedule
 College has its own Academic Calendar
 College Time Table
 Department Time Table
 Work load
 Teaching Plan
 Course Progress/Course Completion Report
 Tests, Periodic assessment of the students
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2.6.3

Academic skills, communication skills in written & oral form
Information through ICT
Critical thinking : Questioning & solving

Measures/initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the social and
economic relevance (quality Jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation and
research aptitude) of the courses offered.

The college has initiated steps to enhance the social and economic relevance
of the courses offered by taking the following measures.
The institute opened Biochemistry department which has a vast scope in the
job market and getting jobs.
Students are taken on Field visit to some project areas to give them
knowledge on vermiculture, soap making, pickle making at Mantripukhri, Biodiversity Centre at Pheidinga, Manipur Orchidacicum at Khonghampat, Plywood
Industries, Duck Farm, Awang Potsangbam, Krishi Vidtla, Andro, under Central
Agricultural University.
Service Entry Scheme, sponsored by UGC has been introduced in the college
since 2010. This has helped students to gain knowledge for facing competitive
market.
Seminars are regularly conducted on socially relevant issues for the benefit of
the staff and students.
2.6.4

Collection and analysis of data on student learning outcomes and use it for
planning and overcoming barriers of learning.
Student-learning outcomes are defined by the teachers in their plan. They

are measured by the class tests/Unit tests. The final learning outcomes are
measured in terms of the success ration and the percentage of the marks scored by
the students. All these are collected by the departments and analysed in the
departmental meetings. Corrective measures are taken up for improving the
learning outcome.
2.6.5

Monitoring and ensuring the achievement of learning outcomes by the
college.

The institutional set-up for monitoring and ensuring the achievement of
learning outcome are the Principal’s office, IQAC, Departments, Faculty and
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Students. Each of these organs function in close co-operation to monitor the
learning outcome and improve them, if necessary.
2.6.6

Graduates attributes specified by the college/affiliating university and
ensuring the attainment of these by the students.

The graduate attitudes are spelt out in the vision and mission document of
the college. The college provides sufficient forums to cultivate these knowledge,
skills, personality development through these forums and activities both inside and
outside the college. Participation of students in NCC, NSS, Environmental Club,
and Community living gained through Residential camps, Youth festivals etc. are
some of the means provided by the college to attain the graduate attributes.
The graduate attributes last lifelong, reminding the students of the role
played by the college in achieving them.

Any other relevant information regarding Teaching-Learning and Evaluation
which the college would like to include.
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CRITERION III: RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION
3.1

Promotion of Research

Manipur College being an undergraduate college, activities related to
research are limited to the faculty members who on their own take up research
projects. Basic infrastructure like library, laboratories, ICT, inflibnet facilities are
available in the college. Seminars and Conferences are organized at regular
intervals. Students are encouraged to participate in the seminars. Departments have
their own consultancy and some have linkage with University. The college
organizes extension activities through Students’ Union, NSS, NCC etc.
Some are approved guides for Ph.D. & M. Phil.

Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh, Principal

Dr. S. Giri Singh, HOD, Biochemistry

Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore Singh, HOD, Zoology

Dr. L. Inakhunbi Devi, Assoc. Prof., Botany

Dr. S. Kipgen, Asst. Prof, History – has applied for
Guideship
Major and Minor projects are being undertaken by the faculty members.
Science students are assigned small projects as a part of fulfillment of
their course.
3.1.1

Does the institution have recognized research center/s of the affiliating
University or any other agency/organization?

It does not have a recognized research centre, even though 4 of the
faculty members are approved Guides for Ph.D. Manipur University and CMJ
University Meghalaya have recognized the department of Biochemistry as a
Research Laboratory.
3.1.2

Research committee set up in the college to monitor and address the
issues of research. If so, its composition. Few recommendations made by
the committee for implementation and their impact.
The college does not have research committee, but it has constituted

Research Advisory Committees, one for Arts and the other for Science.
The Committees function under the common Rules & Regulations for
Committees / Cells of the college. They encourage the faculty members to
undertake major/minor projects.
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Composition:
The committee consists of Principal, as ex-officio Chairman, a Convenor
and 4/5 members. They hold meetings at regular intervals and decisions arrived at
are communicated to all concerned.
The Committees have recommended that every department should
undertake at least one MRP/minor Project. Some sort of research activity should go
on in each department.
3.1.3

Measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress and
implementation of research schemes/projects












autonomy to the principal investigator:
Principal investigator of Research Project is given autonomy to carry
out his /her research.
timely availability or release of resources:
Fund is made given to the Principal Investigator, immediately after its
release from the sponsoring agency.
adequate infrastructure and human resources:
The college provides basic infrastructural facilities to the Principal
Investigator
time-off, reduced teaching load, special leave etc. to teachers:
Special leave is granted as per the Government rules. When
undertaking short field visits, internal arrangements are made for
taking his/her classes.
support in terms of technology and information needs:
The college provides all necessary support of technology and
information.
facilitate timely auditing and submission of utilization certificate to
the funding authorities:
The college also facilitates timely auditing and submission of
utilization certificates and also forwarding the Progress and
Completion Reports to funding agencies.



any other:
The institution encourages its faculty to take up minor/major research
projects sponsored by different agencies like UGC/ DST/ ICSSR/
State Government etc.

After the last NAAC accreditation, as many as 9 UGC Minor Projects in
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Arts and 2 in Science and one minor project sponsored by the Department of Art
and Culture, Government of Manipur were/are undertaken by the teachers. There is
also one Major Project undertaken by the Department of Zoology, sponsored by
DBT, Government of India.
3.1.4

Efforts made by

the institution in developing scientific temper and

research culture and aptitude among students.
The college basically being an Under Graduate College, much stress is
laid on classroom teaching with an aim to get basic degree. Even then, students are
assigned project work, field study report, with the view to develop scientific
temper and could lead to major research in future.
3.1.5

Details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student
research, leading Research Projects, engaged in individual/collaborative
research activity, etc.
Along with teaching- learning activity, some faculty members of the

college are involved in active research. Four members of the teaching faculty are
approved guides for Ph.D. & M.Phil., while one has applied for guideship. Few
more are planning to apply for Guideship.
Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore Singh, Assoc. Prof & HOD, Zoology is leading
a Major Research Project “Studies on bio-ecology (habitat and availability) and
chemical analysis of edible insects with special reference to traditional value of
Manipur” funded by DBT, Government of India. The Project is in its second year.
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Teachers’ Completed/Ongoing Major/Minor Projects
Nature of
Project: Major/Minor/
Interdisciplinary

Pol.
Sc.

S. Benjamin Nattar
-Minor
Dr. S. Sanatomba Singh
- Minor
Dr. Th.. Arke Singh
-Minor
Dr. N. Somorendro Singh
-Minor

Hist.
Edu.

Eco.

Man
Geo.

Dr. S. Kipgen
-Minor
M. Sujata Devi
-Minor
Dr. A. Devidas Sharma
-Minor
Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh
-Minor

Dr. Kh. Joychandra Singh
-Minor
Nanjest Thongbam
-Minor
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Duration

Title of the Project

Funding Agency

April 2008- Catholic Christianity and
Oct.2009
Social Change in Manipur
2008-09
Problems of Aged People in
Manipur
2011-12
Simple Study on
Party System in
Manipur (1972-85)
2012-13
Political
Economy
of
Manipur: Fiscal crisis and
Constraints
of
Revenue
generation
2011-12
Impact of Christianity among
the tribals with Sp.ref. to
Thadou - Kukis
2010-12
Cost Benefit Analysis of
Teacher Education
2009-11
Pattern of Public expenditure
and its impact on Social &
Human
development
in
Manipur
2012-13
A critical analysis of SocioEconomic Dimensions of
HIV/AIDS Infected people in
Imphal East & West District
of Manipur.
2012-13
A study of Religious and
Cultural Symbol of Manipur
2012-13
Conservation of artefacts
(Zoo
archaeological
for
Kangla Musuem)

Total grant
received till date
(Rs.)

UGC-NERO

1,10,000

1,10,000

1,10,000

UGC-NERO

1,10,000

1,10,000

1,10,000

UGC-NERO

1,05,000

75,000

75,000

UGC-NERO

1,20,000

75,000

75,000

UGC

1,05,000

95,000

95,000

UGC

50,000

45,000

45,000

UGC

1,05,000

1,05,000

1,05,000

UGC

1,00,000

85,000

85,000

UGC

1,50,000

1,00,000

1,00,000

Department of Arts
& Culture, Govt. of
Manipur

75

Total grant
(Rs.)
Sanctioned Received

-

-

-

Faculty members of the college for the guideship for Ph.D. & M. Phil:
 Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh, Principal
 Dr. S. Giri Singh, HOD, Biochemistry
 Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore Singh, HOD, Zoology
 Dr. L. Inakhunbi Devi,Assoc. Prof., Botany
 Dr. S. Kipgen, Asst. Prof, History – has applied for Guideship
Department of Biochmistry has undertaken collaborative research work
with BOSE Institute, SAIF, Calcutta for analyzing contents of certain soluble
sugars of nature seed of Parkia Timorina (Yongchak) and its processed products
adopting High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
Nanjest Thongbam, Assistant Professor, Geography Department, Manipur
College - Provided ideas and design to formulate research projects to students and
teacher guides all over the districts of Manipur State with the initiative of Science
Teachers Forum, Manipur for students to compete in Children Science Congress.
The student researcher attain best from Manipur attain best 1-2 and best 1-25 in the
17th and 18th National Children Science Congress of NCST, DST Government of
India.
3.1.6

Details of workshops/ training programmes/ sensitization programmes
conducted/organized by the institution with focus on capacity building in
terms of research and imbibing research culture among the staff and
students

One training programme for the students of 6th Semester 2013 to develop
knowledge of research in future was organized in the college. A three day training
programme on “Biochemical Assay of Total Insect Protein” was held on 7-9
March, 2013 organised by Department of Zoology as a Part of Major Research
Project under Department of Biotechnology, Government of India. Around 50
students participated including 40 students of 6th Semester of Manipur College.
The aim of the programme was to create research awareness among the students.
A Workshop on “Networking Terminologies and Applications” Manipur
College ICT-Promotion Committee and SET, Manipur College is proposed to be
taken shortly.
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3.1.7

Details of prioritised research areas and the expertise available with the
institution.

In the Science stream, faculty members who have undertaken research in
the concerned areas as detailed below:
 Biochemistry Department
i) Dr. S. Giri Singh : Food Analysis (Plants)
ii) Dr. K. Khamba Singh: Food Analysis (Animals) and
Ethnomedicozoology
 Botany Department
i) Dr. L. Inakhunbi Devi: Ecology
 Zoology Department
i) Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore Singh : Entomology
 Geography Department
i) Nanjest Thongbam, Asst. Prof: Zoo-artifacts Excavation.
Successfully excavated a war trophy burial of possible 16th Century
at Kangla (the ancient fortress Capital of Manipur).
 Physics Department
i) Dr. W. Shambhunath Singh : Chemical methods of preparation of
thin film.
In the Arts stream, some faculty members have undertaken research in the
concerned areas as detailed below:


Political science Department
i) Benjamin Nattar : Christianity and Social Change
ii) Dr. Th. Arke Singh: Party System in Manipur
iii) Dr. S. Sanatomba Singh : Problems of Aged People
iv) Dr. N. Somorendro Singh : Constraints of Revenue Generation in
Manipur.



History Department
i) Dr. Sheikhohao Kipgen : Christianity and Social Change



Economics Department
i) Dr. A. Devidas Sharma : Pattern of Public Expenditure
ii) Dr. Kh. Joyantakumar Singh: Socio Economic Problems of
HIV/AIDS, (Principal).



Education Department
i) M. Sujata Devi : Cost Benefit Analysis of Teacher Education
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3.1.8

Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of
eminence to visit the campus and interact with teachers and students.

Even though the college is not a research institute, we have invited some
eminent professors resource persons both from inside and outside Manipur have
interacted with staff and students of the college.
35 eminent professors resource persons from different parts of the country
visited and interacted with the staff and students during the last four years.
3.1.9

Percentage of the faculty has utilized Sabbatical Leave for research
activities and the improvement it has made to the quality of research and
imbibing of research culture on the campus.

There is no provision for Sabbatical Leave for research activities. Teachers
undertake minor/major projects along with their teaching-learning activities.
At present six teachers, i) S. Benjamin Nattar, ii) M. Sujata Devi, iii) Th.
Premita Devi, iv) P. Birchandra Singh, v) Th. Sunita Devi and vi) M. Haripriya
Devi, are pursuing their Ph.D. in addition to their normal classes.
Minor Projects undertaking by some teachers has inspired other teachers to
take up research projects. This has enhanced the research culture in the institution.
3.1.10

Details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating
awareness/advocating/transfer of relative findings of research of the
institution and elsewhere to students and community (lab to land) .

Research findings by the faculty members form part of the report of their
projects. The college has taken initiatives to keep the Project reports are at the
custody of the department/college. They are available to anyone desiring to use the
findings in major area of research. Seminars/Workshops on related area are
informed to teachers so that they could share their findings to the stakeholders
elsewhere.
Some faculty members have also published their findings in National
Journals, Chapters in books etc.
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3.2

Resource Mobilization for Research

3.2.1

Percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research. Details of major
heads of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization.

The institution’s budget does not reflect any fund earmarked for research as
the Government has not initiated any step towards it. Research has been
undertaken in the college only under the sponsorship of Funding agency such as
UGC, DST, DBT etc.
3.2.2

Provisions available in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty
for research. If so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of
the faculty that has availed the facility in the last four years.

The college has no provision of providing seed money to the faculty for
undertaking research.
3.2.3

Financial provisions made available to support student research projects
by students

As a Government institution, the college has no permission to deviate from
the fee structure prescribed by the Government. Hence, there is no means of giving
financial support to students to take up research projects. Students, if any, manage
to undertake class projects from their own resources.
3.2.4 Interaction of various departments/units/staff of the institute in undertaking
inter-disciplinary research. Cite examples of successful endeavors and
challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary research.
Inter-disciplinary research has not been undertaken in any large scale. Few
teachers have undertaken such research.
a)
S. Benjamin Nattar, Assoc. Prof. in Political Science has undertaken
research involving Political Science and Sociology. The research has been
successful to a large extent. The project has been taken as a UGC sponsored Minor
research Project and also as a Doctoral thesis.
Successful endeavors of this research:
New avenue of knowledge was gained on area of social transformation,
education as a factor in social change, Women empowerment and Peace Building
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Challenges:
The subject of Sociology was new to the researches. Terms like Social
Capital, Human Capital, Social Inclusion, Social Exclusion need to be understood.
Data analysis was also a challenge as there was not enough computer
knowledge about data analysis.
b)
Smt. M. Sujata Devi, Asst. Professor in Education has undertaken research
on “Cost-benefit analysis of Teachers Education Colleges in Manipur”.
Successful Endeavour of the research:
Though ‘Economics of Education” is a special paper of Education, the
different economic terminology and concepts needed in this branch were limited
and the economic laws were not fully known to the researcher. The research has
helped to acquire knowledge on different terms and concepts of economics which
are important to teaching-learning and research.
Challenges:
Since the topic of research is about the financial matters and management
of it, most of the staff in the administrative department of the institutions did not
like to disclose the matter. This has led to the delay in the research. Moreover,
most of the institutions do not maintain proper records and so it becomes a big
hurdle to carry out the research work smoothly.
3.2.5

Ensuring of optimal use of various equipment and research facilities of
the institution by its staff and students of the college.

All the departments of the college make available equipments and research
facilities during all the working days for the use of staff and students. On Sundays
and holidays too facilities in the department could be used by the staff. Library is
open on all the working days. Teachers have free access to computers, internet, and
printer facilities on all days. Scientific equipments of the department are for use by
staff and students on all working days, to staff on all days. Through these measures
there is optional use of various equipments and research facilities in the institution.
3.2.6

Any special grants or finances from the industry or other beneficiary
agency received by the college for developing research facility. Details.

The college is yet to make effort to apply for special grants or finance from
industry or other beneficiary. Moreover, there are few industries in this part of the
country to sponsor research.
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3.2.7 Support provided to the faculty in securing research funds from various funding agencies, industry and other organisations. Details
of ongoing and completed projects and grants received during the last four years.
Nature of the Project

Duration Year
From To

Minor projects

14/3/12 to 13/9/13

Dr. S. Giri Singh
Minor projects

14/3/12 to 13/9/13

Dr. K. Khamba
Singh
Major projects

1/3/12 to 1/3/14

Deptt. of Zoology

Title of the project

Name of the
funding agency

An investigation on
UGC, NERO
the levels of nutritional and anti
nutritional substances of
bamboo shoots and Soibum
Biodiversity and investigation on
UGC, NERO
the
cellulose
enzyme
and
biochemically active principles
from the Unio marginalis
Studies on bio-ecology (habitat
DBT
and availability) and chemical
analysis of edible insects with
special reference to traditional
value of Manipur
-

Total grant
Sanctioned
Received
(Rs.)
(Rs.)
1,60,000
1,30,000

Total grant
received till date
(Rs.)
1,30,000

1,45,000

1,02,000

1,02,000

39,00,000
(19,00,000+
10,00,000+
10,00,000)

19,00,000

19,00,000

-

-

-

Interdisciplinary
projects

-

Industry sponsored

-

-

-

-

-

-

Students’ research
projects

-

-

-

-

-

-

Any other (specify)

-

-

-

-

-

-
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3.3

Infrastructure for Research

3.3.1 Research facilities available to the students and research scholars within
the campus.
There are research facilities but no research scholars can be enrolled in the
college. The department of Biochemistry laboratory is recognized as research lab
for Manipur University & CMJ University, Shillong. Its facilities are available for
the research scholars registered with Dr. S. Giri Singh, Assoc. Prof. in
Biochemistry
3.3.2 Institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating infrastructural
facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new and
emerging areas of research.
The strategies of the institution are to receive applications from the
departments for upgrading and creating infrastructural facilities. Major proposals
are put up to the Government, UGC, DST for upgrading and creating
infrastructural facilities.
3.3.3 Any special grants or finances from the industry or other beneficiary
agency for developing research facilities. If ‘yes’ the instruments/ facilities
created during the last four years.
The College has not received any special grants or finances from industry
or other beneficiary agency for developing research facilities.
3.3.4

Research facilities made available to the students and research scholars
outside the campus / other research laboratories.
No such facilities are available for the time being.

3.3.5 Details on the library/ information resource centre or any other facilities
available specifically for the researchers.
The College has well equipped library with a collection of 19230 books and
reference books. Inflibnet facility has added a total of over 75000 e-books and
3000 e-journals. One Network Resource Centre is also providing internet
connectivity. With the opening of Bio-Tech Hub, facility are also provided to other
research scholar.
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3.3.6 Collaborative research facilities developed / created by the research
institutes in the college. For example Laboratories, library, instruments,
computers, new technology etc.
Some collaborative research facilities in Physics were developed before
first accreditation. During the last four years too, the Zoology Department has been
trying to develop collaborative research facilities with some other external
agencies.
3.4
3.4.1

Research Publications and Awards
Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in
terms of
 Patents obtained and filed (process and product):
NIL
 Original research contributing to product improvement:
Soibum is fermented food exclusively produced from bamboo
shoots by natural fermentation. However it contains cyanide, a
respiratory poison. A laboratory trial was successful in reducing
cyanide contents of Soibum by an appreciable amount.
 Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving
the services:
Nutritional value of Parkia timoriana (Yongchak) , a favorite tree
legume of Manipur has been rebuild for consciousness of people
about its importance as food.
Ethnomedicozoological study report of certain animals of Manipur
valley has been made available to the public.
 Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social
development:
There is liberation of cyanide during the fermentation of Soibum.
Therefore it had been advised to the traditional practitioners of
Soibum processing not to undertake massive production of Soibum
at places very near to inhabiting areas.
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3.4.2

Publication or partnering in publication of research journal(s). If ‘yes’,
the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and whether
such publication is listed in any international database.

Dr. S. Giri Singh is Associate Editor of Journal of North East Foods, RNI
published by Association of Food Scientists and Technologists, India, Manipur
Chapter.
3.4.3

Details of publications by the faculty and students:
 Publication per faculty (Science Stream)
Biochemistry

Botany

Chemistry

Geography

Physics

Zoology

14

9

2

10

5

22

 Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer reviewed
journals (national / international)
Biochemistry

Botany

Chemistry

Geography

Physics

Zoology

7

2

2

5

4

5

 Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
Biochemistry

Botany

Chemistry

Geography

Physics

Zoology

7

2

1

5

4

7

 Monographs
NIL
 Chapter in Books
i)
Pol. Science
ii)
History
History
 Books Edited
i)
Pol. Science
ii)
History

:
:
:

3
5
1 (authored)

:
:

1
1

 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
i) S. Kipgen & Benjamin Nattar: Akansha Publishing House, New
Delhi ISBN
978-81-8370-174-7
 Citation Index
NIL
 SNIP
NIL
NIL
 SJR
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 Impact factor
 h-index

-

NIL
…..

 Publication per faculty (Arts Stream)
English

Economics

Education

Pol. Science

History

1

1

-

9

6

Manipuri
-

 Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer reviewed
journals (national / international)
English

Economics

Education

Pol. Science

History

1

-

-

1

1

Manipuri
-

 Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg: Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare Database International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host, etc.)
NIL
 \Monographs
NIL
 Chapter in Books
i) Biochemistry
ii) Botany
 Books Edited
NIL

:
:

1
3

 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
i) Devi, M.H.
:
(Swastic Publications, Delhi, India)
ISBN - 978-93-810 84-95-3
ii) Dr. K. Khamba Singh: (Akansha Publications, Delhi)
ISBN -978-81-8370-187-9
 Citation Index
NIL
 SNIP
NIL
 SJR
NIL
 Impact factor
NIL
 h-index
…..
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3.4.4

Details (if any) of
 research awards received by the faculty
NIL
 recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies
and agencies, nationally and internationally
NIL
 incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and
international recognitions for research contributions.

3.5
3.5.1

NIL

Consultancy
Details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry
interface
Teachers of Biochemistry department viz, Dr. S. Giri Singh, Dr. K.Khamba

Singh, Dr. Somita Oinam and M. Anandi Devi are members of Association of
Food Scientists and Technologists, India, Manipur Chapter which is a consultant of
Commerce and Industry Department, Government of Manipur. The Department
concerned consulted them while formulating plan and process for development of
such kind of industry.
3.5.2

Stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy. Publicizing and
advocating of the available expertise.
Expertise is available in both Arts and Science streams in some areas such as:
Arts
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Christianity and Social Change
Party System
Revenue generation in Manipur
Pattern of Public expenditure
Comparative linguistics
Panchayat Raj
Financial administration and fiscal policy.

Science
1. Food Analysis (Plants)
2. Food Analysis (Animal)
3. Ecology
4. Entomology
5. Chemical methods of preparation of thin film
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Nanjest Thongbam, Asst. Professor in Geography Department, has been
rendering assistance as Resource Person in Archaeological Exploration and
Excavation to Manipur State Archaeology, Kangla, Department of Arts and
Culture, Government of Manipur.
His works were published, quoted in local dailies, TV News Channels
(State, National and International, a radio talk was broadcast in AIR, Imphal on the
topic “Manipurda Phangba fossilsing (Fossils found in Manipur).
The expertise available in the college have also been published in the
College Golden Jubilee Souvenir. Attempts are being made to publish in College
publications such as Students Magazine and hosting in the college website.
3.5.3

Method adopted by the institution to encourage the staff to utilize their
expertise and available facilities for consultancy services.

The expertise and facilities available with the college are mostly used as
resources in Seminars, Workshops in the relevant areas both within the college and
outside. The college encourages teachers to participate in these events as resource
persons so that their expertise is utilised for the benefit of the society.
3.5.4

List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the
institution and the revenue generated during the last four years.

Nanjest Thongbam, Assistant Professor, Geography Department, as an
expert in Archaic-sediments, Zoo-archaeology, Equine (Manipuri Pony)
Geological studies from dental and bone morphologies has been rendering
consultancy services on honorary basis.
3.5.5

Policy of the institution in sharing the income generated through
consultancy (staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional
development.
As no income has been generated through consultancy, the college is yet to

frame any policy in this regard.
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3.6
3.6.1

Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension Activities
Promotion of institution-neighborhood-community network and student
engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service orientation and
holistic development of students by the college.

The college promotes good institution-neighborhood-community network
and engagement through a number of programmes, organized by Teachers,
Students’ Union, NCC units, Environmental Club, particularly NSS units.
Before the 11th Plan Period, the college constituted an Extension Cell. The
Extension Cell had organized a number of programmes for the benefit of the
weaker section of the society.
The Cell, as per the UGC guidelines, conducted Extension programmes by
mobilizing the internal resources of the college.
Extension Activity: Lecture Programme on Health and Nutrition.
Topics of the Lecture:
a)

b)
Date

Nutritional Value and Economic Importance of Common
vegetables of Manipur – by Dr. S. Giri Singh, Reader in
Biochemistry
Food, Free Radicals and Anti-Oxidants – by Dr. L. Jairaj Singh,
Reader in Botany
: 25th Feb, 2008

Venue
: Temple of Learning, Canchipur.
Money spent from the college for the programme = Rs. 6,300/Other Programmes:
1. Climate Change
2. Environmental Awareness, AIDS Awareness
3. Visits to Children Home at Mongsangei, Imphal West and Pangei,
Imphal East by the staffs and students
providing free distribution of stationery items and refreshments
4. Disaster Management Programme
5. Observance of National Voters Day, Republic Day.
7. Blood Donation by the students on difference occasions.
6. Other programmes conducted through NCC and NSS
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3.6.2

Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in various social
movements / activities which promote citizenship roles.

The institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement is Students
Union under the supervision of concerned Teachers-in-charge and Alumni
Association.
The Students’ Union of the college takes part in movements for pursuing
social cause and national integration. The students of the college participate in
Independence Day and Republic Day programmes. They have actively participated
in observance of other National functions such as observance of National Votes
Days, National Cleanliness Day etc.
3.6.3

Institution soliciting stakeholder perception on the overall performance
and quality of the institution.

The college through Alumni Association, Students’ Union received
feedback from students and parents on the overall performance and quality of the
institution.
3.6.4

Planning and organizing extension and outreach programmes of the
college. Budgetary details for last four years, list the major extension and
outreach programmes and their impact on the overall development of
students.

The mission of the college is to provide a holistic development of students.
Knowledge is learnt not only within the walls of classrooms but also in the society
outside. The institution, fully aware of its social responsibilities, plans and
organizes extension and outreach programmes involving the human and other
resources of the college.
In the 10th Plan period, UGC grants were available under Extension
Activities Head for conducting such programmes. In the 11th Plan period,
Extension Activities have been merged with NSS & NCC. At present extension
activities are undertaken mostly NSS Units and NCC Cell together with teachers,
Students Union & Environmental Club of the college.
A fixed amount of Rs. 60/- per student per annum is collected as
Environmental Club membership fee which is used by the Club for various
activities.
Extension & Outreach programmes of the college conducted during the last
four years:
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Lecture Programme on Health and Nutrition
1. Visits to Children Home (Children with Special Needs) at
Mongsangei and Pangei by the Staff and Students.
2. Environmental Awareness Programme.
3. Lecture Programme on Climate Change.
4. NSS special camp 2012 on the theme of Health and Sanitation
5. Disaster Management Programme.
6. Observance of National Voters Day, Republic Day.
7. Blood Donation by the students on difference occasions.
8. Other programmes conducted through NCC and NSS
3.6.5

Promotion and participation of students and faculty in extension
activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other National/
International agencies.

The Prospectus give information about the availability of NSS and NSS
programmes in the college. The teachers in-charge NCC & NSS are deputed for
training. The participation of students and faculty in extension activities are
promoted through motivation and by giving incentives. Selection of the volunteers
and cadets are made on first come first service basis. Selection for participation in
NSS Special Camps and Youth Festivals are made on the activities and previous
records of participation.
I. Trainings of Programme Officers:
Sl.
No.
1

2

3.

3

4

Name of the
Programme Officer
K. Momon Devi
P.O. Unit-II

Particulars

127th Orientation Course
at Ramakrishna Mission,
Narendrapur, Kolkotta
Dr. K. Khamba Singh Orientation Course at
P.O. Unit-I
Ramakrishna Mission,
Narendrapur, Kolkotta
P. Birchandra Singh
130th Orientation Course
P.O. Unit-I
at Ramakrishna Mission,
Narendrapur, Kolkotta
Dr. K. Khamba Singh 7 days Trainers Training
&
Programme on life skills
K. Momon Devi
education
P.O. Unit-II
Dr. Janatun Begum
8th Orientation Course at
P.O. Unit-II
Ramakrishna Mission,
Narendrapur, Kolkata
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II. Students Activities through NCC:
A. Enrolment of cadets for the year 2011-12
Total no. of cadets for the year 2011-12

Boys

Girls

80

75

5

Out of 80 cadets, 33 cadets appeared ‘B’ Certificate examination and all
of them passed with ‘B’ Certificate. Out of the remaining 10 cadets appeared in ‘C’
Certificate examination, 9 failed.
Activities of the Manipur College NCC cadets:
Most of the cadets of Manipur College are involved in different activities.
They also participated in Annual Training Camps (ATC).
The following figures shows the turn-out of the cadets in ATC
Sl.
No.

Annual Training Camps
(ATC)

Duration
From

No. of Cadets
To

Boys

Girls

1

ATC (IV)

19/9/2011

28/9/2011

7

3

2

ATC (V)

11/2/2012

20/2/2012

24

10

3

ATC (VI)

12/5/2012

21/5/2012

8

7

B. Enrolment of cadets for the year 2012-13
Out of 80 cadets, 30 cadets have appeared ‘B’ Certificate examination and 17
cadets in ‘ C’ Certificate examination. The results of ‘B’ and ‘C’ are being
awaited.
Activities of the Manipur College NCC cadets:
Most of the cadets of Manipur College attended Annual training camps
(ATC) as well as Combine Annual Training Camps (CATC) and they showed
skills in different activities.
Sl.
No.

Annual Training Camps
(ATC/CATC)

Duration
From

No. of Cadets
To

Boys

Girls

1

ATC (VII)

1/9/2012

10/9/2012

16

15

2

ATC (VIII)

29/10/2012 7/11/2012

7

14

3

ATC (IX)

15/12/2012 24/12/2012

24

10

4

CATC (I)

9/2/2013

18

5
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Apart from these activities, one cadet took part in the National Integration
Camp (NIC), Delhi in the year 2012-13 from the 18th to 29th November 2012 and
two cadets joined Tracking Camp at Tezpur, Assam in 2012-13 which they
successfully accomplished.
The concerned programme officers teach the students of the importance of
the participation in NSS/NCC programmes. The students are instructed of the
value of national integration/nation building through NSS & NCC. Job
opportunities for NCC certificate holders made known through Career Counseling
Cell.
Values promoted through NSS/NCC:
 Community living
 National integration
 Award for Best Cadet, Best Camper
III. Students Activities through NSS:
There are two units in the college. Believing in the motto of the NSS ‘Not
Me But You’, as well as in its objective, i.e., ‘personality development through
community service’ as two essential factors in motivating and imparting a student
to enable him acquire wholesome personality during and after their campus life,
the two NSS units of the college have been trying their best to direct the two
hundred volunteers along the prescribed guidelines of the National Service
Scheme.
The two units have always worked together in execution of their scheduled
and unscheduled works such as holding of regular camp, special camps, and
sending of volunteers to a camp or a training course outside the campus from time
to time. A brief report of the activities of the two units of NSS for the last four
years is given below.
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A. Regular Programmes:
Sl.
No.

Date

Particulars

Remarks

1

15th Aug, 2009

Programme in the
college premises

2

10th Oct, 2009

Programme in the
109 NSS Volunteers, 12
college and around the teachers and 3 office staff
market
participated.

3

5th Dec, 2009

Programme in the
138 NSS Volunteers, 8
college and around the teachers and4 office staff
market
participated.

4

1-2 Nov., 2012

Programme

in

125 NSS Volunteers, 12
teachers and 3 office staff
participated.

the 147

NSS

Volunteers,

19

college and around the teachers and 11 office staff
market prior to One participated.
Day
Environmental
Awareness Programme
on 3.11.2012

B. Special Camps:
Sl.
No.
1

Date
21-27 June, 2009

Particulars

Remarks

Organised in the college and 100 NSS Volunteers
locality with the theme (50 boys and 50
“Learning Disability”.
girls), 10 teachers and
4 office staffs
participated.

2

11-17 June, 2012

Organised in the college and 42 Volunteers 8
locality with the theme teachers and 4 office
“Health and Sanitation”.
staffs participated.
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C. Other Activities:
Date
Sl.
No.
1
15-25 June, 2009

Particulars

Remarks
Karam Lucky Chanu of Unit II took
part in the camp.

2

1st Sep. 2009

3

8-10 Oct, 2009

4

1st Dec. 2009

Special Adventure Camp conducted by Nehru Institute of
Mountaineering, Uttarkashi and organised by Indian Mountaineering
Foundation under the Ministry of Youth Affairs and Sports,
Government of India.
Opening of Red Ribbon Club, Manipur College with Dr. L. Shyamjai
Singh, Jt. Director MACS and Shri Arun Laishram, Consultant
UNICEF, Manipur on the dais.
North East Youth Festival 2009 at Kohima (Nagaland) organized by
the Government of Nagaland under the aegis of Ministry of Youth
and Sports Affairs, Government of India.
Observation of World AIDS Day at 1st MR Ground, Imphal.

5

13 March, 2010

Peer Educators Training programme at DSSS Mantripukhri

6

12-20 March, 2010

7

17-18 March 2010

8

25-30 June 2010

9

7-14 Feb, 2011

Adventure Programme at Manali (Himachal Pradesh): “Nine Days
Special Skiing Course”.
First Aid Training Programme conducted by Indian Red Cross
Society at Imphal
Five Days Training Programme on Disaster Management in the
college premises.
Traffic Awareness Programme organized by the Traffic Control
Police, Imphal West
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About 100 students participated.

Two NSS Volunteers of Unit I
joined it.
Ten NSS Volunteers (6 boys and 4
girls) took part in it.
Two Volunteers(1 boy and 1 girl)
participated.
Two NSS Volunteers and one P.O.
joined it.
5 NSS Volunteers of Unit I
participated.
100 volunteers
participated
4 Volunteers joined it. Later on they
were engaged to assist the traffic
police in Imphal city.

10

6-10 Nov, 2012

11

19-21 Feb, 2013

12

26 Jan, 2013

13

15th Mar. 2013

14

21st Mar. 2013

15

22-23 March, 2013

SSR Manipur College 2013

North East Youth Festival at Chimpu, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh
on the theme “Youth for Unity” organized by the Directorate of
Sports and Youth Affairs, Government of Arunachal Pradesh,
supported by Ministry of Youth and Sports , Government of India.
Assam Youth Festival for the North East 2013, Guwahati, under the
theme “Peace, Harmony and Fraternity through Cultural
Diversity”organized by the Government of Assam and Ministry of
Youth and Sports, Government of India.
March Past Parade at Republic Day Celebration at Imphal.

Two NSS Volunteers took part in it.

P. Birchandra Singh, P.O (Unit I)
and 4 Volunteers participated in it.

A contingent of 50 boys under the
supervision of P. Birchandra Singh,
P.O (Unit I) & Dr. N. Somorendro
Singh, Secy, MCTA.
One Day Mega Blood Donation camp cum Awareness Programme, Two NSS Volunteers donated blood.
Organised jointly by the NSS Cell, Manipur University and 25 Club
International Manipur on the premises of Manipur University.
Consultative Meeting for the Programme Officers of the Affiliating P. Birchandra Singh, P.O (Unit I)
colleges cum Felicitation function in honour of Sr. Stella Thomas of and Dr. Janatun Begum P.O (Unit II)
Don Bosco College, Maram, an awardee of NSS Indira Gandhi attended it.
Award 2011012, Shri S.K. Basumatary, Youth Officer, North East
Region, among others.
Peer Educators ‘Training on HIV/AIDS under the Project 4 NSS Volunteers participated in it.
Universities Talk AIDS (UTA) organized by NSS Regional Centre,
Guwahati in collaboration with NSS Cell, Manipur University.
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Challenges:
The only impediment to the smooth functioning of NSS activities is lack of
fund due to the failure of releasing the fund on time. As a matter of fact, NSS funds
have not been released for the last two years. However, taking into the institutional
social responsibilities and in the interest of the students, the Principal has managed
to lend financial help to the Programme Officers and this is how the NSS
programmes have been going on in the college.
3.6.6

Details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) undertaken
by the college to ensure social justice and empower students from underprivileged and vulnerable sections of society.
10 NSS Volunteers were deputed to undertake survey on ASER. They

actively participated and collected reports from the Imphal West District of
Manipur. The ASER report has been published.
3.6.7

Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities
organized by the institution, comment on how they complement students’
academic learning experience and specify the values and skills inculcated.
Participation of teachers and students in extension activities has helped

them in their holistic personality development. Students have inculcated social and
ethical values, while they are made aware of their social responsibilities through
their participation.
Visit to children Home:


Value of compassion, care, love for children with special
children. NSS/NCC :



Value of collective work, community living, national integration
Academic learning :
 Bookish knowledge is only result oriented,
 Skills- learning help them to live and adjust to any situation.
Disaster management :
 Acquainted with the knowledge and skills to help victims of natural
and artificial disasters.
Voters’ Day:
 Value of votes, responsibility of citizen, the need to avoid proxy
These activities teach them their human & social responsibility.
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3.6.8

Institution ensuring the involvement of the community in its reach out
activities and contribute to the community development. Detail on the
initiatives of the institution that encourage community participation in its
activities.
In extension activities organized by the college, the local community

leaders, Club leaders are consulted and their co-operation is sought to conduct the
programme. For instance, Inter college women Football Tournament held in 2010,
Club members actively involved in the preparation of the tournament organized by
the college. The local community leaders were invited and supported by their
physical presence during the tournament.
Lecture programme in Health and Hygiene conducted in the Temple of
learning School, Canchipur, the Principal, Staff of the school and local leaders
were consulted and they extended their co-operation. In fact, the local leaders
arranged a bus to ferry the staff and students of the college, to and fro. It was a sign
of great encouragement to both the college and the locals of the area.
In other programmes too, local community participation was received.
Some of the programmes organized in the college, local leaders are invited for the
function.
3.6.9

Details on the constructive relationships forged (if any) with other
institutions of the locality for working on various outreach and extension
activities.
Relationship with other institutions of the teachers is forged only on ad hoc

basis. The college is looking forward for such relationship in coming months and
years.
3.6.10

Details of awards received by the institution for extension activities
and/contributions to the social/community development during the last
four years.
No award has been received by the institution in this regard.
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3.7

Collaborations

3.7.1

Measures adopted by the institution in collaboration and interaction with
research laboratories, institutes and industry for research activities. Cite
examples and benefits accrued of the initiatives - collaborative research,
staff exchange, sharing facilities and equipment, research scholarships
etc.
It is done by individual teachers according to the need of research or Ph.D.

work. Efforts are on to establish collaboration with research institutions by
individual teachers. The institute encourages the efforts of the individual teachers.
3.7.2

Details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements (if any) with institutions
of

national

importance/other

universities/

industries/Corporate

(Corporate entities) etc. and how they have contributed to the
development of the institution.
No such MoUs has been signed. In conducting national seminar on
‘Political Economy of States in North East India’, the college organized it in
collaboration with the Department of Economics, Manipur University in March
2012. Such and other types of collaboration could be taken up by the college in
coming years.
3.7.3

Details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions that
have contributed to

the establishment / creation/up-gradation of

academic facilities, student and staff support, infrastructure facilities of
the institution viz. laboratories / library/ new technology /placement
services etc.
There have been no industry-institution-community interactions forged by
the college. It has started induction ceremony for newly admitted students in the
beginning of the academic session. Career counseling cell, service entry scheme
etc. are functioning well for the students for their job opportunity / career options.
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3.7.4

Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to the events, details of national and international
conferences organized by the college during the last four years.
In the last four years, the college organized 2 Seminars at State level and 1 National level Seminar.

Sl.
No.
1

Date

Programme

28 March, 2008

Seminar on “Magnitude
of the Problems of the
Elderly Persons in the
Northeastern Region of
India
with
Special
Reference to Manipur”

SSR Manipur College 2013

Sponsoring Agency

Eminent Persons & Participants

National/
State level

ICSSR-NER Centre, 1) L. Jayantakumar Singh, Hon’ble Education State
Shillong & Directorate
Minister, Govt. of Manipur
of
University
& 2) Dr. C.J. Thomas, Director, ICSSR, Shillong
Higher
Education, 3) Dr. Manimohan Meetei, Directorate of Census
Govt. of Manipur
Operation, Manipur
4) Dr. Th. Achouba Singh, Head, Community
Medicine, RIMS, Imphal
5) S. Kunjabihari Singh, IAS (Retd)
6) Dr. H . Dwijasekhar Sharma, Retd Principal,
DMC, Imphal
7) Dr. R.K. Lenin, Assoc. Prof. Psychiatric Dept,
RIMS, Imphal
8) S. Sharat Sharma, Jt. Director, Social Welfare,
Manipur
9) Dr. Ibetombi Devi, Retd. Prof. RIMS, Imphal
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2

20-21March,

Seminar

on

2009

Empowerment

“Women ICSSR-NER

Development
Special
Manipur”

Reference

Centre, 1. Dr. Jamini Devi, Chairperson, Manipur State State

and Shillong & Directorate
with of

University

to Higher

& 2. Justice W. A. Shishak, Retd. Chief Justice,

Education,

Govt. of Manipur

Commission for Women

Highcourt, Chhatisgarh
3. Prof. Archana Sharma, Director, Women
Studies, Guwahati University
4. Dr. N. Vijayalaxmi Brara, Centre for Manipur
Studies, Manipur University
5. Prof. Gangmumei Kamei, Retd Prof. Manipur
University
6. Dr. R.K. Lenin, Assoc. Prof. Psychiatric Dept,
RIMS, Imphal
7. Dr. Joseph Kuba, Asst. Regional Director,
IGNOU, Imphal
8. Dr. Ibetombi Devi, Retd. Prof. RIMS, Imphal
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3

2-3March, 2012

Present Conditions of
Political Economy of
the States in N.E. India

UGC

National
1 .Prof. Balveer Arora, Chairman, Centre for
Multilevel Federalism,
Institute of Social Sciences, New Delhi;
2. Prof. G.P. Singh, Prof. Emeritus, Manipur
University
3. Prof Kh. Bimola Devi, Former Dean of Social
Sciences, Manipur University
4. Prof. L. Tombi Singh, Manipur University
5. Prof. N. Mohendro Singh, Member , Steering
Committee, North East Vision, 2020
6. Prof Amar Yumnam
Department of Economics and
Dean of Social Sciences, Manipur University
7. Dr Bhagat Oinam, Associate Professor
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi
8. Dr A. Bimol Akoijam ,Associate Professor,
Jawaharlal Nehru University , New Delhi
9. Dr.Dhruba Pratim Sharma, Gauhati University
10 .Dr. Nissar A. Barua, Associate Professor,
Gauhati University
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3.7.5

Number of linkages/callaborations have actually resulted in formal
MoUs and agreements. List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite

examples (if any) of the
facilitated -

established linkages that enhanced and/or

a) Curriculum development/enrichment
b) Internship/ On-the-job training
c) Summer placement
d) Faculty exchange and professional development
e) Research
f) Consultancy
g) Extension
h) Publication
i) Student Placement
j) Twinning programmes
k) Introduction of new courses
l) Student exchange
m) Any other
There have been no such linkages/collaborations in any of these areas. The
college is planning to take up some of these in the coming years.
3.7.6

Details on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing
and implementing the initiatives of the linkages/collaborations.

Individual teachers encouraged by the college, are planning to establish
linkages/collaborations in the near future.
Any other relevant information regarding Research, Consultancy and
Extension which the college would like to include.
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CRITERION IV: INFRASTRUCTURE AND LEARNING RESOURCES
4.1
4.1.1

Physical Facilities
Policy of the Institution for creation and enhancement of infrastructure that
facilitate effective teaching and learning.

Being a Government college, the policy decided for creation and
enhancement of infrastructure for effective teaching and learning by government,
UGC, DST, NEC etc. is followed by the college.
For creation infrastructure, the college prepares and sends proposals to the
Govt. and other funding agencies like UGC, DST, NEC, DONER etc.
Some of the projects which are sanctioned and being executed in the
college are:
 Indoor Stadium: UGC provided special assistance for construction
of Indoor Stadium amounting to Rs. 70 lakhs. It is nearing
completion.
 UGC sponsored scheme/merged scheme: Proposal has been
submitted for special assistance to left out fund from merged and
development schemes during the 11th Plan to build G+3
multistoreyed building from UGC. The proposal is awaiting
approval in the next Plan.
 Construction of extension of Women’s Hostel from UGC in the
college has been in the process of completion.
 Jubilee Canteen and College Students’ Union and Boys’ Common
Room have been completed and functional since 2013.
The institute also internally mobilizes certain amount from students in
terms of college development fee, amounting to Rs. 250/- per student per annum.
This fund is spent for the enhancement of the infrastructure that facilitate effective
teaching learning.
Science laboratory improvement fee collected from students are used for
the purchase of laboratory items and other teaching –learning materials.
From internal sources, the institute manages the daily recurring expenses.
The college also seeks help from Alumni Association, Donors, etc.
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4.1.2

Details of the facilities available for:
a)
Curricular and co-curricular activities – classrooms, technology
enabled learning spaces, seminar halls, tutorial spaces, laboratories,
botanical garden, Animal house, specialized facilities and equipment
for teaching, learning and research etc.











Renovated Administrative Block
Science Blocks
Humanities Block
Community Classrooms
Department Classrooms
Boys’ Common Room
Girls’ Common Room
Women Rest Room
Library
Girls’ Hostel

-









Jubilee Canteen
Multipurpose Hall
Indoor Stadium
Central Computer Laboratory
Chawkidar’s Quarter
Conference Hall
Vehicle Parking Space

-

1
4
2
8
14
2
1
1
G + First floor
G + First floor
(nearing completion)
1
1
Nearing completion
1
1
1
Available

b) Extra – curricular activities – sports, outdoor and indoor games,
gymnasium, auditorium, NSS, NCC, cultural activities, public
speaking, communication skills development, yoga, health and
hygiene etc.
 Sports facilities: The College has a Football field adjacent to the
campus. Construction of a new Basket ball court has been
sanctioned by UGC
 Indoor Stadium is nearing completion. It will have facility for
gymnasium, yoga, and space for various indoor games and
cultural activities. There is also a Multi-purpose hall for the
conduct of different activities.
 Facilities of indoor games like Table Tennis, Caroms, and others
are available in the college.
 Language lab for promoting public speaking and developing
communication skills is under construction.
 NSS and NCC programmes are available in the college.
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 Health care centre is not inside the campus, but a Government run
Primary Health Centre is some 300 meters away from the college.
4.1.3

Methods adopted by the institution to plan and ensure that the available
infrastructure is in line with its academic growth and is
optimally
utilized. Give specific examples of the facilities developed/augmented and
the amount spent during the last four years (Enclose the Master Plan of
the Institution/ campus and indicate the existing physical infrastructure
and the future planned expansions if any).

Some of the facilities created during last four years:
 As the college has limited infrastructure, there is optimal utilization.
and it has taken steps for mobilizing additional resources from
funding agencies for creation of adequate infrastructure facilities.
 New Chemistry Block with classrooms and laboratory was
constructed and first floor is being added at present.
 Teaching Aids like Computer, Smart Board, LCD projector, LED
monitors with internet connectivity, solar energy facilities are
provided.
 Science equipments for Science and Geography departments were
procured
 DST has supplied only equipments, of which money value is not
known.
 Central Computer Laboratory was constructed
 New Master Plan has been prepared by NERDP and it is in the
process of being approved.
Master Plan of the present structures is enclosed with the SSR. Annexure-III
4.1.4

Infrastructure facilities to meet the requirements of students with physical
disabilities.

No special provision due to crunch of fund. Even though, we encouraged
students with disabilities to get admitted. Some features are as detailed below:
 No disabled person has sought admission in the last 4 years.
 Ramp facilities for entry of wheel chairs are available in classroom
and library.
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4.1.5

Details on the residential facility and various provisions available within
them:
 Hostel Facility – Accommodation available
 Ready for use in next academic year
 Recreational facilities, gymnasium, yoga center, etc.
 Indoor stadium going to be provided for Gym, Badminton,
Weight Lifting, Gymnasium.
 Approval given for Basket Ball court
 Residential facility for staff – land under litigation.
 Computer facility including access to internet in hostel: N/A
 Facilities for medical emergencies: Only First Aid Facilities
 Medical emergency facilities are available within a walkable distance of 300 meters from the college campus.
 Library facility in the hostels: N/A
 Internet and Wi-Fi facility
 8 nodes available on ADSL modems with Wi-Fi. 1 node
with Wi-Fi under Network Resource Centre in Physics
Department.
 Recreational facility-common room with audio-visual equipments
 Two Smart Board and wide Digital monitor.
 Available residential facility for the staff and occupancy Constant
supply of safe drinking water - Available
 Security - Available

4.1.6

Provisions made available to students and staff in terms of health care on
the campus and off the campus.

As the college is fortunately located in the heart of the city, there are a
number of health care facilities available around the campus. So there is no health
centre within the campus. Provision for medical treatment to the teaching and nonteaching staff is available. Medical expenditure incurred for treatment is
reimbursed by the Government as per the Government policy.
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4.1.7 Details of the Common Facilities available on the campus – spaces for
special units like IQAC, Grievance Redressal Unit, Women’s Cell,
Counseling and Career Guidance, Placement Unit, Health Centre,
Canteen, recreational spaces for staff and students, safe drinking water
facility, auditorium, etc.
Physical spaces for special units like:
• Grievance Redressed Cell -

Attached to Economic Department

• IQAC

-

Attached with the Conference Room

• Women’s Cell

-

Not available

• Counseling and
Career Guidance Cell

-

Attached with History Department

• Placement Unit

-

• Health Centre

-

Government Primary Health Centre is
nearby

• Recreation facilities:
 Football field

-

Available



Basketball Court
Boys’ Common Room -

 Multi- purpose Hall
 Indoor Stadium

4.2
4.2.1

No.

-

(Project approved for construction)
Facilities for indoor games like TT
Board, Carom, Chess etc provided.
Available
Facilities for Gym, Badminton Court,
(nearing completion) Weight Lifting,
Gymnasium etc.

Library as a Learning Resource
Composition of Library Advisory Committee and the significant initiatives
taken and implemented by the committee to render the library,
student/user friendly.

The college has a Library Advisory Committee.
Composition: The Library Advisory Committee consists of 8 members in the ratio
of 1:1 of male and female members. The Librarian is the Convener and the
Principal is the ex-officio chairman of the committee. One staff of the library is
also inducted as a member of the committee.
Significant initiatives implemented:
a)

One library staff has been inducted into the Committee
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4.2.2

b)

Students/office staff/ are offered free access to library, e – library,
inflibnet and Central Computer Laboratory facilities

c)
d)

Department-wise free access to library facilities on alternate days
Students are well informed to visit library during their off periods.

e)
f)

The off period library timing is indicated in the general Time-Table
The timing of the off periods is scheduled before the start of the

g)

practical class
Xerox copying at nominal amount is available

h)

Books issued on specific date to the departments.

Details of the following:
 Total area of the library (in Sq. Mts.) : 187.59 sq.m.
 Total seating capacity : 50
 Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination
days, during examination days, during vacation) : 9 A.M to 4 P.M.
 Layout of the library (individual reading carrels, lounge area for
browsing and relaxed reading, IT zone for accessing e-resources)
Annexure IV

4.2.3

The process adopted by library to ensure purchase and use of current
titles, print and e-journals and other reading materials. Specification of
the amount spent on procuring new books, journals and e-resources
during the last four years.

The process of purchase of books is done by the Directorate of Education (U & Hr.
Edn.), Government of Manipur. However, grants provided by UGC for procuring
books are equally shared by all departments according to their requirements.
Around Rs. 4 Lakhs grants from UGC were spent for procuring of books. There
were no State Funding for library during the last few years.
The library has procured only 2(two) e-journals but no other journals due to
its limited resource. Inflibnet has added 75000 e-books and over 3000 e-journals.
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The number of books supplied directly by the State Government during the last
four years are shown below:
Library
holdings

2008-09
Number

Text books

100

Reference
Books

-

2009-10

Total
Cost
*

Number
165

Total
Cost
*

17

2010-11
Number
185

Total
Cost
*

-

2011-12
Number
1458
29

Journals/
Periodicals
e-resources
Any other
(specify)
* As books are supplied by the Government, the cost is not known.
4.2.4

Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum
access to the library collection
 OPAC
OPAC - SOUL - 2
(Online public access catalogue)
 Electronic Resource Management package for e-journals
Inflibnet resources, Internet
-

Services for E-Journal Package
Management(ERM)

 Federated searching tools to search articles in multiple databases
 Library Website
 College Website

Soul - 2
www.manipurcollege.net
www.manipurcollege.net







In-house/remote access to e-publications – SOUL-server, Inflibnet
Library automation Completed
Total number of computers for public access - 10
Total numbers of printers for public access - 5
Internet band width/ speed □ 2mbps □ 10 mbps □ 1 gb (GB)
 2 mbps 4 nodes, 512 kbps 4 nodes
 Institutional Repository
– Available
 Content management system for e-learning (I Spring) - Available
 Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia
(like Inflibnet) – Soul Server Operational
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Total
Cost
*

4.2.5

Provide details on the following items:
 Average number of walk-ins : 50
 Average number of books issued/returned : 30
 Ratio of library books to students enrolled : 16:1
 Average number of books added during last three years : 536
 Average number of login to opac (OPAC) – Just started
 Average number of login to e-resources – Just started
 Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed - 45
 Number of information literacy trainings organized - 1
 Details of “weeding out” of books and other materials: Old and
unusable books are weeded out

4.2.6

Give details of the specialized services provided by the library
 Manuscripts
Transliterated MSS (Manuscripts)
 Reference
Available
 Reprography
Available (Canon)
 ILL (Inter Library Loan Service) - Not provided till date
 Information deployment and notification (Information Deployment
and Notification)
Online notice available in
www.manipurcollege.net
 Download
Available
 Printing
Available to students on production
of print challan.
 Reading list/ Bibliography compilation
Yes
 In-house/remote access to e-resources
Yes

4.2.7

 User Orientation and awareness
 Assistance in searching Databases

-

Yes
Yes

 INFLIBNET/IUC facilities

-

INFLIBNET

Enumerate on the support provided by the Library staff to the students
and teachers of the college.

The Library staff guide the students and teachers in tracing out the books
from the shelves systematically. They give guidance for proper handling of the
library books. They also propose to use the library as a technology enabled centre
for learning, information, knowledge and skills.
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4.2.8

What are the special facilities offered by the library to the
visually/physically challenged persons? Give details.

The physically challenged persons are cordially received and treated well
by the staff. They are allowed to sit on a separate seat meant for them if they wish.
4.2.9

Feedback from the users of library. Method used to analyse the feedback
for improving the library services. (Strategies deployed by the Library to
collect feedback from users and how is the feedback analysed and used
for further improvement of the library services.)

The library gets regular feedbacks from its users. It has arranged a
Suggestion Box inside the library building where any suggestion/complaint can be
made through drop-in notes on library related matters. The complaint is analysed
by the Library staff with the Librarian and the matter is put up to the Advisory
Committee for further action, if any. The students are advised to use Central
Computer Laboratory for accessing to internet and OPAC.
4.3

IT Infrastructure

4.3.1. Details on the computing facility available (hardware and software) at the
institution.
• Number of computers with Configuration (provide actual number
with exact configuration of each available system)
• Computer-student ratio

– 35:1

• Stand alone facility

– Soul Server, Fax machine

• LAN facility

– 10 base T, and wi-fi adsl
Networking.

• Licensed software

– Soul 2 Final Edition

• Number of nodes/ computers with Internet facility – 20 nodes, 4 lines
with 2 mbps compressed of 4 nodes in one line, 5 with 512 kbps,
Total Nine 9 (Nine) broadband connections.
• Any other
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Report on the existing ICT related machines and gadgets
Sl.No.
1

Department
Principal Office

2

Geography

1

3

Library

3

SSR Manipur College 2013

No. of System
4

Configuration (actual number with exact configuration of system)
I. Intel Core i3-2100CPU@ 3.10 X 2 Ghz, 2 GB RAM 32 bit OS, Wireless NIC,
LENOVO H330 63 GB Primary HDD, 550 Gb Lenovo H 330
II. Intel Pentium Dual Core E 5300 Ram 2 Gb DDR2 320 Gb Sata II. ODD- DVD
(RAMBO) graphics Intel R GMA 4500 Card Reader 6 in-1,
11s30002050001079c p5l5 NIC.
III. NA 8150 H 6R HP Intel R Pentium Dual CPU E 2160 @ 1.80 GHz., 1.79 ghz
0.99 Gb RAM.
IV. HP Compaq Intel Pentium INA8150 H3T HP, Intel Pentium ® Dual CPU E
2160 @ 1.80 Ghz 1.29 Ghz, 504 Mb RAM, NIC Realtek RTL 8169/8110 Gb
Ethernet NIC
Intel Core i3-2120CPU@ 3.30 X 2 Ghz 2 GB RAM 64 bit OS, ODD-DVD
RW Wireless NIC Realtek rt8188ce, LAN 802.11 b PCI-e-NIC, LENOVO
PC
I. Intel Core i3-2100CPU@ 3.10 X 2 Ghz 2 GB RAM 32 bit OS, Wireless
NIC, LENOVO H330 63 GB Primary HDD (MC LIB main)
II. Inter Core i3-2120CPUO 3.30 X 2 Ghz 2 GB RAM 64 bit OS, Wireless
NIC Realtek rt8188ce, lan 802.11 b pci-e-NIC, LENOVO Ci3
III. ACER POWER SERIES Intel Pentium dual Core DVD RW label
flashMachine S/N AWR 31000619160396le, ACER BIOS F 9c,
G330AWp23rt374gi60403LE.
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4

Central Computer
Lab.
(DST),

1
2

1
5

5

Education

1

6

Chemistry

1

7

Botany

2

8

English

1
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ACER ALTOS MODEL NO. G 330 SERIES, MK2, INTEL Xeon, 100~240
VAC Amps/Hertz 3.5- 3A, 50-60 Hz, WINDOW SERVER 2003 X 64 EDN.
I. Intel Core i3-2120CPU@ 3.10 X 2 Ghz 2 GB RAM 32 bit OS,
Wireless NIC, LENOVO H330 63 GB Primary HDD (User PC)
II . Inter Core i3-2120CPUO 3.30 X 2 Ghz 2 GB RAM 64 bit OS,
Wireless NIC Realtek rt8188ce, lan 802.11 b pci-e-NIC, LENOVO Ci3 500
Gigabyte, HDD, ODD DVD RW, Machine type. 10093 Config No.
57306159 5/ 2.5A
Wipro Super Genius 9100 MW – Pentium III window 98 SE
ACER POWER SERIES Intel Pentium dual Core DVD RW label flash
Machine S/N AWR 31000619160396le, ACER BIOS F 9c, G330
AWRXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXE. X 5
HP Compaq Intel Pentium INA8150 H3T HP, Intel Pentium ® Dual CPU E
2160 @ 1.80 Ghz 1.29 Ghz, 504 Mb RAM, NIC Realtek RTL 8169/8110 Gb
Ethernet NIC
HP Compaq Intel Pentium INA8150 H3T HP, Intel Pentium ® Dual CPU E
2160 @ 1.80 Ghz 1.29 Ghz, 1.73 G.RAM, 504 MB, NIC Realtek RTL
8169/8110 Gb Ethernet NIC
I. Intel Core i3-2100CPU@ 3.10 X 2 Ghz 2 GB RAM 32 bit OS,
802.11 b PCI-e-NIC
II. Wipro Super Genius 9100 MW – Pentium III window 98 SE
Intel Pentium Dual Core E 5300 Ram 2 Gb DDR2320 Gb Sata ODD- DVD
(RAMBO) graphics Intel R GMA 4500 Card
Reader 6 in-1, 11s30002050001079cp5l5 NIC.
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9

Economics

1

10

Physics

2

11

SES (service entry)

1

12

Maths.

4

13

Zoology

1

14

IQAC

1

Total

32
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HP Compaq Intel Pentium INA8150 H3T HP, Intel Pentium ® Dual CPU E
2160 @ 1.80 Ghz 1.29 Ghz, 1.73 G.RAM, 504 MB, NIC Realtek
RTL8169/8110 Gb Ethernet NIC
I. HP p6210in, In. Pentium dual core CPU E 5300 @ 2.60 x2
RAM 2 Gb 32 bit OS Realtek PCI e FE family controller
II. Type 10070-100-127/200-240 LENOVO H 330 SN eso7686979
Snb Ci2100 3.1-ssd, 500GHDD, Ram 2G ODD DVD RW
I. Zenith PC Intel Pentium 4 CPU 1.60 Ghz 96 Mb RAM, S3 graphic Pro
savage DDR, Hl-dt-st CD –RW Sc-152L, NIC VIA PCI 10/100 fast Ethernet
Adapter
I. eso7649922 50/60 Hz SNB- Intel Core i3-2100CPU@ 3.10 X 2 Ghz, 500 G
HDD, 2 GB RAM, ODD DVD RW drive, 32 bit OS, WAN,
II. Wipro Super Genius 9100MW. Wipro Super Genius 9100
MW –
Pentium III Window 98 SE
III. ACER POWER SERIES Intel Pentium dual Core DVD RW label
flashMachine S/N AWR 31000619160396le, ACER BIOS F 9c,
G330AWR310006191918181E. X 1
IV. HP Compaq Intel Pentium INA8150 H3T HP, Intel Pentium ® Dual CPUE
2160 @ 1.80 Ghz 1.29 Ghz, 504 Mb RAM, NIC Realtek RTL 8169/8110
Gb Ethernet NIC
ACER POWER SERIES Intel Pentium dual Core DVD RW label
flashMachine S/N AWR 31000619160396le, ACER BIOS F 9c, G330
AWp23rt3749160071LE.
I.
Machine type 10093 Config. Type 57306159-100-127/200-240
LENOVO H 520, S/N eso509821206 5/2-5a SNB- Intel Core i32120CPU@ 3.30 X 2 Ghz SSR, 500 G HDD, 2 GB RAM, ODD
DVD RW drive, 32 bit OS, WAN,
Thirty two computers
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Laptops:
Sl.
No.
1

Department

No. of
Laptop

Configuration (actual number with exact
configuration of system)

2

Lenovo

No. of
Printers

Configuration (actual number with exact
configuration of system)

Principal’s
Office

Printers:
Sl.
No.

Department

1

Principal’s
Office

5

I. Laser Printer, Liii21E
II. Inkjet Canon Pixma Scan print
III. Samsung ML-2010 Mono laser
printer (Reject)
IV. Dot matrix Printer Wide A3 size
(Unused)(CCL)
V. Canon ir2318L Printer cum Xerox

2

Botany

2

I. HP DeskJet D 1460
II. HP Laserjet P 1007

3

Zoology

1

Dot matrix (Non working)

4

IQAC

1

Laser Printer, Canon LBP 2900B

5

Physics

4

I.

6

SES
(c/o Physics)

2

I.

HP Laserjet M1005 MED, printer
HP-CB-376A
Sl-no- GNG 99CF69G
II. Canon ir2318L Printer cum Xerox

7

NRC
(c/o Physics)

1

Scan print (HP DESKJET 3745)

8

Library

1

Canon ir2318L Printer cum Xerox

Total

Epson Stylus C410X (Unused)

17 Printers inclusive of 3(three) digital Xerox facilities.

LCD Projectors:
Sl.
No.
1
2

Department
Principal Office
Service Entry Scheme
(c/o Physics)
Total
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No. of LCD
Projector
2
1

Configuration (actual number with
exact configuration of system)

3(Three)
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LCD Display Monitor:
Sl.
No.

Department

No. of LCD
Display
Monitor

1

Physics

2

2

Service Entry
Scheme
(c/o Physics)

1

Configuration (actual number with
exact configuration of system)
Sony EX4/46 Full HD 1080

STILL & VIDEO CAMERA:
Sl.
No.
1

Department

No. of Still &
Video Camera

Principal’s Office

3

Configuration (actual number with
exact configuration of system)
I. Nikon 14 GB Coolpix L120
II. Sony 7.2 Megapixel Cybershot 3X
III. Sony 30X 5.3 megapixel HDRCX190

Total

3 (Three)

SMARTBOARD:
Department

Sl. No.

No. of smart
boards

Configuration (actual number with
exact configuration of system)

1

Conference Hall

1

Panasonic UB- T580

2

Seminar Hall

1

Panasonic UB- T580

Total

2 (Two)

ASDSL Modem NME-ICT:
Sl. No.
1

Department
All

2
3

Network Resource
Centre (c/o Physics)
Total

No. of
modems

Particulars

7

Type 1

1

Type II

1

Belkin G Wireless modem router

9 (Nine)

Telephone Receiver:
Sl. No.

Department

No. of Receiver

All

8

Total

8 (Eight)

1
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4.3.2

Detail on the computer and internet facility made available to the faculty
and students on the campus and off-campus.

The computer system comprises of a Central Computer Laboratory funded
by DST, Government of Manipur and others provided as assistance from UGC and
Directorate of University and Higher Education, Government of Manipur.
4.3.3

Institutional plans and strategies for deploying and upgrading the IT
infrastructure and associated facilities.

Expansion of Internet and LAN for browsing and downloading study
material within the library and augmentation of Central Computer lab (DST) with
more System to check the constraints of poor student computer ratio.
Provision of laptop to all teachers of the faculty and one printer each for
department and office.
Provision for hardware and software for installation of Geographical
Information System (GIS) and Remote Sensing which is a recent trend in teaching
of Geography and a part of syllabus.
4.3.4

Details on the provision made in the annual budget for procurement,
upgradation, deployment and maintenance of the computers and their
accessories in the institution (Year wise for last four years)

There is no special provision made in the annual budget for any of these
activities. But UGC has provided fund from time to time.
4.3.5

Facilitating the extensive use of ICT resources including development and
use of computer-aided teaching/ learning materials by its staff and
students.
Installation of Smart Board, Wide Monitor, LCD Projector, Wi-fi Campus

access to I-Net has helped to extensive use of ICT in teaching-learning activities.
4.3.6

Elaborate giving suitable examples on how the learning activities and
technologies deployed (access to on-line teaching - learning resources,
independent learning, ICT enabled classrooms/learning spaces etc.) by
the institution place the student at the centre of teaching-learning process
and render the role of a facilitator for the teacher.
Teachers’ Common Room was innovated with ICT enabled conference

facility for both the conferences and teaching.
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4.3.7

Institution availing of the National Knowledge Network connectivity
directly or through the affiliating university. If so, the services availed of.

The college has established direct connectivity through National Mission
for Education (NME-ict).
4.4

Maintenance of Campus Facilities

4.4.1

Measures taken by the institution to ensure optimal allocation and
utilization of the available financial resources for maintenance and
upkeep of the following facilities ( substantiate your statements by
providing details of budget allocated during last four years)

The institution always ensures to maintain properly all the facilities
available in the college, which are provided by the Government of Manipur, UGC,
DST and DBT. It also ensures to utilize the funds collected from the students in
terms of fees for the betterment of the students as well as the faculty members at
the optimum level.
Maintenance of Building: Maintenance of building, IEI, renovation is
mainly done by the Government. Minor repairing is also done from the nonGovernment account, if there is no any provision in the Government budget. All
the major construction works are undertaken by the Government.
Furniture: Furniture are supplied in kind by the Government of Manipur
directly, as per requisitions submitted by the Head of the institution. In case of
urgency, direct purchase is also made by the Principal from the non-Government
account, on the recommendation of the College Development Committee.
Equipments: All major scientific equipments are directly supplied by the
Government of Manipur and DST as per requisitions/requirements submitted by
the concerned Heads of the Departments through the Principal. Recurring items for
conducting Science practical classes are purchased by the concerned Heads of the
Departments in consultation with the faculty members of the Departments, from
the fees collected from the students for the purpose.
Some of the equipments are purchased from UGC funding earmarked for
the purpose.
Computers: Maintenance of computers is met from the college
development fund.
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Vehicle: No vehicle has been supplied to college.
Any Other: The college has generators to provide power supply to
Principal’s office. Daily maintenance is met from the college development fund.
The details of budget is provided in the Budget Statements for the last four
years.
4.4.2

Institutional mechanisms for maintenance and upkeep of the infrastructure,
facilities and equipment of the college.

The institutional mechanisms are: Principal’s office, Overall Development
Committee, College Construction Committee, UGC Construction Committee,
HODs for maintenance of equipments of the departments, ICT Promotion Cell.
They ensure the upkeep of the infrastructure, facilities and equipments of the
college.
4.4.3

Frequency of taking up calibration and other precision measures for the
equipment/instruments by the college.

The concerned committees routinely check the functioning of the
equipments and instruments. There is also half-yearly check up done by concerned
department, with the help of experts.
4.4.4

Major steps taken for location, upkeep and maintenance of sensitive
equipment (voltage fluctuations, constant supply of water etc).

The Principal in consultation with the HODs and concerned committees
decides on the location, upkeep and maintenance of sensitive equipments.
Accordingly, solar power units, voltage stabilizers are located in the Department of
Physics. Generators are set up in the Principal’s office. Portable generators are kept
in the Principal’s office. Drinking Water Plant is set up near the Department of
Geography.
Any other relevant information regarding Infrastructure and Learning Resources
which the college would like to include.
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CRITERION V: STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION
5.1
5.1.1

Student Mentoring and Support
Publishing of updated prospectus/handbook annually by the college. If
‘yes’, the information provided to students through these documents and
how does the institution ensure its commitment and accountability.

The college publishes updated prospectus annually. The prospectus
provides detailed information on the following items:








Brief History of Manipur College
Facility and Courses offered
Admission Process
Disciplines
Campus Facilities
Admission Fee Structure
College Scholarship, Awards & Medals.

The college strictly ensures its commitment through various institutional
mechanisms. Admission of students is taken care of by the Admission committee.
Campus facilities are ensured by Departments, IQAC, various committees and
Students Union.
Discipline is enforced by Teachers and Students Union. As a part of
maintaining discipline, Uniform is prescribed for the students of the college. This
has been ensured by keeping Security Guards at the entrance who disallow anyone
other than bona fide students in proper uniform. All facilities published in the
Prospectus are provided. In case any facility is reportedly not provided or found
non-available, the matter is addressed to the concerned committees for taking up
remedial measure/appropriate steps. Grievance Redressal Cell is another
mechanism where students could seek redressal of their grievances.
5.1.2

Specification of the type, number and amount of institutional scholarships
/ freeships given to the students during the last four years and whether the
financial aid was available and disbursed on time.

College Scholarships, Awards and Medals (Sponsored By Various
Trustees):
(a) N. Angoubi Devi Scholarship for Academic Excellence
Two scholarships for academic merit carrying cash awards of
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Rs. 2,500/- each are awarded annually to the First Class Topper
(regular) of the college in B.A. and B.Sc. III year Examination. A
certificate of merit is also awarded along with the cash prize.
(b) N. Angoubi Devi Scholarship for Sports Talent
There is one Scholarship for sporting talent carrying a cash prize of Rs.
2,500/-. Students of Manipur College who have won the 1st/2nd/3rd
Position in National Level Team/Individual Competitions or in the
National Level – University Competitions (Team/Individual) are
eligible for this scholarship.
Shri N. Jadu Singh, Donor and Founder member of the college, in
memory of his loving mother, Late N. Angoubi Devi, instituted these
two Scholarships.
(c) A Tolen Singh Memorial Gold Medal for Academic Merit.
The Gold Medal donated by Shrimati Arambam Ibeton Devi in loving
memory of her dear son Late A. Tolen Singh who was the Secretary
Social & Culture, Manipur College Students’ Union, is awarded to a
student who tops the list of First Divisioners of Manipur College in the
B.A. / B.ASc. III year Mathematics (Hons) Examination. A Certificate
of merit is also awarded along with the Gold Medal.
(d) L. Shyamasakhi Devi Memorial Award
One scholarship for academic merit carrying a cash award of Rs.
2,500/- is awarded annually to the B.Sc. III year student (regular) who
secures highest mark in Botany Honours. A certificate of merit is
awarded along with the cash prize. Dr. L. Jairaj Singh, Reader in
Botany, Manipur College in memory of his loving mother Late L.
Shyamasakhi Devi, institutes the award.
(e) Thokchom Parijat Devi and Thokchom Mani Singh Memorial Award.
An academic merit scholarship carrying a cash prize of Rs. 2,500/- is
awarded annually to the B.A./B.Sc. IIIrd year student (regular) who
secures highest mark in Geography Honours. A certificate of merit is
awarded along with the cash prize.
Dr. Kh. Joykumar Singh, Retd. Reader and the Head, Department of
Geography has instituted the aforesaid prize in memory of his loving
parents.
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They were made available and distributed on time during Fershers
Meet/Annual Literary Meet. In the last four years, a total of 20 students
were awarded these scholarships.
5.1.3

Percentage of students receive financial assistance from state government,
central government and other national agencies.

98.6% of the students have received financial assistance, in the form of
scholarships, freeships etc, from State, Central governments and other national
agencies during the year 2011-2012.
5.1.4

Specific support services/facilities available for
 Students from SC/ST, OBC and economically weaker sections:
Freeship, Scholarship from the Govt.
Relaxation of eligible marks.
Service Entry Scheme for SC/ST/OBC, while general students are
also admitted.
Remedial Coaching for SC/ST/OBC
 Students with physical disabilities:
Most of the classrooms are on the ground floor. Students with
physical disabilities can have easy entry and exit.
 Overseas students:
No overseas students are studying in the college.
 Students to participate in various competitions/National and
International:
Special classes are arranged by the departments for students who
miss regular classes due to participation in various competitions.
 Medical assistance to students: health centre, health insurance etc.
No medical assistance students, like health insurance is provided by
the college. Government Health centre is located near the college.
 Organizing coaching classes for competitive exams:
The college organizes coaching classes by
•

Providing information through Career Counseling Cell

•

Service Entry Scheme

•

Internet facility for online from submission

 Skill development (spoken English, computer literacy, etc.,):
Skill Development is promoted through:
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• Spoken English Class
• Computer literacy through Central Computer
(Department Computers are made available too).

Lab

• ICT Committee takes steps to impart computer literacy to
students as well as teachers.
 Support for “slow learners”:
Slow Learners are provided:
• Remedial & Tutorial class undertaken by the concerned
teachers.
 Exposures of students to other institution of higher learning/
corporate/business house etc.:
Exposure of students is organized through :
Field Visits by Botany, Zoology & Geography Departments
 Publication of student magazines:
Publication of Student Magazine: Annually
5.1.5

Efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial skills, among
the students and the impact of the efforts.

To promote entrepreneurial skills among the students, the college
organizes Exposure trips of students to some industries. Students are taken on
Field visit to some project areas to give them knowledge on vermiculture, soap
making, pickle making at Mantripukhri, Bio-diversity Centre at Pheidinga,
Manipur Orchidacicum at Khonghampat, Plywood Industries, Duck Farm, Awang
Potsang bam, Krishi Vidtla, Andro, under Central Agricultural University.
5.1.6

Policies and strategies of the institution which promote participation of
students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as sports,
games, Quiz competitions, debate and discussions, cultural activities etc.
* additional academic support, flexibility in examinations
* special dietary requirements, sports uniform and materials
* any other

The College encourages sports persons to get admission in the College
giving concession in marks at the entry level examinations.
Students who participate in sports events at University, State and National
level are given extra classes by the departments. No flexibility in examinations is
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given as per the University regulations. But the students are permitted to write their
exams as back papers.
Special dietary is provided at the time of participation. Sports uniform and
materials are also provided by the college. Students having good cultural activities
are given preference to be enrolled as NSS volunteers.
The college students organize co-curricular activities like Quiz
Competition, Debate, Discussion Literary Meet, Skit Competition, Cultural
activities etc.
5.1.7

Support and guidance provided to the students in preparing for the
competitive exams, give details on the number of students appeared and
qualified in various competitive exams such as UGC-CSIR- NET, UGCNET, SLET, ATE / CAT / GRE / TOFEL / GMAT / Central /State services,
Defense, Civil Services, etc.
One student passed in NET in Manipuri subject.
Achievement of students through Service Entry Scheme:

Many of the students after undergoing coaching have appeared in various
examinations conducted by SSC/ UPSC and other recruitment agencies. Though, it
is leant that about 15 candidates have got placement in various office/ departments/
sectors etc. the following candidates have intimated to the college about their
placement in various section as given below.
2010-11
Sl. No.

Name

Jobs offered

1

Aribam Anjana Devi

FCI (Technical), 2011

2

Khumukcham Niva Devi

3

Ningthoujam Jayantakumar
Singh

Rural Bank, Office Assistant – I, 2011
SI (CISF), 2010

2011-12
Sl. No.
1
2
3
4
5

Name
Aribam Anjana Devi
Khumukcham Niva Devi

Jobs offered
FCI (Technical), 2011
Rural Bank, Office Assistant – I, 2011

Yambem Leenthoingambi
Accountant (CGA), 2011
Ngasekpam Albert Singh

Accountant (CGA), 2011
Tax Assistant, 2011
SI (CRPF), 2012
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5.1.8

Type of counseling services are made available to the students (academic,
personal, career, psycho-social etc.)

Career guidance talks and consultation programmes were held for the
benefit of the students broadly on:
a) further academic studies within and outside the state after their
graduation; and
b) guidance on the mode of preparation in facing competitive
examinations conducted by various recruiting bodies
Personal guidance is normally given by teachers during interactions with
them, in the departments.
5.1.9

Availability of a structured mechanism for career guidance and placement
of its students. If ‘yes’, detail on the services provided to help students
identify job opportunities and prepare themselves for interview and the
percentage of students selected during campus interviews by different
employers (list the employers and the programmes).

The cell keeps in touch with the latest employment opportunities to help
the students prepare for the same.
Besides, all the information in the form of books, magazines, newspapers
are made available to all the students. They are also informed to read these
materials during their off-periods. Faculty members from various departments are
also requested to help the students to guide them through personal consultation.
Experts from outside the institution are also invited to give lecture/talk
concerning their academic studies or career opportunities.
5.1.10 Student grievance redressal cell of the college and the list (if any) the
grievances reported and redressed during the last four years.
Grievance Redressal Cell is functioning in the college. A senior faculty
member is the convenor of the cell. It has 4/5 members besides a student
representative. A complaint box is kept for any one to drop his complaint. No
formal grievance has been received during the last four years. Most of the
complaints are received informally and addressed immediately by the concerned
authority.
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5.1.11 Availability of institutional provisions for resolving issues pertaining to
sexual harassment.
The college has a strong and active Students’ Union, Teachers’ Association
for resolving issues pertaining sexual harassment in case they arise. So far, no such
case has been ever reported to these associations or to the Principal’s office.
5.1.12 Availability of an anti-ragging committee and instances (if any) have been
reported during the last four years and what action has been taken on
these.
Ragging has never been practiced in the college. There is no anti-ragging
committee, as the need for it does not arise.
5.1.13 Welfare schemes made available to students by the institution.
The institution makes available welfare schemes such as providing
freeships, institutional and State and National scholarships.
5.1.14

Alumni Association and its activities and major contributions for
institutional, academic and infrastructure development.

The college has a very active Alumni Association. Some of the alumni are
eminent personalities in the state and the country. Few of them are presently
members of the teaching faculty. The Alumni meets at regular intervals. It has
contributed its mite to the infrastructural development of the college.
The Administrative Building was renovated through the assistance of the
members. Roads insides the campus was black toped through their initiative. The
association also generously contributed to the celebration of the Golden Jubilee of
the college. In addition to these, they meet the staff at regular intervals and give
useful feedback on the functioning of the college.
The Alumni has taken up concrete steps to strengthen the organizational
abilities, by publishing a membership ‘Directory’ comprising a list of some 300
members during the year 2008-09.
5.2
5.2.1

Student Progression
Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or
employment (for the last four batches) highlight the trends observed.

Since the college is offering only UG programmes in Arts and Science
streams, the students leave the institute after their graduation ether for further
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studies in Manipur University or outside the state. There is no record available
regarding their progression to PG, or higher studies.
So far, no campus selection has been organized in the college. Some
students who underwent Service Entry Coaching, have been selected for jobs
through competitive examinations.
Student progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

Not available

PG to M.Phil.

Not available

PG to Ph.D.

Not available

Employed

Not available

•

Campus selection

•

Other than campus recruitment

5.2.2 Details of the programme wise pass percentage and completion rate for the
last four years (cohort wise/batch wise as stipulated by the university).
Programme-wise details in comparison with that of the previous
performance of the same institution and that of the Colleges of the
affiliating university within the city/district.
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Completion
%

76
68

56
48

35
36

65
79

44
48

25
50

Science
Arts

148
163
GENERAL
145
125
99
39

70
19

56
49

48
19

2009-10

Science
Arts

166
69

83
22

71
09

86
41

43
13

100
73.7

2010-11

Science
Arts

89
44

35
41

20
29

57
71

22
66

85.5
100

2011-12

Science
Arts

122
77

48
57

22
34

46
60

18
44

92.85
78.3

100
100

2009-10

Science
Arts

44
37

44
37

38
30

86.4
81

2010-11

Science
Arts

74
66

74
66

25
55

2011-12

Science
Arts

2008-09

Science
Arts

109
109
103
103
GENERAL
44
39
11
11

2009-10

Science
Arts

53
32

2010-11

Science
Arts

2011-12

Science
Arts
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Stream

Enrolled

2008-09

Science
Arts

212
104

100
100

2009-10

Science
Arts

271
169

185
142

33.8
83.3

100
100

2010-11

Science
Arts

215
187

135
141

50
88

45.9
85.4

100
100

2011-12

Science
Arts

258
220

29
09

74.35
81.8

88.6
100

2008-09

40
23

38
16

95
69.6

75.5
71.9

79
38

79
28

66
17

83.5
60.7

90
38

77
38

71
33

92.2
86.8

Passed

Year

Appeared

39
18

Enrolled

HONOURS
42
42
23
23

128

Passed

42
59

2008-09

Science
Arts

Appeared

62
70

Completion
%

115
100

Pass %

78
50

Stream

78
61

Year

Pass %

PROGRAMME WISE PASS PERCENTAGE AND COMPLETION RATE FOR THE LAST FOUR YEARS :
COMPARATIVE STUDY
MANIPUR COLLEGE
IMPHAL COLLEGE

HONOURS
211
165
85
52

Pass %

Completion
%
84
87

Passed

27
33

Appeared

-

Enrolled

Science
Arts

HONOURS
52
44
32
28

Stream

Year

Completion
%

MODERN COLLEGE, IMPHAL
Pass %

Passed

Appeared

Enrolled

Stream

Year

MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

2008-09

Science
Arts

HONOURS
42
42
23
23

2009-10

Science
Arts

44
37

44
37

38
30

86.4
81

100
100

2009-10

Science
Arts

74
48

61
58

-

60
64

82
83

2010-11

Science
Arts

74
66

74
66

25
55

33.8
83.3

100
100

2010-11

Science
Arts

84
102

77
20

-

77
95

91
97

2011-12

Science
Arts

50
88

45.9
85.4

100
100

2011-12

Science
Arts

86
159

47
73

97
94

Science
Arts

29
09

74.35
81.8

88.6
100

2008-09

Science
Arts

84
23
GENERAL
33
29
5
4

-

2008-09

109
109
103
103
GENERAL
44
39
11
11

-

100
33

87
80

2009-10

Science
Arts

53
32

40
23

38
16

95
69.6

75.5
71.9

2009-10

Science
Arts

26
19

22
9

-

93
53

84
100

2010-11

Science
Arts

79
38

79
28

66
17

83.5
60.7

100
73.7

2010-11

Science
Arts

40
23

34
20

-

94
48

85
86

2011-12

Science
Arts

90
38

77
38

71
33

92.2
86.8

85.5
100

2011-12

Science
Arts

49
150

45
20

-

66
79

91
86
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39
18

92.85
78.3

100
100

2008-09

129

Pass %

Completion
%

2

100

100

100
100

2009-10

Science
Arts

8

8

8

100

100

33.8
83.3

100
100

2010-11

Science
Arts

11

11

7

63.6

63.6

50
88

45.9
85.4

100
100

2011-12

Science
Arts

36

87.8

87.8

29
09

74.35
81.8

88.6
100

2008-09

Science
Arts

41
41
GENERAL
27
27

25

92.5

92.5

40
23

38
16

95
69.6

75.5
71.9

2009-10

Science
Arts

18

18

18

100

100

79
38

79
28

66
17

83.5
60.7

100
73.7

2010-11

Science
Arts

22

22

20

90.9

90.9

90
38

77
38

71
33

92.2
86.8

85.5
100

2011-12

Science
Arts

66

66

63

95.4

95.4

25
55

Science
Arts

109
109
103
103
GENERAL
44
39
11
11

2009-10

Science
Arts

53
32

2010-11

Science
Arts

2011-12

Science
Arts

2009-10

Science
Arts

44
37

2010-11

Science
Arts

74
66

2011-12

Science
Arts

2008-09
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Passed

74
66

HONOURS
42
23

Enrolled

86.4
81

2008-09

42
23

Passed
38
30

Appeared
44
37

Enrolled

100
100

Stream

92.85
78.3

Year

39
18

Science
Arts

Appeared
HONOURS
2
2

Completion
%

2008-09

Science
Arts

Pass %

Stream

M.B. COLLEGE (ARTS COLLEGE), IMPHAL

Year

MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

5.2.3 Institution facilitating student progression to higher level of
and/or towards employment.

education

The college provides the following facilities for students progression to
higher level of education and/or employment through the following:

5.2.4

•

Through Career Counseling personal guidance

•

Service Entry Scheme for employment

•

Higher studies through internet facilities

• ICT Committee for online fill up of forms.
Special support provided to students who are at risk of failure and drop
out.

Students who are at the risk of failure or drop out are identified by the
teacher concerned or the department. Such students are provided:

5.3
5.3.1

•

Extra classes, tutorial classes, extra practical classes

•

Moral support

•

Provide books and notes for students

•

Guidance, Counseling, Encouragement.

Student Participation and Activities
Range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities
available to students. Details of participation and program calendar.

The college provides opportunities for holistic development of students.
Students have been provided facilities for indoor and outdoor games.
Indoor games facilities available in the college are: Table Tennis, Chess,
Caroms, Chinese Checker, Badminton court. In addition, a new Indoor Stadium is
nearing completion. Facilities for Gymnasium, Yoga, etc. will be available in the
stadium.
Outdoor games facilities like football, volley ball, tennis are provided in
association with the local clubs. A new basketball court is to be constructed
shortly.
Cultural activities held in the college are Freshers’ Meet, Literary Meet,
Song & Dance etc. A Multipurpose hall is available in the College for practice and
performance of different cultural activities. The cultural activities are conducted
every year in the College. The students also participate at the University level.
Youth Festivals held every year. Selected students represent the University at All
India University Level Youth festivals.
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5.3.2

Details of major student achievements in co-curricular, extracurricular
and cultural activities at different levels: University / State / Zonal /
National / International, etc. for the previous four years.

Games and sports: (2009-10)
The students of the college represented Manipur University in the All India
Inter University Championship 2009-10, and our students also participated A.
Pratap Singh Memorial Inter College Football (Men) Tournament 2009-10.
The College hosted Inter College Basket-ball (Men and Women)
tournament organised by Manipur University (10 Oct. to 13. Oct. 2009).
Period
9 -13 Jan’10

23-26 Feb’10

30 Jan-2 Feb’10

10 – 13 Oct’09

Game/ Zone
Archery (M & W)
All India Inter
University
Tournament
Fencing (M & W)
All India Inter
University
Tournament
Football (Inter
College) M. U.

Venue
M.S.
University,
Udaipur

Name of student
i) Ph. Dayananda Sharma
ii) G.A. Manju Devi

Punjab
University,
Chandigarh

i) Th. Kishan Singh
ii)Th. Victoria Devi

Manipur
University,
Canchipur
Basket Ball (M&W) Manipur
Inter College, M.U.
College,

Runner-up

Games and Sports: (2010-11)
Our Students represented Manipur University in the All India University
Championship 2010-11. And also our College hosted and participated A. Pratap
Singh Memorial Inter College Women Football Tournament 2010-11.
List of the Students of Manipur College Represented Manipur University
Sports Team for participation in the All India & East Zone Inter University from
June 2010 to June 2011.
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Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Name of Player
(Manipur College)
P. Ingolchandra Singh
Th. Kishan Singh
A. Pradipkumar Singh
O. Santosh
S. Kimi Chanu
Niraj Singh
B. Jotimala
K. Devina
A. Chetana
Th. Acharani
G.A. Manju Singh
W. Roshan Singh
S. Hemanta
A. K. Sanjoy Singh

Event
Fencing
-do-do-do-doSoft-Ball
-do-do-do-doArchery
Football
-doChess

Venue
University of Jammu

Achary Nagajuna University

Kurukshetra University
B.I.T. Messare
Magadha University, Bihar

Games and Sports: (2011-12)
List of the Students of Manipur College Represented Manipur University
Sports Team for Participation in the All India & East Zone Inter University from
June 2011 to June 2012.
Sl.
No.

Name of Player
(Manipur College)

Event

Venue

1

A. Purnachandra

2

Th. Gobin

3

G.A. Manju

Archery (W)

Punjab University

4

M. Jenita Devi

Football (W)

Ranchi University

5

S. Milan Singh

Kabadi (M)

Achary Nagajuna University

6

Macha Ibemma

Kabadi (W)

Shri Jaganatha Sangkrit
University, Orissa

7

Th. Sapana

8

P. Ingochandra

9

Th. JKiran

-do-

10

O. Santosh

-do-

11

K. Surmashree (W)

12

S. Sanju Chanu

13

K. Devina

14

Ch. Macha Ibema

15

A. Pradipkumar
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Burdawan University

Chess

Awadesh University

-doFencing

Anna University, Tamilnadu

Fencing
-doSoftball
Judo
Football (M)

Punjab University
Tilak Maharashtra Vidyapeeth
Sambalpur University
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Cultural Activities:
College students participate in a wide range of cultural and extracurricular
activities which are available to the students. The members of the College Students
Union which include Principal as President, teachers-in-charge and secretaries
discuss and decide the activities to be performed in a year. Normal schedule of
cultural and extra-cultural activities held every year in the college are Fresher’s
Meet (which include programme like songs, dance, recitation etc. by the students),
Literary Meet( including competition among the students in recitation, songs,
dance, ex-tempore, short story, monologue etc), Debating competition etc. In these
activities many students of the College compete in large numbers and actively
participate. The college has a Multipurpose Hall which can accommodate 500
students and all the cultural and extra-cultural activities are performed there.
The students of the College participate regularly in the cultural and
extracurricular activities at the inter-college organized by Manipur University and
other colleges in Manipur.
In the year 2010-11, 40 students of the college participated in the InterCollege Youth Festival organized by Manipur University in events such as:
cultural dance, mime, song, debate, recitation, mimicry tabla, spot painting etc.
Three students of the college participated in the Inter-College Debate
Competition organized by Nambol L. Sanoi College, Bishenpur District, Manipur
on 29 September, 2011.
In the year 2011-12 students of the College participated in the XVII
Manipur University Inter College Literary Meet 2012 in the song competition
(group and individual) and recitation.
The College participated in the Annual Inter College Youth Festival 2012
held on 27-29 October 2012 organized by Manipur University in different items
such as, music(classical instrumental) solo and light vocal (Indian), dance
(folk/tribal dance-group), and classical dance(individual); theatre: one act play,
skits play, mime play, fine arts( spot painting, spot photography etc.
5.3.3 Method adopted by college to seek and use data and feedback from its
graduates and employers, to improve the performance and quality of the
institutional provisions.
The students leave the college after their studies. As there is no Graduation
or Convocation ceremony, students visit the college only for obtaining their mark
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sheets, feedback from them is collected on the day of Get-together functions of the
departments. Students are asked to comment on the quality of the college and
suggest measures to improve the facilities. Their suggestions are used to improve
the performance and quality of the institutional provisions.
Feedback from the employers is received whenever the Commissioner of
Education, Director and other authorities visit the college. They give on the spot
suggestions to improve the quality of the college. Their views are taken seriously
and immediate measures are taken to put them into practice.
5.3.4

Involvement and encouragement of students to publish materials like
catalogues, wall magazines, college magazine, and other material. List
the publications/ materials brought out by the students during the
previous four academic sessions.

The College constitutes Editorial Board consisting of teachers and members
of the Students’ Union for publication of the College Magazine. The magazine is
published every year. Articles, poems, essays are contributed by the students. They
are examined by the teachers and after the approval of the Editorial Board,they are
published in the College Magazines. Teachers too contribute articles for
publication in the magazine.
The expenses are met from internal sources by way of collection at the time
of admission.
Other publications by college in the last four years:
 Souvenir on “State level Seminar on the Problems of the elderly
with special reference to Manipur” – 2007
 College Golden Jubilee Souvenir, 2008
 Souvenir of “State level Seminar on Women Empowerment and
Development with special reference to Manipur”- 2009
 Souvenir on “National Seminar on Present Conditions of Political
Economy of the States in Northeast India” 2012.
5.3.5

Formation of Student Council or any similar body in the college and the
details on its selection, constitution, activities and funding.

Students’ Union of the college is constituted annually. Elections to the different
posts of Secretaryships, such as General Secretary, Finance Secretary, Social and
Culture, Games and Sports, Debate and Extension, Boys Common Room, Girls’
Common Room and Magazine Secretary, are held under the direction of
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Directorate of Higher Education, Government of Manipur, following the guidelines
of Lyngdoh Committee. In the college, an ad-hoc Election Committee is formed to
carry out the entire election activities.
Election schedule for different activities, like filing of nomination, scrutiny,
withdrawal, polling and declaration of results, is fixed by the Government.
Election and declaration of polling result are held on a single day throughout the
state. The newly elected Students Union stay in office for a period of one year
from the time they take charge until the next union is constituted.
The Principal is the ex-offico President of the Union and teacher-in-charge
of the General Secretary. A senior teacher is appointed as Vice President and
teacher-in-charge of Finance Secretary. Each Secretary will have a teacher-incharge to help him execute his functions.
The source of fund for Students Union is the annual union fee collected
from the students at the time of admission.
5.3.6

Details of various academic and administrative bodies that have student
representatives on them.

Academic Committee, Admission Committee, Election Committee,
Grievance Redress Cell are some of the committees in which students
representatives are members. Besides, for conduct of college functions and intercollege activities held in the college, students are represented in the organizing
committees.
5.3.7

Institution’s network and collaborate with the Alumni and former faculty of
the institution.

The college invites the Alumni and former faculty members in major
college events.
The Alumni collaborates with the college in its infrastructure development.
Administrative Block has been renovated by Alumni Association
Any other relevant information regarding Student Support and Progression which
the college would like to include.
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CRITERION VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT
6.1
6.1.1

Institutional Vision and Leadership
Vision and mission of the Institution and how it defines the institution’s
distinctive characteristics in terms of addressing the needs of the society,
the students it seeks to serve, institution’s traditions and value
orientations, vision for the future, etc.

The Vision
To grow into a multi-disciplinary study-centre for Academic excellence.
The Mission:
1) To produce competent graduates in the field of Science, Social Science
and Humanities, in order to meet the man-power needs of the country;
2) To help our youths develop their potential to the full by cultivating
economic values, in physical fitness and by disseminating scientific
knowledge; and
3) To foster among the staff and students the attitudes and values needed
for developing good life styles.
The vision and mission document of the institute imbibes the spirit of the
college. At the time of its establishment, the college had a limited mission of
providing a college education for those aspirants of the locality. It offered only
P.U. Courses affiliated to Gauhati University. At present the college is a premier
centre of college education in the state, with a wider vision amd more meaningful
mission.
The college in its 55 years of existence has contributed immensely to the
state in particular and the nation in general. Its former faculty and alumni consist of
former Union Minister, State Ministers, MLAs, Social Workers, Professors,
Teachers, Civil Servants, International Sportsmen etc. The mission of producing
competent graduates in order to meet the man-power needs of the country has been
greatly fulfilled.
The institute continuously strives towards excellence to achieve the values
embodied in mission and vision document. It is in line with these, the college
wishes to be assessed and accredited by external agencies like NAAC.
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6.1.2

Role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and
implementation of its quality policy and plans
 Role of top management: As a full-fledged government institute, the top
management of the college lies with the Government of Manipur,
Education Minister, Commissioner of Higher Education and the
Directorate of Higher Education. Policy framed by the Government of
India and Government of Manipur is followed by the college.



Principal and Faculty: The internal management is under the purview of
the Principal and the staff. The Principal and the staff are appointed by
the Government. The present Principal Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh was
an Associate Professor and HOD of Economics Department of the
college. He is a well qualified and experienced teacher. He has been
guiding Ph. D. Scholars under Manipur University. He comes with rich
experience of teaching and research.



Implementing Policy: The Principal together with the staff design and
implement quality policy and plans. He convenes meetings of HODs at
regular intervals to chalk out action plans for promoting Quality
education in the college.



Autonomy to Depts. to manage teaching-learning activities: There are 14
departments in the college. Each department is given autonomy to plan
and execute its activities.



Decentralization of Administration through Committees: Various
committees have been constituted by the Principal for smooth functioning
of curricular and co-curricular activities within the ambit of the
University curriculum.

6.1.3 Involvement of the leadership in ensuring:
 the policy statements and action plans for fulfillment of the stated
mission
 formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the
same into the institutional strategic plan
 Interaction with stakeholders
 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis ,research
inputs and consultations with the stakeholders
 Reinforcing the culture of excellence
 Champion organizational change
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The Principal and the faculty members have involved themselves in
preparation and fulfillment of the policy statement and action plans. The mission
statement has been operationalised through a number of activities. The leadership
ensures that all teachers fully adhere to the academic calendar of the college,
prepare and implement teaching plans, submit the course progress/completion
reports to the IQAC for follow up action.
The exam result of the students is analysed and remedial measures are
suggested for improving the students’ performances.
6.1.4

Procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate policies
and plans of the institution for effective implementation and improvement
from time to time.

As Government College, the institution only implements the policy framed
by the Government, the UGC and the affiliating University. It cannot formulate its
own policies and plans without the permission and approval of the Government.
The college only plans effective mechanism to implement the policies. The
Admission committee ensures that admission is done according to Government
norms. The college administration provides necessary information on the
availability of freeship, scholarship and facilitates in applying for them and
distributing them on time.
Recruitment of teachers is done by the Government through Manipur
Public Service Commission, as per the UGC Regulations on force from time to
time. The institution ensures that Self Appraisal and Annual Confidential Reports
are submitted on time, so that the Government promotes the teachers to higher
grades.
The College has a Teachers’ Association affiliated to All Manipur College
Teachers’ Association (AMCTA) and AIFUCTO, which serves as a forum to the
teachers to work for their interests as well as to ventilate their genuine grievances.
The institute can only put forward its plan to the Government. The college
has to comply with the Government for infrastructural development. On its own
the institute has put forward projects to UGC, DST, NEC, etc. Their preparation
and implementation are monitored and evaluated by a Construction Committee,
Finance Committee together with the Engineering Cell of the Department of
Higher Eduation, Government of Manipur. UGC also monitors and evaluates the
implementation of its projects from time to time. The institute also is planning to
evolve a mechanism to monitor and evaluate the implementation of policies and
plans of the college.
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6.1.5 Details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top
management.
The top management of the college is the Government. In the internal
management, the Principal has provided full autonomy to the faculty to manage
their tasks. The teachers and HODs of a Department could convene meetings at
their convenient times. The teachers prepare their own teaching plans, conduct
classes, unit tests and various other co-curricular activities. The teachers are also
made convenors of various committees/cells. The departments are encouraged to
organize seminars and conferences.
6.1.6

Methods adopted by college to groom leadership at various levels.

The college grooms leadership at level of students and teachers:
The Students’ Union Election is held every year to elect different
secretaries like, General Secretary, Finance Secretary, Debate & Extension
Secretary, Magazine Secretary, Boys’ Common Room Secretary, Social & Culture
Secretary, Games and Sports Secretary and Girls’ Common Room Secretary. The
student representatives are members of the larger Students Union at state and
Regional level. These representatives are sent to State level and National level like
All Manipur Student’s Union (AMSU), Democratic Student’s Alliance of Manipur
(DESAM), SFI, etc.
Leadership to Teachers:
Teachers of the college are given chance to groom leadership at various
levels. Every teacher is made a member of committee/cell etc. They are made in
charge of committees. Teachers also are made in charge of Field visits, exposure
programmes. MCTA (Manipur College Teachers’ Association) elects its President,
Vice- President, General Secretary, Executive Committee members and other
office bearers. Teachers are also deputed to represent the college at the State/
National level organizations like AMCTA (All Manipur College Teachers’
Association), AIFUCTO (All India Federation of College Teachers’ Organisation)
etc.
6.1.7

Delegation authority and operational autonomy to the departments / units
of the institution and work towards decentralized governance system.

The Principal circulates Academic Calendar and gives full autonomy to the
HODs to allot workload to all teachers of the department.
Through Committees/Cells, the governance is decentralized when teachers
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attend Refresher Courses/Workshops/Seminars, autonomy is given to the HODs to
rearrange the classes.
6.1.8

Promotion of a culture of participative management in the college. If
‘yes’, the levels of participative management.

The college promotes a culture of participatory management both by the
teachers and students. In all the committees formed in the college, Principal is the
Chairman. The Convener and members work in close cooperation.
The Manipur College Teachers’ Association (MCTA) is a very active body.
It functions under its own constitution. As per the new constitution, the Principal is
not a member of the Association. The Association promotes a culture of
management, in redressing any grievance of the members.
The MCTA holds its meeting at regular intervals and the resolutions passed
in the meeting are implemented by the college management.
Students participate in management by organizing various co-curricular
activities. Each student secretary has a teacher-in charge with whom he has to
work in close cooperation.
6.2

Strategy Development and Deployment

6.2.1

Formally stated quality policy of the institution. The way it is developed,
driven, deployed and reviewed.

The Quality Policy of the institution is reflected in the Vision and Mission
document.
It was developed after a series of meetings and discussions held in the
General Body of Teachers and also in consultation with the few founding members
of the college, local educationists, alumni and other stakeholders.
The quality policy in the form of vision and mission of the college is
printed in the college prospectus, displayed at the entrance of the gate,
administrative block, and explained to the students and stakeholders at the
Induction ceremony.
The review of the quality policy and the changes if it is to be made, is done
at the meeting of Manipur College Teachers’ Association.
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6.2.2

Any perspective plan for development for the college. If so, the aspects
considered for inclusion in the plan.

The college has planned to bring a complete infrastructural change in the
administrative, academic and residence facilities. As there is limited space for any
horizontal development, the college has prepared plans for a vertical expansion of
academic, administrative and hostel blocks and submitted them to Funding
Agencies for necessary action.
6.2.3

Internal organizational structure and decision making processes.
Organizational structure and decision making process
Principal

HOD & Faculty Members

Committees

IQAC

Library Students’ Union

Each department through its sub-structure, holds its meeting at regular
intervals. The resolutions taken at the meetings are placed to appropriate forum for
implementation
6.2.4

Broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the institution
for each of the following
 Teaching & Learning: The College plans to provide modern
teaching aids to all the departments. It takes prompt steps to depute
teachers for acquiring new methods of teaching. Students are also
taught modern modes of learning through ICT promotion Cell.
 Research & Development: The institute makes it a policy that every
department should undertake at least one MRP. Teachers with Ph.D.
should apply for guideship.
 Community engagement: The staff and students should engage in
community participation in college development
 Human resource management: To conduct a seminar a year. The
teaching faculty is to be involved in conducting classes for service
entry
 Industry interaction: Students have to be taken on exposure to
industry at least once a year.
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6.2.5

Methods adopted by the Head of the institution to ensure that adequate
information (from feedback and personal contacts etc.) is available for the
top management and the stakeholders, to review the activities of the
institution.

In the meeting convened by Director, Government, University, UGC, the
Principal presents the views of the institute for reviewing the activities of the
institute.
The Principal as a member of University Examination Committee, gives the
feedback on behalf of the college to the committee for effective conduct of
examinations.
6.2.6

Encouragement and support of management in the involvement of the staff
in improving the effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes.

The management through the Principal seeks support from the staff for
complying with the Government orders/ memos, by holding meeting and passing
resolutions for effective staff and efficiency of the institutional process.
6.2.7

Resolutions made by the Management Council in the last year and the
status of implementation of such resolutions.

The internal management of the college is carried on by the Principal. The
college has a Teachers Association functions with certain aims and objectives.
Manipur College Teachers’ Association (MCTA) was formed in the year
1964. MCTA has its Constitution which describes the objectives, about the office
bearers, activities, rule and regulations governing the association. It was formed for
sustained endeavour towards striving a general state of excellence of the Manipur
College by
1. protecting the interest of the members: individual and collective;
2. fostering human resource to the standard of competence and
responsibility; and
3. reaching out for larger society affiliations and services.
The core objectives of the Association are
A) General: keeping and promoting conditions of service; and
B) Academic: proper and effective ambience, innovations and improvements
and general academic and value related support;
C) Professional: arousal of a keen sense of professionalism, advancement in
profession related areas and involvement in “Teacher Movement” and
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D) Social: undertaking of community-oriented activities; creating rational
consciousness of general issues and generating larger perceptions of
oneness in diversity.
MCTA is affiliated to All Manipur Government Colleges Teachers’
Association (AMCTA), a unit of All India Federation of University & College
Teachers Organizations (AIFUCTO) which is affiliated to World Federation of
Teachers’ Union (WFTU-FISE).
Association has office bearers: a President, Vice-President, General
Secretary, Joint Secretary, Treasurer and an Executive: all of them are elected for
two years at the General Body Meeting of the Association. All the teaching faculty
members of Manipur College are the members of the Association. The office
bearers and Executive discuss and take decisions concerning the Association.
However on major decisions and important issues General Body Meeting is called
and after discussion the decisions and issues are decided.
Some of the activities performed by the Association the last year are:
General Body Meeting held on 21 March 2012 discussed and resolved to
complete IQAC Report 2010-11 and reconstitute Academic Committee and
Examination Committee. Accordingly IQAC Report 2010-11 was completed and
sent to NAAC, Bangalore. The Academic Committee and Examination Committee
were reconstituted as per the Resolution of Executive of the Association held on 10
April, 2012.
In the General Body Meeting (GBM) held on 8 February 2013 with agenda of
a) development on the issue of implementation of UGC Scheme; and
b) NAAC Reaccreditation of Manipur College. GBM resolved to work
continuously for reaccreditation of the College and to extend all the
possible cooperation to IQAC team.
Accordingly, all the members of the Association have worked together and
cooperated with IQAC team in preparation SSR for reaccreditation in the year
2013. The association also extended cooperation to AMCTA in its efforts to
implement UGC schemes and pay scales from the government of Manipur.
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6.2.8

Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of
autonomy to an affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by
the institution in obtaining autonomy?

The affiliating University does not make provisions for according the status
of autonomy. Besides as the college is a government institute, autonomy status can
not be sought as the teachers are transferable. Therefore the college has not made
any effort to obtain autonomy.
6.2.9

Means adopted by the institution ensure that grievances / complaints are
promptly attended to and resolved effectively. Mechanism to analyse the
nature of grievances for promoting better stakeholder relationship.

The institution has a Grievance Redressal Cell, in addition to Students’
Union, Departments, Teachers’ Association etc. Any grievance officially made
known to the cell, from students and stakeholders is promptly addressed and
effectively resolved. The nature of grievances is mostly informal and so they are
resolved informally.
6.2.10 Any instances of court cases filed by and against the institute during the
last four years. Details on the issues and decisions of the courts on these.
Land meant for College Staff Quarters is under litigation since more than
fifteen years.
6.2.11 Any mechanism for analyzing student feedback on institutional
performance. If ‘yes’, the outcome and response of the institution to such
an effort
Information on overall institutional performance has been received by the
teachers individually or collectively. Students Union is another mechanism to give
them feedback on institutional performance. The committee, HODs and Principal
respond to such feedback.
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6.3
6.3.1

Faculty Empowerment Strategies
Efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional development of
its teaching and non teaching staff.

The institution deputes teachers for refresher course and other training
programmes for teaching and non-teaching staff.
6.3.2

Strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment through
training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and
responsibility they perform.

The college has adopted measures to depute employees for training in
different areas starting with Principal.
The Principal also attends training conducted by Academic Staff College
and State Academy of Training.
Other strategies adopted by the institution are:
The teachers on rotation basis are to be made in charge of Students’ Union,
Convenors of different Committees/Cells etc. NSS Programme Officers are to be
appointed on rotation basis. Every teacher needs to undergo training which will
have positive impact on teaching-learning and inter personal relationship/life skill.
Librarian or Librarian in charge and library staff should undergo training in
automation and short term courses in library management.
Non-taeching staff need to be deputed for Accounts training, Computer
training etc.
Teachers in charge of some special cells like examination, election etc.
need to be sent to such activities.
6.3.3

Details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate and
ensure that information on multiple activities is appropriately captured
and considered for better appraisal.

Information on multiple activities is appropriately ascertained from
Teachers’ Profile. Self-appraisal format followed for evaluation of teachers have
different components to assess their performance.
The components are:
 Academic Qualification
 Research experience and training
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 Participation/Contributions in areas related to teaching.
 Teaching
 Participation in University evaluation, Internal evaluation, paper
setting, etc.
 Undertaking Research Projects
 Participation/Presentation of Papers in
Seminars/Conference/refresher Courses
 Participation in co-curricular activities
Teachers profile have continually updated and maintained in the IQAC
office.
6.3.4 Outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by the
management and the major decisions taken and how they communicated to
the appropriate stakeholders
Performance appraisal reports are sent to the Government for consideration
and necessary action.
It is only on these reports and on fulfilling other necessary conditions as
prescribed by UGC, the Government takes to promote teachers to higher grade.
List of promotions in the last four years.

6.3.5

•

Lecturer to Senior Lecturer

•

Senior Lecturer to S.G. Lecturers - 2

-7

Welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching staff, and the
percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last
four years.

Welfare schemes such as Medical reimbursement for treatment of illness is
available to all Government employees.
Percentage/ Number of staff receiving Medical reimbursement in the last
four years:
Year

No. of Teachers availed

No. of Non-Teaching staff availed

2008-09

1

4

2009-10

2

1

2010-11

1

0

2011-12

0

0
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6.3.6

Measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining eminent
faculty.
Being a Government college, it has no power authority to undertake such

steps.
6.4

Financial Management and Resource Mobilization

6.4.1

Institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of available
financial resources.

All the financial transactions are made on the recommendation of the
Committees concerned except petty amount of non-Government account for
maintenance of office at the discretion of Principal.
Fund to different departments are allotted according to the number of
students offering the subjects. The HODs in pursuance of resolutions passed in the
departmental meetings put up the proposals for purchase of teaching –learning
materials. The Principal sanctions the fund to the department as per the fund
available and requirements submitted by them. The departments use the allotted
fund and maintain the record which is submitted to the Principal with supporting
vouchers/documents.
6.4.2

Institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit. When was the
last audit done and what are the major audit objections? Details on
compliance.

As the college is a Government undertaking, external audit of the
Government fund is carried out by the AG, Manipur.
The non-Government account is audited by Local Audit, Government of
Manipur. There is no institutional mechanism for internal audit within the college.
However, in order to maintain transparency in financial matters, fund to
departments are allotted on the basis of demand put forward by them. The
concerned committees also physically verify the purchase of things.
The last audit was done up to 2011.
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6.4.3

Major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the deficit
managed. Provide audited income and expenditure statement of academic
and administrative activities of the previous four years and the reserve
fund/corpus available with Institutions, if any.

Major sources of institutional receipts/funding are:
a) Government Allotment for Salaries and other approved expenses
b) Fees Collected from Students
c) Additional funds from funding agencies for specific
programme/projects
The college has no power to used Government allotment for any other
purpose except for salaries and approved activities.
The fees collected from students:
a) Part of the fee is to be deposited to Government Account
b) Part of the fee is paid to the University
c) The rest of the fee forms the Fund of non-Government Account.
This fund is used for activities as mentioned in the college fees structure as
given in the Prospectus. This account is audited by Local Audit, Government of
Manipur.
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ANNUAL BUDGET PROVISION & EXPENDITURE 2008-09
Sl.
No.

Head of
Expenditure

Budget Provision
Plan
Non-Plan
(Rs)
(Rs)

1
2
3

Salary
Arrear Pay
Office Expenses

4,73,800
38,354
1,73,553

4
5
6

Construction
T.A.
Admission Fees
collected

17,39,700
52,742

Sub Total
Total:

SSR Manipur College 2013

24,78,149

Rs. 3,35,65,044

2,96,68,090
41,380
4,500

Plan (Rs)

Annual Expenditure
Non-Plan
(Rs)

4,73,800
38,354
1,73,553

17,39,700
52,742
13,72,925 Fees to Univ.
Govt Revenue
Student activity
3,10,86,895
24,78,149

2,94,88,082
41,380
4,500

Remarks
Total
(Rs)
2,99,61,882
79,734
1,78,053
17,39,700
52,742

3,84,300
2,38,050
3,04,960
3,04,61,272
Rs. 3,29,39,421
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3,29,39,421
Rs. 6,25,623
to be adjusted

ANNUAL BUDGET PROVISION AND EXPENDITURE, 2009-2010

Heads of Expenditure

Sl. No.

Budget provision
Plan

1

Salary

2

Arrear Pay

3

Annual expenditure

Non-Plan

Plan

Remarks

Non-Plan

2095643

33639894

2095643

32666821

59017

78798

59017

78798

Office Expenses For Casual Employees

-

39347

-

39347

4

Arrear Payment For Casual Employees

-

5552

-

5552

5

Office Expenses

95200

35000

95200

35000

6

Construction Of College Fencing

2554200

-

2554200

-

7

Purchase Of Science Equipments, Sports
Materials & Installation Of Web Site

450000

-

529087

-

15000

29961

15000

79087
8

T.A.

29961

9

Admission Fees Collected + Examination
Fees
SUB-TOTAL

5363108
TOTAL
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2708305

university fees

1111150

govt. revenue

200000

students activities

416145

36521896
Rs.41885004
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5363108

34567813
Rs. 39930921

Rs. 1954083
to be adjusted

UNIT COST PER SCIENCE STUDENT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR, 2009-2010
No. of Science students = 548
No. of Arts students = 318
Total = 866

Sl. No.

Particulars

1
2
3

Admission fee
Purchase of books & journal s
Purchase of Sc. Equipments

4
5

Renovation of Committee Room
Construction of ladies toilet (Completed the last
year)
Sports equipments
Purchase of equipments

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

15

Sources
XI Plan UGC
20% of X Plan UGC &
College Dev. UGC
College Dev. UGC
College Dev. UGC

Amount paid/ sanctioned
Unit Cost (Rs.)
(Rs.)
2130
2130/4,00,000/10 yrs/866
46/1,64,800/4 yrs/548
75/32,000/4 yrs/866
1,80,000/4 yrs/ 311

9/64/-

56,000/4 yrs/ 866
61,600/4 yrs/ 866

16/18/-

Purchase of Sc. Equipments
4,50,000/5 yr/548
Purchase of Sports equipments
79,087/866
Construction of College fencing
25,54,200/10yrs/866
Office Expenses
1,30,200/866
T.A.
44,961/866
Imputed rent for existing Sc. Building, equipment,
20,000 pm X 12/548
library etc.
Maintenance of coaching classes for entry in
XI plan UGC
1,50,000/866
service
Total Unit Cost per Science Student without pay component
Salary for Teachers and Non- teaching staff +
347,62,46 + 13,78,150 ÷ 866
Arrear Pay
Total Unit Cost per Science Student with pay component

164/91/295/150/52/438/-
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College Dev. UGC
College Dev. UGC
(merged scheme)
State Funding
-do-do-do-do-
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173/3,721/40,300/44,021/-

Sl.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

UNIT COST PER ARTS STUDENT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 2009-10
No. of students (Science) = 548
No. of students (Arts) = 318
Total = 866
Particulars
Source
Amount Paid/ Sanctioned
Unit Cost (Rs.)
(Rs)
Admission fee
1842/1842/Purchase of books & Journals
XIth Plan UGC
4,00,000/ 10yrs/866
46/Renovation of Committee room
College Dev. UGC
32,000/ 4yrs/866
3/Construction of Ladies toilet completed the last year
College Dev. UGC
1,80,000/ 4yrs/311
64/Sports equipments
College Dev. UGC
56,000/ 4yrs/866
16/Purchase of equipments
College Dev. UGC
61,600/ 4yrs/866
18/(Merged Scheme)
Purchase of sports equipments
State Funding
79,087/866
91/Construction of college fencing
State Funding
25,54,200/ 10yrs/866
295/Office expenses
State Funding
1,30,200/ 10yrs/866
150/T.A.
State Funding
44,961/866
52/Imputed rent for existing class room and library
12,000 x 12/318
453/buildings etc.
Maintenance of coaching classes for entry in service
XI Plan UGC
1,50,000/866
179/Total Unit Cost per Arts student without pay component
3215/Salary for Teachers & Non Teaching staff
+ Arrear pay
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3,47,62,467 + 13,78,150
866
Total Unit Cost per Arts student with pay component
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40,300/43,515/-

REVISED ANNUAL BUDGET PROVISION AND EXPENDITURE 2010-2011
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Heads of
Expenditure
Salary

Plan
21,29,625

Office Expenses For Causal
Employees
Office Expenses College
Maintenance
Construction of Drainage
4,00,000
Renovation of Class Rooms 5,49,085
Admission Fees Collected
+Examination Fees
-

Budget provision
Non-plan
Total
3,55,92,364 3,77,21,989

Plan
21,29,625

Annual Expenditure
Non-plan
Total
3,26,78,599 3,48,08,224

1,20,000

1,20,000

-

1,20,000

1,20,000

1,22,194

1,22,194

-

1,22,194

1,22,194

30,09,853

4,00,000
5,49,085

4,00,000
5,49,085

-

29,13,765
(Lapse Fund)

4,00,000
5,49,085

30,09,853 a) University Fees 12,78,946
b) Study Tour
And Practical
3,42,750
c) University
exams (Theory &
Practical
d) Government
Revenue
e) IQAC
f) Students
Activities

2,23,000

28,24,589

2,40,000
35,000
7,04,893

Total
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30,78,710

3,88,44,411 4,19,23,121

3,88,24,110
Net Balance available Rs.
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30,99,011
1,85,246

ANNUAL BUDGET PROVISION AND EXPENDITURE 2011-2012
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Heads of
Expenditure
Salary
Office Expenses for
Causal Employees
Office Expenses for
College Maintenance
Construction of Drainage
Phase-II
Renovation of Class
Rooms and IEI
Admission Fees
Collected + Examination
Fees

Plan
22,61,975

Budget Provision
Non-plan
Total
7,16,00,000
7,38,61,975

Annual Expenditure
Plan
Non-plan
Total
22,61,975
7,07,32,013 7,29,93,988

-

1,50,000

1,50,000

-

1,50,000

-

38,483

38,483

-

38,483

7,49,893

-

7,49,893

7,49,893

-

7,49,893

9,99,189

-

9,99,189

9,99,189

-

9,99,189

-

47,32,123

47,32,123

(a) University
fees
(b) Study Tour
and Practical
(c) University exams
(Theory
& Practical
(d) IQAC
(e) Library
Automation
& IT maintenance
(f) Government
Revenue
(g) Seminar &
Conference
(h) Students
Activities
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1,50,000
38,483

16,46,500
4,07,461

4,21,890
10,000

36,91,176
81,000
3,45,000
1,50,000
6,29,325

8,67,987
(Lapse Fund)

6.4.4

Details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional funding
and the utilization of the same (if any).
In addition to the Government funding and the internal resources collected

from the fees of the students, the college has made efforts to secure additional
funding from UGC and Government of Manipur. Given below is the consolidated
statement of the UGC sanctions and release for various schemes and projects. The
detail sanctions have already been sent to NAAC office. Utilisation certificates of
the fund are available in the college.
I. Assistance from UGC :(2008-09)
The grants-in-aid received from UGC during the period amounted to Rs.
9,72,000/- (Rupees nine lakh seventy two thousand) only.
Sl.
No.
1
2
3

Letters sanctioning Grantsin-aid
No. F.6-17/2007/NERO
dt 31.12.2008
No. F.6-17/2007/NERO
dt 5.12.2008
No. F.06-17/2007/(NERO)
dt 19.3.2009

Purpose
College Development

Amount
(Rs)
5,26,000/-

College Development

96,000/-

College Development
(Merged Scheme)

3,50,000/-

The face lifting and renovation of departmental rooms and Science
laboratories have been completed at the cost of Rs. 1,70,000/- (Rupees one lakh
seventy thousand only) out of developmental grants sanctioned by UGC vide letter
no. F.6-17/2007/(NERO) dt 5-12-08.
II. Assistance from the State Government: (work directly undertaken by the
Government)
The State Government under its Special Plan Assistance has started
construction work of three storied Chemistry Block with 12 classrooms with
i)
an underground water tank of 20,000n litre capacity,
ii)
an overhead stand made of steel, and
iii)
three toilets with septic tanks.
The estimated cost of the entire work is 2.5 crore. The ground floor having
four class rooms and a toilet is completed and are already in use. The expenditure
already spent on construction of completed portion of the ground floor together
with underground water tank and overhead tank is 1 crore.
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Statement of Grants in Aid Sanctioned and Released during the 11th Plan by
UGC in favor of Manipur College, Imphal

III.

A) FUNDS ALLOCATED VIDE LETTER NO.F-06-17/2007(NERO)/5306 Dt.13th
Nov.2009
1. Development Assistance for Undergraduate Education
: Rs.16,00,000/2. Additional Grant/ Schemes merged with Development Grants
Sl. No.
1
2

3
4

5

6

7

8

Name of the Scheme
Improvement of facilities in
existing premises
Special grant for enhancement of
initiative for capacity building in
colleges

Establishment of Day Care
Centres in Colleges
Establishment of UGC Network
Resource Centre (UGC-NRC)
(first time assistance)
Equal opportunity Centres in
Colleges
Remedial Coaching for
SC/ST/OBC (excluding creamy
layer and Minorities)

Coaching classes for NET/SLET
for SC/ST/OBC (excluding
creamy layer) and Minorities
(colleges with Post Graduate
department only)

Career and Counseling Cell

Item
Common room and toilet
facilities for women
Books and Journals
Equipment
Building, Classroom
laboratory
Furniture fixtures for new
classroom, laboratory
Essential facilities

SSR Manipur College 2013

Grants allocated (Rs.)
2,00,000/1,00,000/2,50,000/1,50,000/2,00,000/2,00,000/-

Internet Connectivity

50,000/-

Short term Course on
positive discrimination
(Rs. 0.25 Lakh p.a.)
Equipment
Books, Journals, Study
Materials
Recurring items including
honorarium, remuneration,
TA, payment to part-time
LDC, Contingency
Equipment
Books, Journals, Study
Materials
Recurring items including
honorarium, remuneration,
TA, payment to part-time
LDC, Contingency
Computers with internet,
Laser printer, Photocopier,
Fax
Hiring charges, TA/DA to
Counselor, Resource
persons, Payment of
Honorarium, Reading
material, Contingency

50,000/-

Total

Total

: Rs.45,00,000/-

3,00,000/2,00,000/10,00,000/-

3,00,000/2,00,000/10,00,000/-

1,00,000/-

2,00,000/-

45,00,000/-

(16,00,000 + 45,00,000) :

Rs.61,00,000/-
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FUND RELEASED FOR THE PURPOSE:
1. Development Assistance for Undergraduate Education
Vide Letter No.F.6-17/2007-12(NERO)/6330 Dt.30/12/09
Vide letter No. F.6-17/2007-12(NERO)/9305 dt.18/10/11
Vide letter No. F.06-17/2007(NERO)/3396 dt. 28/10/2010
Vide letter No. F.6-17/2007/NERO/13111 dt.6/2/2012
Total:

:Rs.11,20,000/:Rs. 80,000/:Rs. 2,00,000/:Rs. 1,60,000/:Rs. 15,60,000/-

2. Additional Grant/ Schemes merged with Development Grants
Vide letter No. F.6-17/2007-12(NERO)/6330 dt.30/12/09
Vide letter No. F6-17/2007(NERO)/3397 dt.28/10/10

:Rs.20,30,000/:Rs. 75,000/-

Vide letter No. F.06-17/2007(NERO)/9305 dt.18/10/11
Vide letter No.F6-17/2007/NERO/13110 dt. 06/02/12
Total

:Rs. 1,20,000/: Rs. 60,000/: Rs 42,85,000/-

Grand Total (1+2):
Amount not released (Rs.61,00,000/- (-) Rs.58,45,000/-):

Rs.58,45,000/Rs.2,55,000/-

B) INFRASTRUCTURE GRANT TO NAAC ACCREDITED
SCIENCE COLLEGE
Vide sanction No.F.4-9/2012(BSR)/15-2(10)/2010(BSR) Rs.10,00,000/C) SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE & EQUIPMENTS
(CONSTRUCTION OF INDOOR STADIUM)
i)
Indoor Sports Training facilities
Rs. 70,00,000/ii)
Sports Equipments
Rs. 6,25,000/Total sanctioned amount Vide No.F.33-134/Sports/NERO/2011
dated 31/03/2011
Rs. 76,25,000/a) Fund Released so far Vide No. f.1-6/Acct./NERO/2010-11/1612
dated 04/05/2011
Rs. 41,25,000/b) Vide Letter No. F.33-134/Sports/NERO/19208
dt,10/109/2012
Rs.28,00,000/Total Fund released (a+b) =
Rs.69,25,000/D) Jubilee Grants sanctioned vide
Order no. 1-28/18/G.J/NERO/12569 dated 23/01/2012
Rs. 25,00,000/-
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E) Construction of Women’s Hostel(Extension) Vide letter No.
16-10/20112-12/WH/NERO/10380 dt.20 Dec.2011
Rs.30,00,000/F) Additional Grants during XIth plan sanctioned vide letter No.
F35-198/Add(NERO)2011/5716 dt.29/3/2011
Rs. 23,72,570/Grants for Conducting Seminar/Conference
Rs. 1,50,000/6.5
6.5.1
a.

Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS)
Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)

IQAC has been constituted as a post accreditation measure. It has been given
autonomy to prescribe Quantity benchmarks for the academic and
administrative activities of the college.

Institutional Policy:
 Autonomy for frame Quality Assurance
 All decisions taken by IQAC are binding on the constituents of the
college
 Action Taken Reports are to be informed to IQAC
 Measures have been taken to get IQAC clearance for all activities to be
conducted in the college
 Teachers’ profilesto be maintained in the IQAC.
These measures have been taken up in order to bring Quality in the
college.
b. How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management/
authorities for implementation and how many of them were actually
implemented?
40 decisions were made by the IQAC, out of which 35 have been approved.
c. Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any
significant contribution made by them.
Yes. The external members render help and service whenever college
requested them.
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d.

How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of the
IQAC?

Any decision that needs the support of the students for its implementation, is
informed to them. The alumni have always supported the college. IQAC
communicates with them and seek their cooperation for its effective functioning.
e.

How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents
of the institution?

By calling them for meetings and requesting them to comply with any
decision taken by the IQAC.
6.5.2

Integrated framework for Quality assurance of the academic and
administrative activities. If ‘yes’, details on its operationalisation

The college follows the Quality framework for Quality Assurance as
given by NAAC/UGC guidelines. In order to operationalise it, the IQAC convenes
its meeting and also organizes meetings of staff to conscientize them of the
requirement of quality.
6.5.3

Provision of training to the staff for effective implementation of the
Quality assurance procedures and the details enumerating its impact.

The college has organized a series of General Body meeting of staff for
effective implementation of Quality Assurance.
After this there is visible change among the mindsets of the staff. The
teachers have streamlined their activities according to parameters prescribed by
IQAC.
6.5.4

Undertaking of Academic Audit or other external review of the academic
provisions. If ‘yes’, the outcomes used to improve the institutional
activities.

The college has so far not undertaken such audit. It is making efforts to
evolve institutional mechanism to undertake such audit.
At present, evaluation of teaching-learning has been done through Course
Completion report, analysis of result etc.
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6.5.5

Internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the requirements of
the relevant external quality assurance agencies/regulatory authorities.

IQAC mission is to align with the requirements of NAAC & UGC
guidelines. Composition, powers and functions as per the Guidelines of NAAC
& UGC.
6.5.6

Institutional mechanisms in place to continuously review the teaching
learning process and the
operations and outcome.

details of its structure, methodologies of

Institutional mechanism:
Principal’s office, Department, IQAC, Academic Committee, Examination
Committee, Common Rules for Committees/Cells.
The outcome of the these is that there is improvement in the quality of
teaching learning process.
6.5.7

Method adopted by the institution to communicate its quality assurance
policies, mechanisms and outcomes to the various internal and external
stakeholders.

The Quality assurance policies adopted by IQAC in meetings with the
Departments, Committees etc. are informed through notices, circulations and also
by personal meeting with various internal stakeholders and also external
stakeholders like, Alumni, Government etc.
Major policy changes would be made available in the college website and
displayed in the IQAC notice board.
Any other relevant information regarding Governance Leadership and
Management which the college would like to include
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CRITERIA VII: INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES
The institution has always tried to be eco-friendly. During the last five
years, the institution has been highly sensitive to the impact of Global Warming,
Climate Change and conservation of Biodiversity. A serious concern for this
awareness is manifested in the innovative practices adopted by the college such as
Tree plantation, Rain water harvesting and Conservation of wild and medicinal
plants in the college garden as well as beautification of the campus.
7.1

Environment Consciousness

Manipur College is situated at the foothill of the western side of the
Pishum-Chinga hillock and Pishum Singjamei road. The campus stands unique
with its lush green pathways, beautiful trees, gentle breeze and a healthy
environment. The strategic plans for development have always been driven by love
of nature and sustainability of important resources like solar energy and water.
7.1.1

Conducting of a Green Audit of its campus and facilities.
The institution is very conscious of its responsibilities towards

environment, hence it conducted a Green Audit of its campus. The institution
maintains a check list of the following strategies in connection with Green Audit.
 Collection of service record for waste materials
 Consumption of electric energy and solar energy in the campus
 Usage of Rain Water Harvesting System
 Eco-friendly practices
 Green campaigns
 Integration of sustainability practices into curriculum through
awareness programmes and environmental studies
7.1.2

Initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-friendly.

 Energy conservation
The college is taking steps for the use of alternative energy resources to
minimize electricity consumption.
•

The process of replacing energy consuming bulbs and tube
lights with energy saving LED bulbs has been initiated. Energy
consumption is regularly monitored by turning off power and
switching off of bulbs and fans in the class room , laboratories,
departments when electricity is not required and during off
classes.
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 Use of renewable energy
•

Installation of Solar Plant in the college campus for the purpose
of generation of electricity.

 Water harvesting
•

A pond of an area about 6 ft. x 12 ft. has been set up in front of
Botany Department to collect rain water. The conserved water is
utilizes for watering plants, cleansing class rooms and filling of
storage tanks.

 Efforts for Carbon neutrality
•

Awareness programmes are conducted by faculty members on
relevant topics of carbon emission and its harmful effects.

•

Restriction of entry of vehicles belonging to local people and
outsiders inside the campus.

 Plantation Drives
•

Plantation of trees in the campus was started from 2005.

• Plantation outside the campus specially on the roadside of
nearby adjoining roads were also practicised.
• The institution has an Environmental Club which functions
actively in making the campus green.
• Every faculty members are involved in plantation of at least
a tree in the campus.
• Saplings were provided by Forest Department and Nursery
Growers.
• Ornamental flowers on pot and nurseries were acquired from
State Horticulture Department.
 Hazardous waste management
Lectures on the necessity of effective waste management were
delivered to students by the teachers of Environmental Studies
as per the syllabus.
•

Special drainages are provided to disperse off chemical
wastes from chemistry laboratories.

•

Separate dust-bins have been arranged for disposal of
preserved dissected specimens after practical for Zoology
and Botany Departments.
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•

Use of plastic bags, disposable cups are restricted in the
campus.

 e-waste management
E-wastes are disposed through outside agencies.
7.2
7.2.1

Innovations
Details of innovations introduced during the last four years which have
created a positive impact on the functioning of the college.

After the NAAC accreditation in 2007, the college introduced some
innovations for the better functioning of the college.
IQAC was set up as a post-accreditation measure in order to streamline
teaching learning activities and prescribing quality parameters. IQAC plays a proactive role in promoting quality in the college.
In order to maintain and enforce discipline in the college, certain measures
like compulsory uniform in the college, disallowing the use of mobile phones
inside the classrooms, providing security at the entrance of the college gate, etc.
were taken up. Local culture is promoted by encouraging girl students wear
traditional dress in the college.
Committee system is introduced in the college. Common rules have been
framed and enforced for all the committees. Regular meetings of the committees,
departments are held, to plan and execute activities for the smooth functioning of
the college. Admission committee ensures complete transparency in admission
process. Academic calendar prepared by Academic committee is strictly enforced
in the college. Career Guidance and Counseling Cell organizes programmes for
guiding students in further studies or choosing career after their graduation.
Remedial Coaching is provided for SC/ST/OBC/Minorities and slow learners.
Service Entry Scheme conducts coaching classes for students to prepare them to
get gainful employment. Day Care Centre of the college looks after the pre-School
going children of the employees of the college.
College website has been developed and launched. It has been updated at
regular intervals.
Students progress in tests and examinations are continually monitored by
the teachers. Extension activities are undertaken by the Teachers, Environmental
Club, NSS volunteer and NCC cadets.
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Automation of library has been undertaken with SOUL. Central Computer
Lab is established and functioning in the college. Computers with broadband
connectivity are provided to all the departments. Inflibnet has added over 75000 ebooks and 3000 e-journals.
The college has constituted an ICT Promotion cell, which imparts computer
training to teachers and students. Teachers also taught hand on the use of gadgets
for ICT enabled teaching learning activities.
Attempts are also being made to standardize Annual college magazine by
engaging teachers and alumni association to contribute articles to it.
All these measures have created positive impact on the functioning of the
college. A visible change is the increase in the number of students admitted in the
college, as the college has gained a positive image among the public. Students
from different communities have sought admission in the college, which has
resulted in a good mixture of students, and promoted inclusion.
Students performance in academic and co-curricular activities has shown
improvement. Some of the students also secure ranks in the University
examinations. The students of the college have represented Manipur University in
various tournaments and Youth festivals. Overall, the institute has become a
premier centre of college education in the state.
7.3
7.3.1

Best Practices
Elaborate on any two best practices (as per the annexed format) which
have contributed to the achievement of the Institutional Objectives and/or
contributed to the Quality improvement of the core activities of the college.
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BEST PRACTICES – 1
1. Title of the Practice :

Committee System in the College

2. Goal of :
The goal of the Practice is

to entrust the teachers with the task of overall development of the
college,

to facilitate the smooth functioning of the college through the
committee system,

to decentralize power and functions of the head of the institute,

to create financial transparency in the college and

to provide leadership training to the teachers.
3. The Context: The institute has a good number of teachers possessing
managerial and administrative skills. Their services could be utilized for the
smooth functioning and betterment of the college.
Through this system a sense of work-culture, belongingness, responsibility
and commitment would develop amongst the teachers, thereby creating a healthy
competitive atmosphere among them while engaged in various activities other than
teaching-learning activities.
As the head of the institution is overburdened with office works, having a
limited number of office staff, the committees have been formed to properly carry
out the administration smoothly and efficiently.
4. The Practice : The details of the committees are as follows:
Sl.
No.
1
2

Name of the Committee

Name of the Convenor

3

Academic Committee
Overall Infrastructural
Development Committee
Examination Committee

4
5
6

Research Advisory Committee (Arts)
Research Advisory Committee (Science)
Games & Sports Advisory Committee

7

N.S.S. Advisory Committee

8
9

Library Advisory Committee
Grievance Redressal Cell

10

ICT Promotion Cell

11
12

Environmental Club
Canteen Management Advisory
Committee

N. Raghumani Singh, HOD, Botany
Ak. Priyokumar Singh, HOD,
Geography
S. Nabakishwar Singh, HOD,
Chemistry
Dr. L. Deben Singh, HOD, Philosophy
Dr. S. Giri Singh, HOD, Biochemistry
Dr. Kh. Joykumar Singh, Assoc. Prof.,
Manipuri
P. Birchandra Singh – P.O. I (Boys)
Dr. Janatun Begum – P.O. II(Girls)
L. Manglem Singh, Librarian i/c
Dr. A. Devidas Sharma, Asst. Prof,
Economics
Nanjest Thongbam, Asst. Prof,
Geography
Dr. S. Sobita Devi, HOD, Pol. Science
Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore Singh, HOD,
Zoology
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In addition to the above committees, the institute has two ad-hoc
committees, namely Admission Committee and Election Committee. They work to
see that democratic principles are maintained at the time of admission and students
union election.
Each of the above committees has six to seven members with the Principal
as its ex-officio Chairman. The Convenor, in consultation with the Chairman,
convenes a meeting of the committee at least once in a semester to propose
activities to be taken up, prepares the action-plan, monitor progress of the
particular committee.
It is learnt from experience that in the present context it is imperative for
the committees to work in coordination to achieve something really commendable
for the college.
It has become a normal practice now-a-days, particularly in the academic
world that interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approach is considered the right
approach. In this institute too the practice of interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary
approaches have been duly encouraged. With this view, the above mentioned
committees have been working together with conviction so as to provide both the
teachers and the students a platform to enable themselves exercise democratic
norms and principles of shared responsibilities and mutual co-operation.
5. Evidence of Success: In every common endeavor of the college, like the NSS
camps, Social Freshers’ Meets, Literary Meets and the observance of National
and State festivals, all the committees have been working together and
consequently every occasion considerably successful. This kind of coordination and collectivism worked efficiently during the conduct of Students’
Union elections every year.
In the NSS Special Camps and observances of other functions held in the
college campus, the aforesaid committees have helped the particular Organising
Committees in selecting, engaging and inviting resource persons who would
deliver lectures/talks on subjects like Food, Nutrition and Healthy Youth,
Communal Harmony, National Integration, Entrepreneurship – What, Why and
How, Climate Change- Causes and remedies, blood donation etc.
Library automation, Construction of Canteen building and Students’ Union
Office are some of the works that have been done within the stipulated time under
the supervision of the respective committees.
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Felicitation to those faculty members who have been awarded Ph.D. or M.Phil.
Degree have been successfully done with the initiatives of the committees like
Research Advisory Committee, which is always a cheerful gathering to remember.
6. Problems Encountered and Resources required:
 Insufficient number of the clerical staff of the college normally
doubles the Principal’s affecting workload, affecting the meetingschedule of the committees. For smooth functioning of the
committees, sufficient number of administrative staff is required.
 Though the two units of NSS and the Environmental Cub are keen
enough to make the college campus clean and green, the progress is
slow due to shortage of equipments for cleaning and gardening.
 Even though there is co-ordination among the committees, smooth
running of the committees is sometimes hampered due to nonavailability of support system.
 Erratic power supply also hampers the smooth works of the
committees at different levels.
7. Notes:
 Members of the committees have been working sincerely. Even
then, we need to work harder and more dedicatedly to achieve the
goal set for the committees. At least one of the student
representatives may be included in all committees. so that both the
teachers and the students could work together more democratically,
cordially and with better understandings, while the student-leaders
also learn a lot about college administration. Because of the hardwork of the Admission Committee, intake of students belonging to
the SC, ST, and OBC has increased.
Contact Details
Name of the Principal
Name of the Institution
City
Pin Code
Accredited Status
Work Phone
Website
E-mail
Mobile
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:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh
Manipur College
Imphal
795008
B
Fax:
www.manipurcollege.net,
www.manipurcollege.com (old).
info@manipurcollege.com
0874584838
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BEST PRACTICES – 2
1. Title of the practice: Towards Green Campus for Healthy Environment.
2. The goal of the practice is
 To promote green environment
 To train students to become plant lovers and growers
 To promote the importance of plants in the maintenance of healthy
oxygen balance
 To promote the use of biodegradable substances in and around the
campus
 To encourage the practice of tree plantation
3. The context:
 The institution is highly conscious of its responsibility in issues related
with environment related matters
 Since only green plants capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
and release oxygen, the campus should be made a green zone through
concerned concerted efforts
 The debate on Global Warming, Climate Change, Ecological
degradation is common topic now a days. And the college cannot lag
behind in this sphere.
 Knowledge gained from awareness programs and seminars for keeping
our environment free from pollution, lead to healthy environment,
should be put into practical application by promoting green campus
4. The practice:
 Resource persons from Life-Science, Chemistry and Environmental
Studies are invited to deliver lectures on environmental issues.
 Some plants having medicinal values and ornamentals have been
planted in the campus as part of plant conservation practice of the
institute. More such plants should be planted.
 Care is taken to keep the campus free from pollutants and plastic
wastes.
 Dustbins are put in strategic locations for effective waste disposal.
 All the students are enrolled as members of the college Environmental
Club.
 Students are encouraged to keep classrooms and campus clean.
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 Social service camps are organised periodically under the banner of
NSS units and Environmental Club, ensuring cleaning works along the
roadside
5. Encouraging Trends/Evidence of Success:
 The campus is green and clean which stands as a proof of the collective
efforts of the staff and students of the college.
 Ornamental trees : Arancaria near the main Hall, the manicure jarol
trees (Lagestromia regiosa), the evergreen flowers of Teeoma and
bottle brush, the ornamental flowers in front of office block and college
garden are some of the encouraging trends or evidence of success in
the practice.
6. Problems Encountered and Resources Required:
 Limitation of space, shortage of equipments and unavailability of
saplings as and when required are also important constraints.
 Shortage of fund is another constraint for promoting green and clean
environment.
 Fund should be made available to the club, apart from the voluntary
contribution by teachers and students.
 Environmental Studies should be made compulsory paper.
7. Conclusion:
The general theme “Towards Green Campus Healthy Environment” and
working towards achieving this desired goal may be regarded as one of the best
practices in the college. It encourages students and teachers alike to prefer and
preserve rare plants in the campus.
Contact Details
Name of the Principal
Name of the Institution

:
:

Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh
Manipur College

City
Pin Code

:
:

Imphal
795008

Accredited Status
Work Phone

:
:

B
Fax:

Website

:

E-mail
Mobile

:
:

www.manipurcollege.net,
www.manipurcollege.com (old).
info@manipurcollege.com
0874584838
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E.

EVALUATIVE REPORT OF DEPARTMENT OF MANIPURI
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Manipuri

2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Courses Offered

: B.A. (Honours) and
B.A. (General) Courses

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and department involved: From First
semester upto Fourth Semester students offer two more subjects in addition to
Manipuri. Two Compulsory papers for both B.A. and B.Sc. Courses i.e.
Regional Development Studies (RDS) in Third semester and environmental
studies (ES) in Fourth Semester are interdisciplinary and inter-departmental in
nature.
5. Annual/ Semester/ Choice based credit (programme wise): Semester
programme: In B.A. (Honours) there are six semesters. Three Subjects are
offered including Manipuri along with a compulsory/ Common paper upto
Fourth semester. In Fifth and sixth semester there are three papers in Manipuri
in each semester. Thus there are total of 12 papers in Manipur B.A. honours.
For B.A. (General) there is one paper each in Manipuri from 1st semester to
sixth semester. Along with two papers in other subjects in each semester Thus
there are total of 8 papers in Manipuri in (B.A.) general course.
6. Participation of the Department in the course offered by the other
Departments: Students of the Department of Manipuri offer two more subjects
from other Department in addition to Manipuri department from 1st to 4th
semester in B.A. (Honours). In B.A. (General) two more subjects in addition to
Manipuri from 1st to sixth semester. Thus the student have to choose four
papers/subjects in B.A. (Honours) and six papers in B.A. (General) from those
offered by Department Geography, Economics, English, History, Education,
Mathematics, Manipuri and Philosophy.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign,
institutions etc: N.A.
8. Detail of courses/ programme discontinued (if any) with reason : Nil
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled: Posts are created and filled
up by Government of Manipur and Posted in the Department /Manipur
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College. The recruitment is at the level of Assistant Professor and they got
promoted through a process of evaluation, performance and interview by
Manipur Public Service Commission. At present there are 4 Associate
Professors in the Department.
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professor

Nil

Nil

Associate Professor

Nil

4

Assistant Professor

4

Nil

M.A.,
Th. Tilotama Devi
M. Phil.
M.A.,
K. Momon Devi
M. Phil.
Dr. Kh. Joychandra M.A.,
Singh
Ph.D.
M.A.,
Dr.N. Subhasini Devi M. Phil.
Ph. D.
M.A.
Dr. Kh. Sobita Devi Ph.D.
M.A.
Dr. P. Nolini Chanu
Ph.D.

No. of Ph.D.
Students guided
for the last
4 years.

No. of Years
Experience

Specialization

Designation

Qualification

Name

10. Faculty Profile:

Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor
Associate
Professor

Manipuri Folktale

33 yrs.

Nil

Modern Manipuri
Literature
Manipuri Short
Story
Manipuri
Linguistics

33 yrs.

Nil

32 yrs.

Nil

21 yrs.

Nil

Part Time
Lecturer
Part Time
Lecturer

Modern Manipuri
Literature
Old Manipuri
Literature

15 yrs.

Nil

15 yrs

Nil

11. List of Senior Visiting Faculty : Nil
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty: Nil
13. Students Teacher Ratio (programme Wise)
Name of Courses/ Programme

Students

Teacher

B.A (Honours)
1st and 2nd Semester
3rd and 4th Semester
5th and 6th Semester

159 (MIL), 32 (Elective Manipuri)
69
06

03
02

B.A. (General)

NIL

NIL
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14. Number of Academic Support staff (technical ) and Achievement Staff: Nil
15. Qualification of teaching faculty with D.Sc./D.Litt./Ph.D./M. Phil./PG:
Ph.D. – 4, M. Phil. – 2
16. Number of Faculty with ongoing projects from:
a. National: one minor project under UGC sponsorship.
b. International funding agencies and grants receive : Nil
17. Department projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR etc and grant
received: NA
18. Research center/ facility recognize by the university: Nil
19. Publication (a) Publication per faculty:
1. Number of paper published in peer
national/International) by faculty and students :

review

journals
Nil

2. Number of publication listed in International data base (for e.g. Web of
Science, Scopus, Humanities, International complete, Dare database –
International Social Sciences, directory, EBSCO host, etc:
Nil
3. Monograph :
Nil
4. Chapter in Books:
Nil
5. Books edited :
Nil
6. Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with detail of publishers:
Nil
7. Citation index:
Nil
20. Areas of consultancy and income generated (Consultancy services to
higher secondary school Teachers and students) : Nil
21. Faculty as members in
a. National Committees
: Nil
b. International Committees : Nil
c. Editorial Board
: Nil
22. Students projects
a. Percentage of Students who have done in – house projects including
inter department / Programme: Nil
b. Percentage of Students placed for project in organization outside the
institution i.e. in Research laboratories / Industry / other agencies: Nil.
23. Awards/ Recognition received by faculty and students: Nil
24. List of eminent academicians and scientist to the department : Nil
25. Seminars / conferences/ workshop organized and source of funding: Nil
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26. Students profile programme/ Course wise: The admission system in
centralized as students are given the freedom to choose from the eight subjects
in B.A. (Honours) and six papers/ Subjects in B.A. (General) from those
offered by departments of geography, Economics, English, History,
Mathematics, Manipuri and Philosophy.
Name of the course

Applications
received

Selected

Enrolled

Pass %

Male Female

B.A. (Honours)
1. 1st and 2nd Semester
a) B.A.
b) B. Sc.

63+ 32 (Ele. Man)
96

2. 3rd and 4th Semester
3. 5th and 6th Semester

69
06

B.A. (General)

NIL

NA

NA

NA

27. Diversity of students: Students come from all over the state and from all
major communities in Manipur: They include Meitei, Naga, Kuki-Chin,
Manipuri Muslims. There are OBC, SC, ST, Minorities in addition to General
categories. The ratio of boys and girls are almost equal though there are
variations from one semester to another.
Name of the
% of students
% of students
% of students
Course
from same state
from other states
from abroad
B.A. (Honours)
100%
NIL
NIL
B.A. (General)
NIL
NA
NA
28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examination such as NET, SLET, CATE, Civil Services etc. : 1 (One).
29. Students progression: The department/ college has only undergraduate course
and no PG, M. Phil or Ph. D. There is no campus selection.
Student Progression
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
Employed
• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self Employment

Against % enrolled
NA
NIL for campus Selection

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
•

Departmental Library: Department has a collection of books in Manipur:
At present there are 235 books in the Department library.

•

Internet Facilities: Nil
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31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
Universities, Government or other agencies: Nil
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lecture/ workshop/
Seminar) with external expert :
Nil
33. Teaching method adopted to improve student learning:
a) Lectures series, (b) Assignments, (c) Class test are conducted by the
respective faculty members.
34. Participation in Institutional Social: Responsibilities and Extension
Activities
•

World Environment Day Observance.

•

Environment awareness and cleanliness programmes.

•

National voting day observance.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and future plan:
 Strength
•

The department has a well qualified staff.
Of the six faculty members four are Ph.D. and two are M.Phil.

•

The department has a departmental library with a good collection of
books.

 Weakness
•

Only few prescribed books on linguistics are available. Reference
books on criticism (English medium) are also not easily available.

 Opportunity
•

Teaching-learning activities are effectively carried out, since all the
faculty members are well qualified.

 Challenges
•

Despite many disturbances due to law and order situation in the
state, the department is moving forward with the dedicated service
of the faculty members. With only six teachers, the department has
been trying to carry out the teaching-learning activities smoothly.

 Future plans
•

A coaching class in Manipuri language for those aspiring Civil
Service, may be opened in the department.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF ENGLISH DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: English

2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Name of Courses offered

: B.A. Honours and B.A. General course

4. Name of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: No courses as
such other than MIL, General English course/ when students have to opt either
of the two.
5. Annual/ Semester / choice based credit system (programme wise): Annual
and Semester System for U.G.
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the Department opted (i) Honourse aspiring students
two courses of other department. (ii) General students three course of other
Department.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: Nil.
8. Details of courses / programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Six
months Spoken English Course (Non-credit) suspended due to lack of proper
infrastructure)
9. Number of Teaching posts sanctioned and filled
Posts
Sanctioned
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Total sanctioned
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Filled
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10. Faculty Profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./ D. Litt./ Ph.D./ M. Phil. Etc.) Extra paper enclosed.
Name

Qualification

Designation

Specialization

No. of
No. of Ph.D
years of
students guided
experience for the last 4
years
34yrs
Nil

L. Mahendra Singh M.A.

Assoc. Prof.

Ch. Jamuna Devi
Dr. K.Ibemnungshi
Devi
P. Birchandra
Singh
Dr. S. Ratnabali
Devi
Th. Sangita Devi

M.A.
M.A., Ph.D.

Assoc. Prof.
Asst. Prof.

M.A.,M. Phil.

Asst. Prof.

Indian
Writing in
English
Philology
Modern
Criticism
Language

M.A. UGCNET, Ph. D.
M.A., M. Phil

Asst. Prof.

Language

5yrs

Language

15yrs

Gunabati Devi

M.A., M. Phil

Part-Time
Lecturer
Part-Time
Lecturer.

Common
wealth
literature

15yrs.

34yrs
13yrs.

Nil
Nil

14 yrs

Nil.

11. List of senior visiting faculty : Nil
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise ) by temporary faculty : Nil
13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): 84:1
Name of the Course/ Programme

Students

B.A. Honours
a) 1st & 2nd Semester
b) 3rd & 4th Semester
c) 5th & 6th Semester

129+138
59
15

Teacher
4
6
6

B.A. General
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff : Nil
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc. / D. Litt./ Ph.D./ M. Phil. /
PG. : Ph.D.= 2, M.Phil. = 3 and P.G.= 2
16. Number of faculty with ongoing project from
a) National : Not Yet
b) International funding agency/agencies and grants received: Not yet for
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17. Department projects funded by DST-FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received: Not yet
18. Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the University:
19. Publications per faculty :
1 (One)
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income Generated :

Nil

Nil

21. Faculty as members in
a) National committees:
Not Yet
b) International Committees :
Not Yet
c) Editorial Board. One faculty member is in the Editorial Board of
Manipur State Kala Akademi’s half yearly journal “Journal of Manipur
Literature and Culture”.
22. Student projects :

Not yet

23. Award/ Recognitions received by faculty and students:

Not yet

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ Visitors to the department:
Not yet
25. Seminars/ conferences / workshops organized and source of funding:
Not yet
26. Student profile programme / course wise
Name of the
Course / Programme

Applications
received

Selected

15

15

1 & 2 Semesters

367

367

235

132

3rd & 4th Semesters

59

59

33

26

15

15

4

11

B.A. (Eng. Hons.)
st

th

nd

th

5 & 6 Semesters

Enrolled
M

Pass %

F

*M=Male F = Female
27. Diversity of students: Students enrollment show that they are from
heterogeneous backgrounds, belonging to different caste, creed or religion
Majority of them is from Meitei community (both Gen. & OBC). Tribals from
different communities and other minorities are also enrolled. All the students
are from the state of Manipur only.
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28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defense Services
etc.?:
Not available
29. Students progression:
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to Ph. D.

NA

Ph. D. To Post - Doctoral
Employed
•

Campus Selection

•

Other than Campus recruitment

Nil for campus Selection

Entrepreneurship/ Self Employment
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
•

Department Library 112 books

•

Classrooms with ICT facility

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
Universities, Government or other agencies: Students of SC, ST,OBC &
Minority are given financial assistance under different government schemes.
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lecture/ workshop/
Seminar) with external expert :
a) Non - credit Spoken English Course started form 2007 till 2011, at
present discontinued due to non completion of proper infrastructural
facilities.
b) Students participation inter-college/ inter-university cultural literary
Games & sports programme / Tournament.
33. Teaching method adopted to improve student learning
a) Unit test (b) Peer interaction and (c) Debate competition (annual
programme)
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibilities and Extension
Activities
•

One faculty member as programme officer of NSS- Unit-I.

•

Observance of National Voting Day every year.

•

Environment awareness and cleanliness programmes.
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35. SWOC analysis of the department and future plan:
 Strengths :
•

The department has a departmental library, and it is beneficial to the
faculty member, though it needs to be standardised.

•

Faculty members regularly go for refresher couses and summer courses
etc. and this practice increases their proficiency not only in their
specialized fields but also in regard to the general trend of
contemporary literature, thereby contributing to the teaching learning
activities.

•

Co-ordination among the teachers and cordial relationship between the
teachers and the students accelerate teaching learning process.

•

One of the teachers is a B-grade talker in the weekly English Talk
Programme of the All India Radio, Imphal.

 Opportunities:
•

With the initiatives of the department, Spoken English Courses was
conducted from 2007 to 2011 which may be resumed shortly as soon as
the language laboratory at present under construction is ready for use.

 Weakness:
•

The department is under- staffed, making it difficult to finish syllabus
on time.

•

The Department library is yet to be developed.

•

The overall infrastructural facilities such as classrooms and other
furniture are not only poor but also insufficient, while audio visual aids
for teaching-learning of poetry drama and phonetics are not available.

 Challenges:
•

Initiatives to be taken by the teachers of English to inculcate moral
values and impart social responsibilities to the students in general
through the medium of literature is one of the biggest challenges.

•

In spite of under staff, faculty members managed to complete syllabus
during the stipulated time.

•

Though frequent power cut hampered teaching-learning activities to a
large extent, the department has managed to go forward.
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 Future plan:
•

Continuance of Spoken English Course after the completion of the
ongoing construction of the Language Laboratory.

•

Conversion of Spoken English Course into a Six-months Certificate
Course

•

Organisation of state /national seminar on literature, language and
cultural studies.

•

Minor/major projects for the faculty member.

•

Publication of research-oriented paper at least by two of the faculty
members during the next academic session 2013-2014

•

Project for the students.

•

Photographs of eminent writers (American, British, Indian and
Common wealth) to adorn the office rooms of the department.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Economics

2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: B.A/B.Sc. General and
Honours

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: From 1st
semester up to 4th semester students offer two more subjects in addition to
Economics.
Two compulsory courses for both BA & B.Sc. courses i.e. Regional
Development studies in iii. Semester& Environmental studies in iv. Semesters
are interdisciplinary & interdepartmental in nature.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): In BA
Hons., there are 6 semesters. Three subjects are offered including Economics
along with a compulsory common paper up to 4th semester. From 5th semester
there are three papers in economics in each semester. Thus, there are total of
ten papers in Economics in BA. Hons. For BA (General) one paper each in
Economics from 1st semester up to 5th semester along with two papers in other
subjects in each semester. Thus, there are total of six papers in Economics, in
BA (General) course.
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students from the department offered two more subjects by
other departments in addition to Economics Dept. from 1st semester to 4th
semester in BA (Hons). In BA (General) two more subjects in addition to
Economics Dept. from 1st semester to 6th semester.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: Nil
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Posts are created and filled up by Govt. of Manipur and posted in the
dept./Manipur College. The recruitment is at the level of Assistant Professor
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and then got promoted through a process of evaluation, performance and
interview by Manipur Public Service Commission. As such at present there is
no post of professor at college level in Manipur.
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

NIL

NA

Associate Professors

NA

NIL

4

3

Asst. Professors
10. Faculty Profile:
Name
Th.Premita Devi

Qualification
MA, M.Phil

N. Bimorani Devi

MA, M.Phil

Dr. A. Devidas
Sharma

Dr. Kh.Ibemhal Devi

B.A. (Hons.)
M.A. (BHU)
UGC-NET
Ph. D
Ph. D.

L. Gojendro Singh

MA, M Phil

Designation
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor
Assistant
Professor

Part Time
Lecturer
Part Time
Lecturer

Specialization
Agricultural
Economics
Agricultural
Economics
Public
Economics,
Environmental
Economics
Public Finance

Experience
12 years

Development
Economics

15years

15 years
12years

15years

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NA
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T): 30%
Year

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

%

-

-

-

-

-

13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): 20:1
Course

Student

Teacher

BA (Honors)
First and second semester

51:5

1

Third and fourth semester

35:5

1

Fifth and sixth semester

12:5

1

BA (General)

NIL

NIL
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14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: Nil
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG:
Ph. D. –2, M. Phil.-3
16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received: One Miner Research Project, UGCNERO Guwahati have been completed on 2011 by Dr. A. Devidas Sharma,
Asst. Professor.
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received :

NIL

18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University:

NIL

19. Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
b) Number of papers published in peer review journals (national/international)
by faculty and students
c) Number of publications listed in International Database
(For Eg: Web of Science, Scopus, And Humanities International
Complete, Dare database-International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host.etc.)
d) Monographs
e) Chapter in Books
f) Books Edited
g) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
h) Citation Index
i)

SNIP

j)

SJR

k) Impact factor
l)

h-index
•

Publications :-

•

National : One
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20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: NIL
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

NIL

International

NIL

Editorial Boards

NIL

22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside
the institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other
agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NA
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: Nil
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding:
(a) National (b) International
Two days National Seminar on “Present conditions of political economy of
the states in
North East India” in collaboration with Department of
Economics, Manipur University, and Imphal was organized jointly by
Departments of Political Science and Economics, Manipur College on 2nd
and 3rd March, 2012.
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise
Name of
course/programme

Applications Selected
received

B.A. (Economic Hons.) –
First & Second Semester

51

Third & Fourth Semester

35

Fifth & Sixth Semester

12
NIL
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Enrolled
M

F

Pass
%

NA

NA

NA
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27. Diversity of Students: Students came from all over the state and from all the
major communities in Manipur. They include Meitei, Naga, Kuki-chin,
Manipuri Muslims (Meitei Pangal). There are OBC, SC, ST, and Minorities in
addition to General categories. The ratio of boys and girls are almost equal
though there are variations from one semester to another.
Name of the
Course

Students from the
same States

Students from
other states

Students from
other countries

B.A. (Honours)

100%

NIL

NIL

B.A. (General)

NIL

NA

NA

28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NIL
29. Student Progression:
Student Progression
UG to PG

Against % enrolled
14% in 2012

PG to MPhil

NA

• Employed

NIL
NIL
NIL

• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus Recruitment
• Entrepreneurship/ Self-employed

NIL
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
•

Library – Yes, Department has a collection of books in Economics
and related subjects in Social Sciences. At present there are (80)
books in Dept. Library.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies: Scholarship of various schemes under SC, ST,
OBC and Minority are provided to the students of the Dept.
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminars) with external experts: NIL
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: (1) Lecture Series
(2) Seminars (3) Assignments (4) Group Discussion (5) Class tests are
conducted by the respective faculty members.
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34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities:
•

World environmental day observance.

•

Environment Awareness Programme Cleanness Programme
National Voting Day observance.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
• Department Library, qualified faculty strong Teacher student ratio.
 Weakness
•

Inadequate Power supply

•

Students drop outs.

 Opportunities
•

Internet, library facilities

 Challenges
•

Weak English proficiency of students.

•

Weak theoretical foundation & understanding of Economics.

•

Weak theoretical foundation & understanding of Mathematics among
students

 Future Plans
•

To work for the opening a post graduate in Department of Economics
in future.

•

To conduct a National Seminar in collaboration with Department of
Economics, Manipur University in 2014.

•

To start a centre for women studies in near future.

•

To organize workshops on understanding the economic problems in
Manipur in near future.

•

To start collaborative work with Department of Economics M.U. or
any other colleges and Departments.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF EDUCATION DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

The Self-evaluation of every department may be provided separately in
about 3-4 pages, avoiding the repetition of the data.
1. Name of the Department

: Education

2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Name of Courses offered

: B.A. Honours and B.A. General course

4. Name of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: Students
offered two encore subjects as optional in addition to Education in the 1st and
2nd year (i.e. 1st semester upto 4th Semester). In the sixth semester compulsory
paper – Practical and project work in Educational psychology and Statistics.
On extra paper enclosed common to Arts Stream.
5. Annual/ Semester / choice based credit system (programme wise): Semester
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments:
NIL
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions, etc.: NA
8. Details of courses / programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil
9. Number of Teaching posts
Posts
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
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Sanctioned

Filled

NIL
NA
4

NA
Two
One
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A. Rebecca Devi

M.A.

Assoc. Prof.

S. Banamali Devi

M.A.
M.Phil
M.A.

Assoc. Prof.

M.A.
M. Phil.

P/T Lecturer

M. Sujata Devi
A. Marjit Singh

Asst. Prof.

School
organization
Statistics in
Education
Adult
Education.
History of
Education

No. of Ph.D
students
guided for the
last 4 years

No. of years of
experience

Specialization

Designation

Qualification

Name

10. Faculty Profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,
(D.Sc./ D. Litt./ Ph.D./ M. Phil. Etc.) Extra paper enclosed.

32yrs

Nil

27yrs

Nil

17yrs.

Nil

15yrs.

Nil.

11. List of senior visiting faculty : NA
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical
(programme wise ) by temporary faculty : NA

classes

handled

13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): 68:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff : Nil
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc. / D. Litt./ Ph.D./ M. Phil. /
PG:
One (M. Phil.)
16. Number of faculty with ongoing project from
a) National :
b) International funding agencies and grants received: One minor
project under U.G.C.
17. Department projects funded by DST-FIST, UGC, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
total grants received: One minor Research Project funded by UGC (NERO)
for M. Sujata Devi, Amount Received - Rs. 45000/18. Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the University:
19. Publications per faculty : Nil
i)
Number of paper published reviewed
international) by faculty and students: Nil
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ii)

Number of publications listed in International Database (For E.g.
Web of Science, Scopus, Humanities International Complete, Dare
Database- International Social Sciences Directory, EBSCO host,
etc.

iii)
iv)

Monographs
Chapter in Books

v)
vi)

Book edited
:
Books with ISBN /ISSN with detail of Publishers :

vii)
viii)

Citation Index
SNIP

ix)
x)

SJR
Impact factor

:

xi)
h-index
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income Generated :Nil
21. Faculty as members in a) National committees: Smt. S. Banamali Devi is
life member of Education Society NEHU.
(b) International Committees (c) Editorial Board. One life member Education
society NEHU:
22.

22. Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in house projects including
international / programme :
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories / Industry other agencies:
23. Award/ Recognitions received by faculty and students:
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ Visitors to the department:
25. Seminars/ conferences / workshops organized and source of funding.
a) National
b) International
26. Student profile programme / course wise
Name of the
Course / Programme
B.Sc. Honours
1st & 2nd Semester
3rd & 4th Semester
5th & 6th Semester

Applications
received

B.A General

-

Selected

Enrolled
M
F

127
131
12

58
66
4

-

-

Pass percentage

69
65
8

*M=Male F = Female
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27. Diversity of students.
Name of the
Course

% of students from
the same state

% of students
from other states

% of students
from abroad

B.A. Honours

100%

Nil

Nil

B.A. General

Nil

NA

NA

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defense Services
etc.:
29. Students progression:
Student Progression
UG to PG
PG to M. Phil
PG to Ph. D.
Ph. D. To Post - Doctoral
Employed
• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self Employment

Against % enrolled

NA
NIL for campus Selection

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
•

Departmental Library: 81

•

Internet Facilities for staffs & Students: Yes (Centralised College facility)

•

Classrooms with ICT facility:

•

Laboratories : Practical laboratory room.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
Universities, Government or other agencies: Facilities provided – SC, ST.
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lecture/ workshop/
Seminar) with external expert : Faculty members and students participated in
the seminars 2 workshops oganised by the college 2 other college/ Manipur
University
33. Teaching method adopted to improved student learning
a) Lectures series, (b) Demonstration and (c) Class test & interaction
with the students expert mental seminar.
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34. Participation in Institutional Social; Responsibilities and Extension
Activities
•

NSS Services

•

NCC

•

Environmental awareness camp & blood donation programme.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and future plan:
 Department library:
•

There is cordial relationship between the teachers and students.

 Weakness :
•

Lack of required faculty member 2 lab- attendance

•

Storage of electricity for functioning regular practical classes (for
using electrical instruments)

 Opportunity :
•

Expansion of renewal classes and other tutorial class.

 Challenges :
•

Lack English proficiency, lack of attendance by the student
(sometimes).

 Future plans:
•

To open B.Ed. course in future

•

To conduct seminar/ workshop in future.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF HISTORY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: History

2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: UG

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: From First
semester upto Fourth Semester students offer two more subjects in addition to
History. Two compulsory courses for B.A. & B.Sc. course i.e. Regional
Development studies (RDS) in Third semester and Environmental studies (ES)
in Fourth semester are interdisciplinary and inter-departmental in nature.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): UG
(Semester System). In B.A. Honours there are 6th semesters. From 5th & 6th
semesters there are three papers each. There are total of 6th papers in History in
B.A. (General) course.
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Participation of students in open courses offered by various
departments like, Economics, Political science, English.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NIL
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

-

-

Associate Professors

-

-

Asst. Professors

4

4

Adhoc-faculty/Part time

2

2
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10. Faculty Profile with name, qualification, designation, specialization,

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

Designation

Dr. L. Haokholet

M.A.
Ph.D.

Asst.
Professor

Modern
Indian Histoy

25

Nil

Dr. Sheikhohao
Kipgen

M.A.
NET,
Ph.D.

Asst.
Professor

Modern
Indian History

10

Applied for
approved
guideship in
Manipur

Name

Qualification

Specialization

No. of years of
Experience

(D.Sc./D.Lill./Ph.D./ M. Phil.. etc.)

University
Smt. Sarda
Yumnam

M.A.,
NET

Asst.
Professor

Ancient
Indian History

10

Nil

Smt. Purnima
Haorangbam

M.A.

Asst.
Professor

Archaeology

17

Nil

Shri. S. Ranjan
Singh

M.A.
M.Phil

Part-Time
Lecturer

Modern
Indian History

15

Nil

Smt. M.
Sanatombi Devi

M.A.,
M.Phil

Part-Time
Lecturer

Modern
Indian History

15

Nil

11. List of senior visiting faculty: a) Prof. GP Singh from MU (Rtd.) & (b)
Prof. KK Das from dept of Hist. MU (Still serving)

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T): (in %)
Year

2007-08

2008-09

2009-10

2011-12

%

50%

50%

40%

50%

13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): UG- 30:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: Nil
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15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG: Ph. D. –
2, M. Phil.-2 (both of whom are Part-time lecturers / Guest faculty), Number
of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International Funding
agencies and grants received: 1 (completed) funded by UGC.
16. Number of faculty with on-going Projects from a) National (b)
International funding agencies and grants received : NIL
17. Department project funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received:
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: NIL
19. Publications:
a) Publication per
b) Number of papers published in peer review journals
(national/international) by faculty and students
c) Number of publications listed in International Database
(For Eg: Web of Science, Scopus, And Humanities International
Complete, Dare database-International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host.etc.) NIL
d) Monographs
e) Chapter in Books
f) Books Edited
g) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
h) Citation Index
i) SNIP
j) SJR
k) Impact factor
l) h-index
Faculty
Dr. L. Haokholet
Dr Sheikhohao Kipgen

a

bl

c

d

e

f

g

2

2

3

h

i

j

2

Mrs. Sarda Yumnam
Mrs. Purnima
Haorangbam
S. Ranjan
M. Sanatombi Devi
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k

l

20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: Consultancy services is being
extended to school teachers and students.
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees
c) Editorial Boards:
Nil
22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme:
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies:
Nil
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department:
Dignitary

Status

Dr C.J. Thomas

Director, ICSSR NERC

Prof G.P. Singh

Prof. Emeritus Rtd. Prof. from Manipur University

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding:
a) National : Two national level seminar have been organized collectively
with the involvement of faculty members from other departments /
disciplines of the college .
b) International: Nil
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise
Name of the
Course/programme

Applications
received

Selected

Enrolled
*M
*F

Pass
percentage

(refer question no. 4)
UG
B.A.
2007-08
15
st
nd rd
1 , 2 3 yr & Hon
B.A.
2008-09
20
1st, 2nd3rdyr & Hon
B.A.
2009-10
35
1st, 2nd3rdyr & Hon
B.A.
2010-11
27
1st sem, 2nd sem,
B.A. 3rd yr
B.A.
2011-12
66
1st sem, 2nd sem,
3rd &4th sem
*M=Male *F=Female
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UG
15

PG

UG
15

PG
80%

20

20

80%

35

35

75%

27

27

75%

66

66

80%
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27. Diversity of Students: 100%
28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence Services
etc.:
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

JRF

SET/NET JRF SET/NET JRF SET/NET JRF SET/NET JRF SET/NET

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

29. Student Progression:
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

NIL

PG to M.Phil

NIL

PG TO Ph. D.
Ph. D. To Post- Doctoral
Employed

NIL

• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus
Recruitment
Entrepreneurship / Self- employment
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
Details of Infrastructural facilities
a) Departmental Library
: 50 books
b) Internet facilities for Staff & Students: we have the college network
resource centre
c) Class rooms with ICT facility
d) Laboratories

: Nil
: not required

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies
:
Period
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012

College
-
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University
-

Govt. & other agencies
15
20
35
27
66
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32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures / workshops /
seminar) with external experts: From time to time seminar of national, state
and regional level is being organized and successfully held. Professional and
experts from different fields are also invited to talk.
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning
- Lecture series
- Seminars
- Assignments Group discussion
- Remedial courses
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities
- Taking Part in all the extension activities organized by the College.
35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
•

Department Library

•

Talented, sincere and dedicated teaching faculty

•

Unity and co-operation among the students

•

Industrious sports students

 Weakness
•

Insufficient permanent teachers; out of 6, 2 are part-timers

•

Students drop-out and change of subjects

 Opportunities
•

Expansion of tutorial hours

•

To bring awareness to the parents of the students about the
importance of History

 Challenges
•

Insufficient regular staff and departmental infrastructure

•

Weakness of students in English proficiency

 Future Plans
•

To produce more degree students for further or higher academic
level/courses

•

Holding of Workshops/Seminars/Consultation programmes on Look
East Policy, Women Empowerment etc for further enrichment of
students
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL
1. Name of the Department

: Political Science

2. Year of the Establishment

: 1958

3. Names of the Courses Offered

: B.A.(Honours) and
B.A.(General ) Courses

4. Names of the Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: From
First Semester upto Fourth Semester students offer two more subjects in
addition to Political Science. Two compulsory papers for both B.A. course i.e.
Regional Development Studies (RDS) in Third Semester and Environmental
Studies (ES) in Fourth Semester are interdisciplinary and inter-departmental in
nature.
5. Annual/Semester/Choice based credit (programme wise): Semester
Programme : In B.A. (Honours) there are six semesters. Three subjects are
offered including Political Science along with a compulsory/common paper
upto Fourth Semester. From Fifth Semester upto Sixth Semester there are three
papers in Political Science in each semester. Thus there are total of ten papers
in Political Science in B.A.(Honours).
For B.A.(General) there is one paper each in Political Science from First
Semester upto Sixth Semester along with two papers in other subjects in each
semester . Thus there are total of six papers in Political Science in
B.A.(General) Course.
6. Participation of the department in the course offered by the other
departments: Students of the Department of Political Science offer two more
subjects from other departments in addition to Political Science Department
from First Semester to Fourth Semester in B.A.(Honours). In B.A.(General)
two more subjects in addition to Political Science from First Semester to Sixth
Semester. Thus the students have to choose four papers/subjects in
B.A.(Honours) and six papers/subjects in B.A.(General) from those offered by
Departments of Geography, Economics, English, History, Education,
Mathematics, Manipuri and Philosophy.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign,
institutions etc : NA
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8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled: Posts are created and filled
up by Government of Manipur and posted in the Department/Manipur College.
The recruitment is at the level of Assistant Professor and then got promoted
through a process of evaluation, performance and interview by Manipur Public
Service Commission. As such at present there is no post of Professor at College
level in Manipur.
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professor

NIL

NA

Associate Professor

NA

Four

Assistant Professor

NA

One

S.
Sobita M.A.
Devi

Associate Indian
Professor Government
and Politics
Dr. S.
M.A. Ph.D. Associate International
Sanatomba
Professor Politics and
Singh
Political
Thought
S.Benjamin M.A. M.Phil Associate Socialist
Nattar
B.Ed
Professor Thought
Dr. Th. Arke M.A. Ph.D. Associate Public
Singh
Professor Administration
Dr. N.
M.A. Ph.D. Assistant Indian
Somorendro
Professor Government
Singh
Politics
&
North
East
Dr. E.Girani M.A. Ph.D. Part Time Western
Singh
Lecturer Political
Thought
Dr. G.
M.A. Ph.D. Part Time Gandhian
Anulata Devi
Lecturer Thought

No. of Ph.D.
Students
guided for the
last 4 years

No. of Years of
Experience

Specialization

Designation

Qualification

Name

10. Faculty Profile

28 Years

Nil

25 Years

Nil

22 Years

Nil

22 Years

Nil

4 Years

Nil

16 Years

Nil

15 years

Nil

11. List of senior visiting faculty : NA
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12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty:
13. Student Teacher Ratio(programme wise):
Name of the Course/programme

Student

Teacher

B.A.(Honours)
First and Second Semester
Third and Fourth Semester
Fifth and Sixth Semester

148
115
6

1
1
1

B.A.(General)

NIL

NA

14. Number of academic support staff(technical) and administrative staff: NIL
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG: Five
with Ph.D., One with M.Phil and One with M.A.
16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from :
(a) National (UGC and DST) and grants received: One minor project under
UGC-NERO, Guwahati sponsorship going on in the current financial year
2012-2013
( b) International funding agencies and grants received : NIL
17. Department projects funded by DST-FIST;DBT, ICSSR, etc and grants
received : Three Minor Projects under UGC-NERO, Guwahati sponsorship
have been completed in the last three years by three faculty members of the
Department. One minor project under UGC-NERO, Guwahati sponsorship is
going on by one faculty member in the current financial year 2012-2013.
18. Research Centre /Facility recognized by the University : NIL
19. Publications (a) Publication per faculty :
(1) Number of papers published in peer reviewed journals
(2) National
: One
(3) Chapter in Books
: Four
(4) Books Edited
: One
(5) books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers: NIL
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20. Areas of Consultancy and Income Generated(Consultancy services to
Higher Secondary School teachers and students : NIL
21. Faculty as members in
(a) National Committees

: S. Sobita Devi, Head Political Science
Department, Member, Board of Studies
Social Sciences, Manipur University, Imphal
during 2006-2009
(b) International Committees : NA
(c) Editorial Boards
: NA

22. Student projects (a) Percentage of students who have done in–house
projects including inter-department/programme : NIL
(b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution e.i. in Research laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL
23. Awards /Recognitions received by faculty and students : NA
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department
Dignitary
Status
1. Prof. Balveer Arora
Former Reactor, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi
2. Prof M.Horam
Former Dean of Social Sciences,
Manipur University, Imphal
3. Prof. Ksh. Bimola Devi
Former Dean of Social Sciences,
Manipur University, Imphal
4. Dr. Indrakumar
President,
Manipur
Political
Science
Association
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organized and source of funding:
(1)Two Day National Seminar on “Present Conditions of Political Economy of
the States in North East India” in collaboration with Department of Economics,
Manipur University, Imphal was organized jointly by Departments of Political
Science and Economics, Manipur College on 2 and 3 March, 2012.
The Two Day National Seminar was sponsored by University Grants
Commission, North Eastern Region(UGC-NERO), Guwahati. About one half
of the total expenditure was contributed by College and delegate fees.
(2) Two Days State Level Seminar on “Women Empowerment and
Development with Special Reference to Manipur” on 20-21 March 2009.
Sponsored by Indian Council of Social Science Research –North Eastern
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Regional Centre, Shillong and Directorate of University and Higher Education,
Government of Manipur.
26. Student profile programme/course wise:
The admission system is
centralized as students are given the freedom to choose from the eights subjects
in B.A.(Honours) and six papers/subjects in B.A.(General) from those offered
by Departments of Geography, Economics, English, History, Education,
Mathematics, Manipuri and Philosophy.
Name of the
Course/programme

Applications
Received

B.A.(Honours)
1.First and Second
Semester
2.Third and Fourth
Semester
3. Fifth and Sixth
Semester
B.A.(General)

NIL

Selected Enrolled
Male Female

148

82

66

115

67

48

6

6

-

NA

NA

Pass
Percentage

NA

27. Diversity of students: Students come from all over the state and from all the
major communities in Manipur: They include Meitei, Naga, Kuki-Chin,
Manipuri Muslims(Meitei Pangal). There are OBC, SC,ST, Minorities in
addition to General categories. The ratio of boys and girls are almost equal
though there are variations from one semester to another.
Name of the
Course

% of students
from
the same State

% of students
from
the other States

% of students
from
Abroad

B.A.(Honours)

100%

NIL

NIL

B.A.(General)

NIL

NA

NA

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examination such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defense services
etc: NIL
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29. Student progression: The Department/College has only undergraduate course
and no PG, M.Phil or PhD. There is no campus selection.

•
•

Student progression
UG to PG
PG to M.Phil
Employed
Campus Selection
Other than campus recruitment
Entrepreneurship/Selfemployment

Against % enrolled
NA
Nil for campus selection

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
•

Departmental Library: Department has a collection of books in Political
Science and related subjects in social sciences. At present there are 86 (eighty
six) books in the Department Library. Department also subscribes one journal,
Indian Journal of Political Science for a period of three years since 2012.

•

Internet facility : Department has the internet facility as a part of the
centralized college internet facility

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies : Scholarship of various schemes under SC,
ST, OBC and Minority are provided to the students of the Department.
32. Details on student enrichment programme (special lectures
/worships/seminar) with external experts Regional Seminars, Invited talks
in relation to various National and International Days, Quiz and Essay
competitions Archeological Sites visit : (1) Two Day National Seminar on
“Present Conditions of Political Economy of the States in North East India” in
collaboration with Department of Economics, Manipur University, Imphal was
organized jointly by Departments of Political Science and Economics, Manipur
College on 2nd and 3rd March, 2012.
(2) Department hosted One Symposium of Present Status of Political Science
in Manipur organized by Manipur Political Association on 4th August 2012
(3) In both the two day national seminar and one day symposium the faculty
members and the students of the Department of Political Science actively
participated in organizing these academic activities and involved in the
discussion process.
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning (1) Lecture Series
(2) Seminars (3) Assignmnets (4) Projectwork (5) Group Discussion OHP,
LC etc Lerner centered methodology followed with stress on ICT : Class
tests are conducted by the respective faculty members.
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34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility(ISR) and Extension
activities
•

World Environment Day Observance

•

Environment Awareness Programme and cleanness programmes

•

National Voting Day Observance

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future plans
 Strengths
•

Department Library : The Department has good collection
of books on Political Science and related social science which
students and faculty members use in their study, teaching and
learning activities.

•

Well trained and dedicated teachers who are involved in the
teaching and research activities

•

Unity and cooperation among the students as well as among
students and faculty members

 Weakness
•

Students drop outs

 Opportunities
•

Expansion of tutorial

•

Awareness classes to the parents of school students about the
scope and importance of Politics and Political Science.

 Challenges
•

Students lack of English proficiency

•

Special attention for sports students and concessions in
internal examinations

 Future Plans
•

To work for the opening a Post Graduate in Department of
Political Science in future

•

To conduct a National Seminar in collaboration with
Department of Political Science, Manipur University in 2014

•

To start a Centre for Women Studies in near future

•

To organize Workshops on understanding political and
political conflicts in Manipur in near future
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Philosophy

2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: B.A. (General) & B.A.
(Honours) Courses

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved : : In
addition to
philosophy, students from First semester up to fourth semester
offer two more subjects like (Political Science and History).Regional
Development Studies(RDS) in Third Semester and Environmental Studies(ES)
in Fourth Semester are interdisplinary and inter-departmental in nature.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): There are
six semesters in B.A philosophy honours. Three subjects are offered including
Philosophy along with a compulsory/common paper up to Fourth semester.
From Fifth Semester up to Sixth semester there are three papers in each
semester. Thus there are total of ten papers in Philosophy in B.A.(Honours).
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments : Students of the Department of Philosophy offer two more
subjects from other departments in addition to the Department of Philosophy
from First Semester to Fourth semester in B.A.(Honours).In B.A (General) two
more subjects in addition to Philosophy from First Semester to Sixth Semester.
Thus, the students have to choose four papers/subjects in B.A(Honours) and six
papers/subjects in B.A(general) from those offered by Departments of History,
geography and Education.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled: Post are created and filled
up by the Government of Manipur and posted in the Department/Manipur
College. The recruitment is at the level of Assistant Professor and then got
promoted through a process of evaluation, performance and interview by
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Manipur Public Service Commission. As such at present there is no post of
Professor at College level in Manipur.
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

NIL

NA

4

2

Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors

NA

Kh. Memcha
Devi

M.A.
M.Phil

Associate
Professor

Plato

28 years

Nil

Y. Yaima
Singh

M.A.
M.Phil

Part-Time
Lecturer

Social and
political
Philosophy

18years

Nil

years

Nil

for the last 4

31 years

No. of Ph.D.

No. of years of

Psychology

Experience

Specialization

Associate
Professor

Qualification

Dr. L. Deben M.A.
Singh
Ph.D.

Name

Designation

Students guided

10. Faculty Profile:

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T): NIL
13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): 3:1
Name of the Course/programme

Student

Teacher

B.A(Honours)
First and Second Semester(including practical class)
Third and Fourth Semester(including practical class)
Fifth and Sixth Semester (including practical class)

6
1
2

All
All
All

B.A(General)

NIL

NIL

14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: Nil
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG: Ph.D.-1,
& M. Phil. – 2.
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16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from :
(a) National (UGC and DST) and grants received : NIL
(b) International funding agencies and grants received : NIL
17. Department project funded by DST-FIST;DBT,ICSSR etc and grants
received : NIL
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: NIL
19. Publications (a) Publication per faculty: NIL
1) Number of papers published in peer review journals
2) National
:NIL
3) Chapter in Books
:NIL
4) Books edited
: NIL
5) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers.: NIL
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: NIL
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

Nil

International

Nil

Editorial Boards

Nil

22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
ii) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside
the institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other
agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NA
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department:
1). Prof. L. Dorendro Singh, M.U.
2). Bhagat Oinam, Associate Professor, JNU
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding: NIL
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise: The admission system is
centralized as students are given in freedom to choose from the four subjects in
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B.A (Honours) and six papers/subjects in B.Sc. (General) from those offered
by Departments Political Science, History, Education and Manipuri.
Name
of
course/programme
B.A(Honours)
st

the Applications
Received

Selected

7

6

4

4

NIL

NIL

NIL

NA

Enrolled
M
F

Pass
%

NA

NA

nd

1 and 2 semester
3rd and 4th semester
5

th

th

and 6 semester

B.A

27. Diversity of Students: Students come from all over the state and from all the
major communities in Manipur. They include Meitei, Naga, Kuki-Chin,
Manipuri Muslims (Meitei Pangal). There are OBC, SC, ST, Minorities in
addition to general categories. The ratio of boys and girls are almost equal
though there are variations from one semester to another
Name of the % of students from
Course
the state

% of students from
other states

% of students
from Abroad

B.A.(Honours) 100%

NIL

NIL

B.A(General)

NA

NA

Nil

28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NIL
29. Student Progression:
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG
PG to MPhil
Employed

NA
Nil for campus selection

• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus Recruitment
Entrepreneurship/ Self-employment
30 Details of Infrastructural facilities
Department library: Department has a collection of books in Philosophy
and related branches. At present there are 86 (eighty six) books in the Department
Library. Department also subscribes one journal, Indian journal of philosophy for a
period of three years since 2012
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Internet facility : Department has the internet facility as a part of the
centralized college internet facility
31. Number of students receiving assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies : Scholarship of various schemes under Sc,
ST, OBC and Minority are provided to the students of the Department
32.

Details on student enrichment programme (special lectures/ worships/
seminar) with external experts Regional seminars, Invited talks in
relation to various National and International Days, Quiz and Essay
competitions Archeeological Sites visit: NIL

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning(1) lecture Series
(2) Seminars (3) Assignments (4) Project work (5) Group discussion OHP,
LC etc Lerner centered methodology followed with series on ICT: Class
tests are conducted by the respective faculty members.
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibilty (ISR) and Extension
Activities
World Environment Day Observance
Environment Awareness Programme and cleaness programmes
National Voting Day Observance.
35. SWOC analyss of the department and Future plans
 Strength
•

Department Library : The department has good collection of
books on Philosophy and related branches which students and
faculty members use in their study, teaching and learning
activities.

•

Well trained and dedicated teachers who are involved in the
teaching and research activities Unity and cooperation among the
students as well as among the students and faculty members

 Weakness
•

Student drop outs

 Opportunities
•

Expansion of tutorial:
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 Challenges
•

Students lacking in English proficiency: Special attention for
sports students and concessions to them in internal examinations

 Future plans
•

To conduct a National Seminar in Collaboration with Department
of Philosophy, Manipur University in 2013.

•

To start a Centre for women studies in near future to organize
Workshops on understanding Indian philosophy in Manipur in
near future.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF BIOCHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE IMPHAL
1. Name of the Department

: Biochemistry

2. Year of Establishment

: 2009

3. Name of Courses offered

: B.Sc. Honours and
B.Sc. General course

4. Name of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: Two other
subjects in unchangeable combination i.e. Chemistry, Botany or Zoology are
offered from 1st – 4th semesters. Moreover, Regional Development studies and
Environmental studies are compulsory papers of 3rd and 4th semesters
respectively.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Semester
Systems.
B. Sc. Honours
i)
1st to 4th Semesters: Semester system Biochemistry, Chemistry,
Botany or Zoology in each semester in unchangeable combination.
ii)
5th to 6th Semesters: Three papers of Biochemistry including one
paper of practical in each semester. Thus there are 10 papers for
Biochemistry Honours.
B.Sc. General
i)
1st to 6th Semesters: Biochemistry, Chemistry, Botany or Zoology in
unchangeable combination in each semester. So there are six papers
of Biochemistry for General course.
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments : Semesters System
B.Sc. Honours
1) 1st to 4th semesters: Four papers for each of the subjects Chemistry,
Botany or Zoology (unchangeable), one paper being for one
semester
B.Sc. General
2) 1st to 6th semesters: Six papers for each of the subjects Chemistry,
Botany of Zoology (Unchangeable), one paper being for one
semester.
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7. Course in collaboration with other Universities, Industries, Foreign,
Institutions etc. : NA
8. Details of courses / programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: Nil
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professor

NIL

NA

Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

NA
NA

One
Three

Dr. S. Giri Singh

M.Sc,
Ph. D.

Associate
Professor

NA

25

3

Khamba M.Sc,

Assistant

NA

12

-

Singh

Ph. D.

Professor

Dr. Somita Oinam

M.Sc,
Ph. D.

Assistant
Professor

NA

7

Nil

M. Anandi Devi

M.Sc,
NET

Assistant
Professor

NA

4

Nil

Dr.

K.

last 4 years

guided for the

Ph.D students

No. of

experience

No. of years of

Specialization

Designation

Name

Qualification

10. Faculty Profile

11. List of senior visiting faculty : NA
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty : NA
13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): 16:1
Name of the Course/ Programme
B.Sc. Honours
a) 1st & 2nd Semesters
rd

th

b) 3 & 4 Semesters
c) 5th & 6th Semesters

Students

Teacher

27
21
15

1
1
1

d) B.Sc. General
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14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff :Nil
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with D. Sc. / D. Litt./ Ph.D./ M. Phil. /
PG.: Three with Ph. D. and one with PG (NET).
16. Number of faculty with ongoing project from
a) National (UGC and DST) and grants received Two minor projects
under UGC-NERO (March, 2012 to Sept. 2013.)
b) International funding agencies and grants received:
Nil
17. Department projects funded by DST-FIST, ICSSR etc and grants
received: Two Minor Research projects granted by UGC-NERO were
completed. Two Minor Research Projects granted by UGC-NERO are going on
(March, 2012 to Sept. 2013).
18. Research Centre/ Facility recognized by the University: One Research
Scholar Registered to Manipur University is undergoing research work in the
Biochemistry Department. Moreover two Research Scholars registered to CMJ
University, Meghalaya are undergoing research work in this Department.
19. Publications per faculty:
i)
Number of paper published in peer reviewed journals: 7
(National/International)
ii)
Chapter in Books
:1
iii)
Book edited
: Nil
iv)
Books with ISBN /ISSN with detail of Publishers : Akhansha
Publishing House, New Delhi. ISB-978-81-8370-187-9/2009
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income Generated (Consultancy services to
Higher Secondary School Teachers and Students): Nil
21. Faculty as members in
a) National committees : Dr. S. Giri Singh, Association of Food Scientists
and Technologists, India (AFST, India) and National Environmentalists
Association, India. Dr. K. Khamba Singh, AFST, India. Dr. Somita
Oinam, AFST, India. M. Anandi Devi, AFST, India.
b) Editorial Board: Dr. S. Giri Singh, Associate Editor, Journal of North
East Foods. RNI. NO. MANENG/2012/410-96.
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22. Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in house projects including
international / programme : Nil
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organizations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories / Industry /other agencies: Nil
23. Award/ Recognitions received by faculty and students: Nil
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/ Visitors to the department:
Nil
25. Seminars/ conferences / workshops organized and source of funding.
26. Student profile programme / course wise
Name of the
Course / Programme

Applications
received

B.Sc. Honours
1st & 2nd Semester
3rd & 4th Semester
5th & 6th Semester

Selected

27
37
27

Enrolled
M
F
13
7
11

Pass
percentage

14
14
4

B.Sc. General

NA

27. Diversity of students.
Name of the
Course

% of students
from the same state

% of students
from other states

% of students
from abroad

B.Sc. Honours

100

Nil

Nil

B.Sc. General

Nil

NA

NA

28. How many students have cleared national and state competitive
examinations such as NET, SLET, GATE, Civil Services, Defense
Services etc.: Nil
29. Students progression: The department/ college has only undergraduate
course and no PG, M. Phil or Ph. D. There is no campus selection.
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

NA

PG to M. Phil

NA

Employed
•

Campus Selection

•

Other than Campus recruitment

NIL for campus Selection

Entrepreneurship/ Self Employment
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities
•

Departmental Library: Departmental Library has about 50 books of
Biochemistry and related subjects. Most of the Prescribed textbooks and
practical books are available in the form of CD.

•

Internet Facilities for staffs & Students: Available

•

Classrooms with ICT facility: NA

•

Laboratories : Two class rooms with laboratories.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college,
Universities, Government or other agencies: Nil
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lecture/ workshop/
Seminar) with external expert : Nil
33. Teaching method adopted to improve student learning
a) Lectures and Seminars, (b) Assignments, (c) Group Discussion &
(d) Class tests are conducted by the respective faculty members.
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibilities and Extension
Activities
•

NSS Services

•

Lionism (Charter member of Lions club)

•

Observance of World Food Day

35. SWOC analysis of the department and future plan:
•

Department library:
•

•

Weakness:
•

•

Since the department is very new, departmental library is managing
with about 50 books of Biochemistry and related subjects. Both
teachers and students consult these books regularly. However, most
of the books prescribed by Manipur University for B.Sc. Honours
and B.Sc. General courses are available in the form of CD.

Absolute lack of non teaching laboratory staffs.

Opportunities:
•

Among the General Line Colleges of Manipur, Manipur College is
the only one having Biochemistry Department. Students can choice
for Honours course or General Course with Biochemistry.
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 Challenges:
•

Lack of enthusiasm of students.

•

Irregularity of power for practical classes.

•

General strikes and blockades.

•

Insufficient space for theory and practical classes.

 Future plans:
•

To perform national level seminar jointly with Association of Food
Scientists and Technologists, India, Manipur Chapter.

•

To enhance academic performance of teachers and students.

•

To join health awareness programmes.

•

To intensity research relating with socio-economic upliflment of
this state.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF BOTANY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Botany

2. Year of Establishment

: 1964

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: 3 year B.Sc. Degree Course
General & Honours

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved : Chemistry,
Zoology, Biochemistry as Complementary/Elective subjects

5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise) :
Semester System .

6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Our students in 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th Sem. participated in courses
offered by, Chem, Biochem departments whereas 5th & 6th Sem. students
confined in Botany Department only.

7. Courses in collaboration with other Universities, industries, foreign
institutions:

NIL

8. Details of courses / programmes discontinued (if any) with reasons: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled :
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

-

-

Associate Professors

5

5

Asst. Professors

1

1

Part time
Lab Asst.
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35

NIL

Dr. L. Jairaj
Singh

M.Sc.,
Ph.D.

Assoc. Prof.

Algal
Physiology.

35

NIL

W. Memchoubi
Devi

M.Sc.

Assoc. Prof.

Plant
Physiology

32

NIL

S. Subadani Devi M.Sc.

Assoc. Prof.

Microbiology

29

NIL

Dr. L. Inakhunbi
Devi

M.Sc.,
Ph.D.

Assoc. Prof.

Ecology

20

NIL

Th. Sunita Devi

M.Sc.,
M.Phil

Asst. Prof

Algal

9

NIL

Th. Griharani
Devi

M.Sc.,
M.Phil

Part –Time
Lecture

Pathology

10

NIL

U. Nomita Devi

M.Sc.,

Part-Time

Pathology

10

NIL

M.Phil

Lecturer

M.Sc.,
M.Phil

Part-Time
Lecturer

Pathology

10

NIL

M. Haripriya
Devi

11. List of senior visiting faculty :

NIL

12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled
(programme wise) by temporary faculty: (in %)
Year

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

%

-

-

-

-

-

13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise) : UG 50:1 in a Semester
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
1 Lab. Assistant 2 Lab. Attendants.

15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG:
Ph.D. -2, M.Phil - 4 & PG – 3.
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years

Plant
Physiology

for the last 4

Assoc. Prof.

Students guided

No. of Ph.D.

Specialization

M.Sc.

Experience

Designation

N. Raghumani
Singh

Name

Qualification

No. of years of

10. Faculty Profile:

16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from: a) National b)
International funding agencies and grants received: 1 faculty member in
Biotech Hub

17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and
grants received : Purchase of some equipments from DST fund

18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University:

NIL

19. Publications:
Faculty

a

b.1.

M. Hripriya Devi

2

2

g
ISSN:- 0973-9463
Pleione 6(2): XXX – XXX. 2012
Swastik Publication

20. Areas of Consultancy and Income Generated (Consultancy services to
Higher Secondary School teachers and students :

NIL

21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

Nil

International

Nil

Editorial Boards

Nil

Student projects
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house
projects inter departmental/programme

Nil

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in
organizations outside the institution i.e. in

Nil

Research laboratories/Industry/other

22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme :

NIL

b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies : NIL
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23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students:
•

One scholarship for academic merit carrying a cash award of Rs. 2,500/- is
awarded annually to the B.Sc. III year student (regular) who secures highest
mark in Botany Honours under L. Shyamasakhi Devi Memorial Award.

24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department:
NIL

25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding: NIL
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise :
Name of
course/
programme
B.Sc.- (Bot Hons)
III year
B.Sc.(Bot. Hons)Sem V

Year

Applications Selected
received

2011
June-Dec,
2012

Enrolled
M

F

Pass
%

19

19

11

8

100%

10

10

2

8

100%

27. Diversity of students:
Diversity of
Students

Year

B.Sc.(Bot Hons)
III year

2011

B.Sc.(Bot. Hons)Sem V

June-Dec,
2012

Students
from the
same
States
100

Students from
other states

Students from
other countries

NIL

NIL

100

NIL

NIL

28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc. : NIL

29. Student Progression :
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

Nil

PG to MPhil

Nil

Employed

Nil

• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus Recruitment
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30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
•

Laboratory facility of Botany department include B.Sc. lab. with working
tables, small size equipments

•

1 laboratory includes B.Sc. Hons class room cum laboratory with major
equipments like Incubator, Autoclave, Laminator, Centrifuge etc.

•

1 room is the staff room with Computer, Spectrophotometer and
Microscope with Camera & Monitor

•

3 Staff Almirahs with departmental books. 1 Steel Almirah for minor
equipments.
10 wooden Almirahs for staking of books and equipments etc.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies : Most of the students belong to OBC/SC/ST
and hence they enjoy all the financial assistance given by the government.

32. Enrichment Course:
•

Maintenance of equipments and Demonstration, handling carrying out
of experiments in Science Centre (ISBT), Takyelpat and at G.P.
Women’s College, Imphal

•

Topic- wise Seminars

•

Unit and Class tests

•

Providing internet facilities

•

Remedial Coaching Classes.

33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: Lecture, method
Assignment, Group Discussion

34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Contact with the parents of weak/ irregular students.

35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
•

Standarisation of infrastructure in space and room facilities is
required.

•

Strong teacher-student relationship is maintained.

•

Organisation of effective tutorial system is going on.
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 Weakness
•

Too much shortage of Power

•

Lack of advanced laboratory equipments and rooms

 Opportunities
•

Internet, library facilities

 Future Plans
•

More Job-oriented Programmes.

•

More Major and Minor Projects.

•

International and National Seminar, Workshops etc.

•

Improvement of Library and Computer Laboratory of the
Department.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Chemistry

2. Year of Establishment

: 1964

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: UG, B.Sc. Degree
Programme (Chemistry
Hons. & Gen .)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved : Chemistry
(Complementary Course) Maths., Zoology, Botany, Biochemistry.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): UG
(Semester System )
6. Participation of the department
departments : NIL

in the courses offered by other

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NIL
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Posts

Sanctioned

Filled

Professors

-

-

Associate Professors

5

5

Asst. Professors

1

1

Adhoc-faculty/Part time
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S.
Nabakishwar M.Sc.,
Singh
M.Phil.

Associate
Professor

Physical
Chemistry

32

Nil

R.K.
Devi

Associate
Professor

Physical
Chemistry

32

Nil

Tamphasana M.Sc.

H. Memcha Devi

M.Sc.

Associate
Professor

Organic
Chemistry

31

Nil

K. Nirmola Devi

M.Sc.

Associate

Organic

31

Nil

Professor

Chemistry

Assoc.

Organic

31

Nil

Professor

Chemistry

Asst.
Professor

Organic
Chemistry

12

Nil

Part Time Analytical
Lecturer
Chemistry

16

Nil

Part Time Physical
Lecturer
Chemistry

16

Nil

M.

Manglembi M.Sc.

Devi
Y. Iboyaima Singh
Dr. N.
Devi

M.Sc.,
M.Phil

Ibenoubi M.Sc.,
Ph. D.

Y. Tejkumar Singh

M.Sc.,
M.Phil

last 4 years

guided for the

Students

Experience
No. of Ph.D.

No. of years of

Specialization

Designation

Name

Qualification

10. Faculty Profile:

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T): (in %)
Year

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

%

25%

25%

20%

20%

20%

13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): UG: 50:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
Sanctioned(technical): 4, Filled: 2
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG:
Ph. D. –5, M. Phil.-3 & PG-4. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a)
National b) International funding agencies and grants received: NIL
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16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from :
(a) National (UGC and DST) and grants received : NIL
(b) International funding agencies and grants received : NIL
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received : NIL
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: NIL
19. Publications:
a) Publication per faculty
b) Number of papers published in peer review journals
(national/international) by faculty and students
c) Number of publications listed in International Database
(For Eg: Web of Science, Scopus, And Humanities International
Complete, Dare database-International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host.etc.) NIL
d) Monographs
e) Chapter in Books
f) Books Edited
g) Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
h) Citation Index
i) SNIP
j) SJR
k) Impact factor
l) h-index
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: NIL
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees
International
Editorial Boards

Nil
Nil
Nil

22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL
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24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: NIL
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding: NIL
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise
Year

Name of
Course/program
rd

2011-12

B.Sc. 3

2012

B.Sc. 1st & 2nd Sem.

Applications
received

Selected

7

Yr. (Hons)

rd

th

Enrolled
M

F

Pass
%

7

3

4

57

350

318

154

164

2012

B.Sc. 3 & 4 Sem.

389

389

222

167

2012

th

7

7

5

2

B.Sc. 5
(Hons)

Sem.

27. Diversity of Students:
Year

Name of Course

% of
students
from the
same state

% of
students
from other
state

% of
students
from abroad

2011-12

B.Sc. 3rd Yr.(Hons)

100

NIL

NIL

2012

B.Sc. 5th & 6th Sem.
(Hons)

100

NIL

NIL

2012

B.Sc. 1st & 2nd Sem.

100

NIL

NIL

28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NIL
29. Student Progression:
Student Progression

Period

Against % enrolled

UG to PG
PG to MPhil
Employed
• Campus Selection
2009-11
• Other
than
Campus
Recruitment
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
•

NIL
NIL
NIL
3%

Laboratory facilities of Department of Chemistry include 3 separate
rooms for B.Sc.-Physical/Inorganic/Organic Practicals & 1 well
equipped laboratory room for Physical Practical.

•

Departmental Library acts as a book bank, which includes text book
bank which includes relevant text books and reference books.
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•

Chemistry Department has a internet facility for both staff and
students under National Mission for Electronics Information
Communication technology (NMEICT)

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies: Most of the students belong to OBC/SC/ST
and hence they enjoy all the financial assistance given by the government and
other agencies.
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminars) with external experts: NIL
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: Lecture methods,
Assignment & Project Work, Remedial Course
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: The department participates in all the functions and events observed
in the College.
35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
• Standard infrastructural facilities
• Close relationship between teacher and student
• Effective Remedial Course
 Weakness
• Staff shortage due to delay in appointments by the government
• Insufficient practical rooms
 Opportunities
•

Internet, library and e-database

 Challenges
•

Limited student progression to higher level courses

 Future Plans
• More Job-oriented Programmes.
• More Major and Minor Projects.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF PHYSICS DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Physics

2. Year of Establishment

: 1964

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: B.A/B.Sc. Degree
Programmes General and
Honours

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved : Chemistry,
Mathematics, Geography. (Complementary Course)
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Semester
System for Under Graduate
6. Participation of the department
departments : NIL

in the courses offered by other

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NIL
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Posts
Professors
Associate Professors
Asst. Professors
Adhoc-faculty/Part time
Sr. Demonstrator
10. Faculty Profile:
Name
N. Ranakumar
Singh
H. Haripriya
Devi
Dr. W.
Shambhunath
Singh
W. Haripriya
Devi

Sanctioned
5
1
1

Qualification Designation
M.Sc.
Assoc. Prof.

Filled
4
1
1

Specialization
Spectroscopy

Experience
34 years

M.Sc.

Assoc. Prof.

Geo Physics

34 years

M.Sc,.
M. Phil.,
Ph. D.
M.Sc.
M. Phil.

Assoc. Prof.

Nuclear
Physics

29 years

Assoc. Prof

Nuclear
Physics

22 years

Part-Time
Lecturer
Senior
Demonstrator

Nuclear
Physics

16 years

O. Shantajit M.Sc.
Singh
L. Manglem B.Sc.
Singh
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T):
Year

2008-09

2009-10

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): UG: 16:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: 2
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG: Ph. D. –
1, M. Phil.-2 & Post Graduate -2.
16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received: NIL
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received : NIL
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: NIL
19. Publications:
a) Publication per faculty - 5, Dr. W. Shanbhunath Singh
b) Number of papers published in peer review journals
(b.1.national/b2.international) by faculty and students - 5
c) Number of publications listed in International Database
(For Eg: Web of Science, Scopus, And Humanities International
Complete, Dare database-International Social Sciences Directory,
EBSCO host.etc.)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)

Monographs
Chapter in Books
Books Edited
Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers
Citation Index
SNIP
SJR
Impact factor
h-index
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20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: NIL
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

N. Ranakumar Singh - Member of
the All India Federation of
University & College Teachers’
Association (AIFUCTO)

International Committees

NIL

Editorial Boards

NIL

Student projects
b) Percentage of students who have done
in-house projects inter departmental/
programme

NIL

c) Percentage of students placed for
projects in organizations outside the

NIL

institution i.e. in Research laboratories/
Industry/ other
22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: Nil
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding: NIL
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise
Name of
Course/program
B.Sc.
(Hons)
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Applications received
First & Second
Semester
Third & Fourth
Semester
Fifth & Sixth
Semester

Selected

Enrolled
M
F
52
51
20

18

11

07
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27. Diversity of Students:
Name of the Course

Students from
the same States

First & Second

Students from
other states

Students from
other countries

100%

NIL

NIL

100%

NIL

NIL

100%

NIL

NIL

Semester
Third & Fourth
Semester
Fifth & Sixth
Semester

28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NIL
29. Student Progression:
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

NA

PG to MPhil

NA

Employed
• Campus Selection

NIL

• Other than Campus Recruitment
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
•

Laboratory facilities of Department of Physics include a B.Sc. Main
Lab with Spectrometer Room, a B.G. Subsidiary Lab with adjoining
Computer room

•

Well-equipped laboratory with CRO’s, Function Generator,
Regulated power supplies, IT-trainers, computers, OHP and LCD
projector

•

The Department and three classrooms enjoy the common facilities
of the college

•

Departmental Library acts as a book bank, which includes text book
for main and subsidiary, general dictionaries, and other General
Physics related books

•

Department possesses an OHP, LCD Projector, a cordless MIC with
power amplifier, CD Player and FM Radio and it uses the
reprographic facilities provided by the college.
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31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies Most of the students belong to OBC/SC/ST
and hence they enjoy all the financial assistance given by the government and
other agencies
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminars) with external experts: NIL
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: Lecture Methods,
Presentation using OHP & LCD on special topics, Seminars, assignments and
quiz.
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities:
a) Exhibitions
b) State level quiz
c) Tuition to students of nearby schools.
d) Fund raising programmes, Old-age home visits
e) Visit to students’ home.
35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
• Standard infrastructural facilities
• Effective tutorial system
• Strong teacher-student relationship
 Weakness
•

Staff shortage due to delay in appointments by the government.

•

Lack of advanced laboratory equipments

 Opportunities
•

Internet, Library and e-database.

 Challenges
• Staff shortage.
• Removal of Internal assessment
 Future Plans
• More Job-oriented Programmes.
• More Major and Minor Projects.
• Organising International, National Seminars and Workshops.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL
1. Name of the Department

: Mathematics

2. Year of Establishment

: 1964

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: B.A/B.Sc. Degree
Programmes General and
Honours

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved : Chemistry,
Physics and Geography.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Semester
System.
6. Participation of the department
departments : NIL

in the courses offered by other

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NIL
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Sanctioned

Filled

Not filled

5

4

1

10. Faculty Profile:
Name

Qualificati Designation
on
H. Imocha M.Sc.
Assoc. Prof.
Singh
Dr.
Y. M.Sc.,
Assoc. Prof.
Temba
M.Phil,
Singh
Ph.D.
P.
Kavita M.Sc.
Assoc. Prof.
Devi
Ng.
M.Sc.
Assoc. Prof
Manaranjan
Singh

Specialization

Experience

Fluid Dynamics

34 years

Fluid
Mechanics

36 years

Solid
Mechanics
Mathematical
Statistics

28 years
26 years

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL
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12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T): NIL
13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): UG: 22:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: Nil
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG:
Ph. D. –1 (with M. Phil), Post Graduate -3.
16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received: NIL
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received : NIL
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: NIL
19. Publications: NIL
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: NIL
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

NIL

International Committees

NIL

Editorial Boards

NIL

22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: Nil
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding: NIL
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26. Student profile/programme/course-wise
Name of
Course/program

Applications
received

st

nd

rd

th

B.A./B.Sc.- Semester 1 & 2

B.A./B.Sc.- Semester 3 & 4

B.A./B.Sc. (Honours) Semester 5
& 6th

Selected

Enrolled
M

th

B.A./B.Sc. (General) Semester 5th
& 6th

F

54

3

18

2

10

0

Pass
%

NIL

27. Diversity of Students:
Name of the Course

Students from
the same States

Students from
other states

B.A./B.Sc. (Hons)

100

0

Students from
other
countries
0

B.A./B.Sc. (General)

Nil

NIL

NIL

28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NIL
29. Student Progression:
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

NIL

PG to MPhil

NIL

Employed
• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus Recruitment
Entrepreneurship / Self –employed

NIL

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
•

Computer laboratory facility start fro the academic session 1998-99
and thereby impart computer knowledge as included in the syllabi
for both General and Honours Courses.

•

Departmental Library and Internet facility act as a book bank for
both teachers and students.

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies: Most of the students belong to OBC/SC/ST
and hence they enjoy all the financial assistance given by the government.
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32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminars) with external experts: Remedial coaching, Group discussion and
tutorial classes.
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
a) Lecture methods
b) Assignments.
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: Contact with the parents of weak/irregular students.
35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
•

Effective tutorial system

•

Strong teacher-student relationship

 Weakness
•

Shortage of one teaching staff due to delay in appointments by the
government

•

Lack of adequate laboratory equipments

 Opportunities
•

Internet and Library facilities

 Challenges
•

Delay in appointment of faculty

•

Limited Power Supply.

 Future Plans
•

P.G. course in Mathematics

•

More Job-oriented Programmes.

•

More Major and Minor Projects.

•

International and National Seminar, Workshops etc.

•

Improvement of Library and Computer Laboratory of the Department.
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL
1. Name of the Department
: Geography
2. Year of Establishment

: 1958

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: B.A/B.Sc. Degree
Programmes (General and
Honours)

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved :
Mathematics, Physics, Pol. Sc., Hist., Education, Manipuri and Philosophy
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): Semester
System.
6. Participation of the department
departments : NIL

in the courses offered by other

7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NIL
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled:
Sanctioned

Filled

Not filled

6

3

3

10. Faculty Profile:
Name
Qualification
Ak.
M.A, M.Phil.
Priyokumar
Singh
Dr. Janatun MA, PhD.
Begum
B.Ed.

Designation
Associate
Professor

Specialization
Experience
Pop.
29 years
Settlement

Assistant
Professor

Regional
Planning &
Development
Geomorpholog
y & Sediments
Analysis.

12 years

Nanjest
Thongbam

MSc.,PGDPM
(MTech), NET
( ICAR), Ph.D.
Scholar.

Assistant
Professor

Dr. L
Vijaykumar
Singh
R.K.
Amul Sena

M.A., PhD.
B.Ed.

Part Time
Lecturer

Historical
Geography

M.A. M.Phil.

Part Time
Lecturer

Environment
Geog.

15 Years

Dr. RK..
Binarani
Devi

M.Sc. Ph. D.
B.Ed.

Guest
Lecturer

Environmenta
l Science

10 Years.
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11. List of senior visiting faculty: NIL
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T) (in %):
10%
13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): UG: 22:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff:
One Lab Attendant
15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG:
Ph.D. –3, Post Graduate Diploma in Planning & Mgt. (M.Tech).plus
NET(ICAR)(1), M. Phil.-2.
16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from a) National b) International
funding agencies and grants received: Conservation of artifacts from Imphal
Kangla, Department of Arts and Culture Government of Manipur Direct
funding from State Archaeology, Kangla.
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received : NIL
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: NIL
19. Publications:
a) Publication per faculty.
b) No of papers published.
c) No publications in international database
d) Monographs
e) Chapter in books
f) Books edited
g) Citation index
1. Dr. Jantaun Begum a-3, e-1
2. Nanjest Thongbam a-3, e-1.
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated:
1) Nanjest Thongbam.
a) Initiated concept & design for secondary and higher secondary National
Children Science Congress, attained 2nd best in 17th NCSC 2009, best 25 in
18th NCSC, 2010
b) Assistance to Science Teacher Forum.
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c) Assistance to Manipur State Archaeology, Deptt of Arts & Culture in
Excavations and Explorations.
d) Providing scientific assistance in characterization of Manipuri Pony for
compilation of gazette notification of State Government through Manipur
Horse Riding and Polo Association.
e) Asst. Editor for the Souvenir publication on International polo tournaments.
f) Resource person to community awareness programme in WLS ( IBS) under
Rufford Short Grant Foundation
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

NA

International Committees

NA

Editorial Boards

NA

22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department:
Prof. Joykumar, former Dean & Head History Department M.U.
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding: NIL
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise
Year
2010-11
2010-11

Name of
Course/program
st

B.Sc. 1 Semester
st

B.A. 1 Semester
nd

Applications
received

Selected

13

Enrolled
M

F

Pass
%

13

11

02

90%

86

86

71

15

80%

2011-12

B.Sc. 2 Semester

13

13

11

02

72%

2011-12

B.A. 2nd Semester

86

86

71

15

82%

22

22

21

01

78%

2011-12

st

B.Sc. 1 Semester
st

2011-12

B.A. 1 Semester

105

105

53

52

80%

2011-12

B.Sc. 3rd Semester

12

12

10

02

76%

86

86

71

15

70%

2011-12

rd

B.A. 3 Semester
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2012-13
2012-13
2012-13
2012-13

B.Sc. 4th Semester
th

B.A. 4 Semester
th

B.Sc. 5 Semester
th

B.A. 5 Semester
nd

12

12

10

02

70%

86

86

71

15

70%

01

01

01

-

100%

18

18

11

07

100%

2012-13

B.Sc. 2 Semester

22

22

21

01

-

2012-13

B.A. 2nd Semester

105

105

53

52

-

06

06

06

-

-

60

60

44

16

-

01

01

01

-

-

18

18

11

07

-

2012-13
2012-13
2013
2013

th

B.Sc. 4 Semester
th

B.A. 4 Semester
th

B.Sc. 6 Semester
th

B.A. 6 Semester

27. Diversity of Students: Students comprise of multi ethnic and relig07ious
groups. Majority of the students belongs to lower income status and OBC. Sex
ratio is almost equal but in few classes male dominates. There are few students
coming from other state.
28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NET (ONE) – N. Atiyaraj Singh
29. Student Progression:
Student Progression

Period

Against % enrolled

UG to PG

NIL

PG to MPhil

NIL

Employed
• Campus Selection
• Other than
Recruitment

Campus

30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
•

Departmental Library acts as a book bank, which includes relevant
text books and reference books.

•

Geography Department has a internet facility for both staff and
students under National Mission for Electronics Information
Communication Technology (NME-ICT)

31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies: Most of the students belong to OBC/SC/ST
and enjoy free tuition fee and other financial assistances @ scholarship given by
the government from time to time.
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32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminars) with external experts: Remedial coaching, Group discussion and
tutorial classes provided.
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning:
a) Lecture methods
b) Assignments
c) Practical lab.
d) Field trips and explorations for students.
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities: The department were incorporated in the all the functions and events
observed within the college.
35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
•

Effective tutorial system

•

Fair and cordial teacher-student relationship

 Weakness
•

Shortage of one teaching staff due to delay in appointments by the
government

•

Inadequate class room, teacher’s cubicles laboratory equipments.
Cartography, GIS, Remote sensing and digital equipments.

 Opportunities
•

Broadband Internet facilities available

 Challenges
•

Delay in appointment of faculty

•

Limited Power Supply

•

Political turmoil linked band and blockade etc.

 Future Plans
•

To open P.G course in Geography.

•

More Job-Oriented Enrichment Programmes

•

Major and Minor Projects
International and National Seminar, Workshops etc.
Improvement of Library and Computer Laboratory of the Department

•
•
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EVALUATIVE REPORT OF ZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT:
MANIPUR COLLEGE, IMPHAL

1. Name of the Department

: Zoology

2. Year of Establishment

: 1968

3. Names of Programmes /Courses Offered

: B.A/B.Sc. General and
Honours

4. Names of Interdisciplinary courses and departments involved: In addition
to Zoology, students from First semester up to fourth semester offer two more
subjects like (Botany and Chemistry).Regional Development Studies(RDS) in
Third Semester and Environmental Studies(ES) in Fourth Semester are
interdisplinary and inter-departmental in nature.
5. Annual/Semester/choice based credit system (programme wise): There are
six semesters in B.Sc. Zoology honours. Three subjects are offered including
Zoology along with a compulsory/common paper up to Fourth semester. From
Fifth Semester up to Sixth semester there are three papers including practical
papers in Zoology in each semester. Thus there are total of ten papers in
Zoology in B.Sc. (Honours).
6. Participation of the department in the courses offered by other
departments: Students of the Department of Zoology offer two more subjects
from other departments in addition to the Department of Zoology from First
Semester to Fourth semester in B.Sc. (Honours).In B.Sc. (General) two more
subjects in addition to Zoology from First Semester to Sixth Semester. Thus,
the students have to choose four papers/subjects in B.Sc.(Honours) and six
papers/subjects in B.Sc.(general) from those offered by Departments of
Botany, Chemistry and Biochemistry.
7. Courses in collaboration with other universities, industries, foreign
institutions : NA
8. Details of courses/programmes discontinued(if any) with reasons.: NIL
9. Number of teaching posts sanctioned and filled: Post are created and filled
up by the Government of Manipur and posted in the Department/Manipur
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College. The recruitment is at the level of Assistant Professor and then got
promoted through a process of evaluation, performance and interview by
Manipur Public Service Commission. As such at present there is no post of
Professor at College level in Manipur.
Post

Sanctioned

Filled

Professor

NIL

NA

Associate Professor

NA

Three

Assistant Professor

NA

Three

Dr. R. K.
Radhakrishore
Singh
Th. Ruhini Devi

M.Sc.
Ph.D.

Associate Entomology
Professor

34 years

1

M.Sc.

33years

NIL

Th. Kamala Devi

M.Sc

29 years

NIL

Dr. O.Gojendro
Singh
Dr.
Ok.Monorama
S. Medha Devi

M.Sc.
Ph.D
M.Sc.
Ph.D
M.Sc.

Associate
professor
Associate
professor
Assistant
professor
Assistant
professor
Assistant
professor

Fish and
Fisheries
Fishery
Animal
Physiology
Entomology

22 years

NIL

22 years

NIL

Fishery

20 years

NIL

the last 4 years

Students guided for

No.of Ph.D.

Experience

Teaching

Specialisation

Designation

Qualification

Name

10. Faculty Profile:

11. List of senior visiting faculty: NA
12. Percentage of lectures delivered and practical classes handled (programme
wise) by temporary faculty (P/T): NIL
13. Student Teacher Ratio (Programme wise): 80:1
14. Number of academic support staff (technical) and administrative staff: Nil
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15. Qualifications of teaching faculty with DSc/D.Litt/PhD/MPhil/PG:
Ph. D. –3, M.Sc. – 3.
16. Number of faculty with ongoing projects from
a) National : One minor project under UGC-NERO, Guwahati
sponsorship have been completed in the year 2006 by Dr. R.K.
Radhakrishore Singh, HOD/Zoology.
b) International funding agencies and grants received: NIL
17. Departmental projects funded by DST-FIST, DBT, ICSSR, etc. and grants
received : One major project under DBT, New Delhi. (for 3 years)Sponsorship
going on in the current financial year 2012-2013,by Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore
Singh, HOD/Zoology.
18. Research Centre/Facility recognised by the University: YES
19. Publications:
a) Dr. R.K. Radhakrishore Singh: Total=16 Papers
= International-4, National-11, 1(one) Accepted on 5.03.2013 to
National journal of Life sciences.
b) Dr. O Gojendro Singh= 4 National, 1(one) to National journal of
Life sciences.
c) Dr. Ok. Monorama Chanu=7 National papers.
d) Th. Ruhini Devi = 1 National Paper.
1. Number of papers published in peer review journals: 1
2. National
: NIL
3. Chapter in Books
: NIL
4. Books edited
: NIL
5. Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers.: NIL
20. Areas of Consultancy and Income generated: Biotechnology (Brajalal
Institute of Sciences, Elite Higher secondary school).
21. Faculty as members in
a) National Committees b) International Committees c) Editorial Boards.
National Committees

NA

International Committees

NA

Editorial Boards

NA
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22. Students projects:
a) Percentage of students who have done in-house projects including
interdepartmental/programme: NIL
b) Percentage of students placed for projects in organisations outside the
institution i.e. in Research Laboratories/Industry/other agencies: NIL
23. Awards/Recognition received by faculty and students: NIL
24. List of eminent academicians and scientists/visitors to the department: Nil
25. Seminars/Conferences/Workshops organised and sources of funding:
Three days training programme on “Biochemical Assay on total insect protein”
among the students of the college and students from other colleges of Manipur
from 7th march 2013 to 9th March 2013 sponsored by the Department of
Biotechnology, New Delhi in the Department of Zoology, Manipur College,
Imphal.
26. Student profile/programme/course-wise: The admission system is
centralized as students are given in freedom to choose from the four subjects in
B.Sc. (Honours) and six papers/subjects in B.Sc. (General) from those offered
by Departments of Zoology, Botany, Chemistry and Physics.
Name of
course/programme

Applications Selected
received

B.A. (Zoology Hons.)
First & Second Semester

280

237

Third & Fourth Semester

260

198

Fifth & Sixth Semester

50

48

NIL

NA

B.Sc.

Enrolled
Male Female

NA

NA

Pass
%

NA

27. Diversity of Students: Students come from all over the state and from all the
major communities in Manipur. They include Meitei, Naga, Kuki-Chin,
Manipuri Muslims (Meitei Pangal).There are OBC, SC, ST, Minorities in
addition to general categories. The ratio of boys and girls are almost equal
though there are variations from one semester to another
Name of the Course

Students from
the same States

B.A. (Honours)

100%

NIL

Students from
other
countries
NIL

B.A. (General)

NIL

NA

NA
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28. How many students have cleared NET/SLET/Gate, Civil Services, Defence
Services etc.: NIL
29. Student Progression: The College has only undergraduate course and no PG,
M.Phil. or Ph.D. There is no campus selection.
Student Progression

Against % enrolled

UG to PG
PG to MPhil

NA

• Employed

NIL
NIL
NIL

• Campus Selection
• Other than Campus Recruitment
• Entrepreneurship/ Self-employed

NIL
30. Details of Infrastructural facilities :
Department library: Department has a collection of books in Zoology and
related branches. At present there are 86 (eighty six) books in the Department
Library. Department also subscribes one journal, Indian journal of Zoological
Science for a period of three years since 2012
Internal facility: Department has the internet facility as a part of the
centralized college internet facility
31. Number of students receiving financial assistance from college, university,
government or other agencies: : Scholarship of various schemes under SC,
ST, OBC and Minority are provided to the students of the Department
32. Details on student enrichment programmes (special lectures/ workshops/
seminars) with external experts: NIL
33. Teaching methods adopted to improve student learning: (1) Lecture Series
(2) Seminars (3) Assignments (4) Project work (5) Group Discussion OHP, LC
etc Lerner centered methodology followed with series on ICT: Class tests are
conducted by the respective faculty members.
34. Participation in Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) and Extension
activities:
•

World environmental day observance.

•

Environment Awareness Programme Cleanness Programme
National Voting Day observance.
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35. SWOC analysis of the department and Future Plans:
 Strengths
•

Department Library: The department has good collection of books
on Zoology and related branches which students and faculty
members use in their study, teaching and learning activities.

•

Well-trained and dedicated teachers who are evolve in the teaching
and reach activities Unity and cooperation among the students as
well as among the students and faculty members

 Weakness
•

Students drop outs

 Opportunities
•

Expansion of tutorial:
Awareness classes to the parents of schools students about the scope
and importance of Zoology.

 Challenges
•

Student lack of English proficiency:

•

Special attention for sports students and concessions in internal
examinations.

 Future Plans
•

To work for the opening a Post Graduate in Department of Zoology
in future.

•

To conduct a National Seminar in Collaboration with Department of
Life Sciences, Manipur University in 2013.

•

To start a Centre for women studies in near future to organize
Workshops on understanding biodiversity in Manipur in near future.
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F.
ANNEXURE – I A
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ANNEXURE – I B
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ANNEXURE – II
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ANNEXURE – III
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ANNEXURE – IV
LAYOUT OF MANIPUR COLLEGE LIBRARY
7
1. 1. IT Room with Soul-2 server
2. Table for dispensing book
7
3. Rack for Library users
4. Reference reading table
5. Librarian table
4
6. Index shelve
7. Storage for racks/books
8. Clients computers
7
9. Stairs leading to first floor
10.Table for relaxed reading
7
11. Record room

7
7

7

7
7

6
5

7

6

7

7

7

9

7

7

2

8

1
7

7

7

7

7

3

Layout of Library Building(Ground Floor)
Area: 187.59 Sq. m

7

7

7

4

10

11

7

7

7

Layout of Library Building (First Floor)
Area : 91.67 Sq. m
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ANNEXURE - V
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G.

POST-ACCREDITATION INITIATIVES TAKEN BY THE COLLEGE

Manipur College was accredited at the ‘B’ level in March 2007. After the
accreditation the College has taken serious measures towards promotion of quality
culture in the college. There have been significant positive outcomes of the entire
exercise carried out in the last five years. The executive summary of the College
given in the SSR has included the achievements taken place and the measures the
college has been taking towards quality sustenance and enhancement. Few of them
are highlighted here.
In the area of curriculum planning and implementation, the college has
taken steps to facilitate the members of the faculty to participate in the curriculum
planning and syllabus framing activities of the University. Some of the teachers
have selected/nominated as members of the syllabus framing committee at the
University level. The college has also taken measures to involve the teachers in
giving enrichment lectures to the students.
New programme in Bio-Chemistry was opened after the accreditation. The
college has a full-fledged department of Bio-Chemistry offering both Pass and
Honours courses. Manipur College is the only college in the state to offer BioChemistry at the UG level.
Measures have been taken to increase the students’ enrollment which had
reached rock bottom in the year 2007. After the accreditation, the College has been
publishing updated Prospectus every year. Wide publicity has been made to attract
more students. Admission is done by a transparent, well-administered mechanism,
complying with all the norms of the central and state governments. This has been
successful as the students’ strength has been increasing over the years, from less
than 500 in 2007 to more than 1100 in 2012. The college has also ensured that
there is a good mixture of students from different communities. The College also
has arranged to guide and counsel students regarding the choice of subjects.
Members of the Admission Committee have been asked to stay in the college
during the entire period of admission.
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The College has taken steps during the post accreditation period, to provide
interactive instructional techniques that engage students in higher order ‘thinking’
and investigation, through the use of interviews, focused group discussions,
debates, ICT resources etc.
The institute has taken steps to enable the teachers learn and keep abreast
of the latest developments, to innovate, continuously seek improvement in their
work and strive for individual and institutional excellence. For this, the teachers
are encouraged to participate in computer training. The College has also
established an ICT Promotion Cell which imparts training to teachers as well as
students to handle and use computers and other ICTs, smart boards, LCDs, etc.
Twenty four hours internet facilities being provided to all the departments under
NME-ICT scheme. Seminar and Conference rooms are provided with Smart
Boards and LCD projectors.
Teachers have been encouraged to take up research work leading to PhD
or MPhil, along with their teaching learning activities. They are also provided
support system to take up major or minor research projects. The College also is
taking steps to ensure that the expertise available in the College is widely
published. In order to help improve the students performance, teachers are also
asked to provide question banks to the students, discuss the methodology on
answering questions etc. The College also ensures that learning outcome is
achieved by employing necessary methods.
In order to help the slow learners, and other students who cannot afford for
private tutorial classes, the College has also introduced Remedial Coaching
classes. Enrichment classes are also arranged for the students. Spoken English
Course has been conducted by the College. Coaching under Service Entry Scheme
is undertaken in the College. The college has also a Career Guidance and
Counseling Cell to guide students. Grievance Redressal Cell of the College takes
steps to redress any genuine grievance of the students and stakeholders. The
College has also established a number of Committees for smooth functioning of
the institute.
The College has provided required infrastructure in terms of space and
equipment and support facilities on the campus for undertaking research.
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In order to inculcate the values of Institutional Social Responsibilities, the
College has taken measures to organize and conduct extension activities with the
help of teachers, Students Union, Environmental Club, NSS cells and NCC.
The College also has organized State and National level seminars on issues
that concern the society.
Steps have been taken to improve the existing infrastructure. New
proposals have been submitted to UGC for construction of additional classrooms
and administrative blocks and it is in the process for approval. Recently the
Government has started to construct new laboratories and classrooms for
Chemistry department.
Jubilee Canteen has been constructed, in commemoration of the observance
of the Golden jubilee of the College, under UGC funding. New plant has been set
up to provide continuous drinking water inside the college campus. Overhead
tanks were erected to provide continuous supply of water to Science blocks and
toilet complex. New toilets for boys are provided while for girls, they are under
construction.
For indoor games facilities, a new Indoor Stadium is constructed under
UGC funding. Students’ Union Room and Boys’ Common Room are newly
constructed. Extension work of Women Hostel has been taken up under UGC
funding to provide more facilities to the students coming from remote areas. It is
expected to be functional from the next session.
As per the suggestion of the last Peer Team, Computerisation of
Administrative Block has already been initiated.
As library holdings in terms of books, journals and other learning materials
and technology-aided learning mechanisms enable students to acquire information,
knowledge and skills required for their study programmes, the College has
persuaded the state Government to acquire more books. Since the resources are
limited to purchase books and journals, the College has acquired Inflibnet facilities
for the use of e-books and e-journals. Automation of library is being carried out
with SOUL. Computers with Internet facilities, printers, Xerox machines, more
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reading room facilities are also provided in the college. The College has also a
Central Computer Laboratory for the use of staff and students.
Transparency in financial management is maintained. There is optimum
utilization of finance, including mobilization of resources. Steps have been taken
to mobilize additional resources, with the consent of the Government, for the
development of the College. The income and expenditure of the institution are
audited at regular intervals, as decided by the Government.
The institution has established an IQAC which adopts a participatory
approach in managing its provisions. It has prescribed quality parameters in
carrying out teaching learning activities in the college smoothly. AQARs have
been regularly sent to NAAC during the last four years.
The College has launched its institutional website which has been updated at
regular intervals.
Measures have been taken by the College to organize lecture programme
from time to time, on topics like climate change , disaster management,
environmental issues etc so as to maintain a clean and green campus. The
Environmental club of the College plays a proactive role in imparting knowledge
amongst the students on environment friendly practices.
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I.

SSR PREPARATION TEAM

IQAC CORE COMMITTEE/STEERING COMMITTEE
1. Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh, Principal
2. Shri S. Bejamin Nattar, Assoc. Prof.
3. Shri Ng. Manaranjan Singh, Assoc. Prof.
4. Shri P. Birchandra Singh, Asst. Prof.
5. Dr. S. Kipgen , Asst. Prof.
6. Dr. A. Devidas Sharma, Asst. Prof.
7. Shri L. Manglem Singh, Sr. Demonstrator

Chairman
Co-ordinator
Member
-do-do-do-do-

IQAC
1. Dr. Kh. Jayantakumar Singh, Principal
2. Shri S. Benjamin Nattar, Assoc. Prof.
3. Shri N. Raghumani Singh, Assoc. Prof.
4. Shri L. Mahendra Singh, Assoc. Prof.
5. Shri H. Imocha Singh, Assoc. Prof.
6. Dr. W. Shambhunath Singh, Assoc. Prof.
7. Shri Ng. Manaranjan Singh, Assoc. Prof.
8. Smt. S. Sobita Devi, Assoc. Prof.
9. Smt. Th. Premita Devi, Asst. Prof.
10. Smt. M. Sujata Devi, Asst. Prof.
11. Shri P. Birchandra Singh, Asst. Prof.
12. Dr. A. Devidas Sharma, Asst. Prof.
13. Dr. S. Kipgen , Asst. Prof.
14. Shri L. Manglem Singh, Sr. Demonstrator
15. Shri I. Hemochandra Singh, Hon’ble Minister (PHED)
16. Shri T. Ojit Singh, OSD (Univ. & Hr. Edn.)
17. Shri S. Meghachandra Singh, Ex-Principal

Chairman
Co-ordinator
Member
-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-do-

SSR REVIEW COMMITTEE
1. Dr. L. Jairaj Singh, Assoc. Prof. Botany
2. Shri L. Mahendra Singh, HOD, English
3. Smt. Ch. Jamuna Devi, Assoc. Prof, English
4. Dr. N. Somorendra Singh, Asst. Prof.
WEB HOSTING
1. Nanjest Thongbam, Asst. Prof, Co-ordinator, ICT Promotion Cell
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